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INTRODUCTION
This Project Summary book is a published
compilation
consisting of short descriptions
of each project supported by the Fusion Plasma Theory and Computing Group of the Advanced
Physics and Technology
Division of
the Department
of Energy, Office of Fusion Energy. The summaries
contained in this volume were written by the
individual contractors
with minimal editing by the Office of Fusion Energy. Previous summaries
were published in
February of 1982 and December of 1987.
The Plasma Theory program is responsible
for the development
of concepts and models that describe and predict the behavior of a magnetically
confined plasma. Emphasis is given to the modelling and understanding
of the
processes controlling transport of energy and particles in a toroidal plasma and supporting
the design of the International Thermonuclear
Experimental
Reactor (ITER). A tokamak transport
initiative was begun in 1989 to improve understanding
of how energy and particles are lost from the plasma by mechanisms
that transport
them
across field lines. The Plasma Theory program has actively participated
in this initiative. Recently, increased attention has been given to issues of importance
to the proposed Tokamak Physics Experiment
(TPX).
Particular attention has been paid to containment
and thermalization
of fast alpha particles produced in a burning fusion plasma as well as control of sawteeth, current drive, impurity control, and design of improved auxiliary
heating. In addition, general models of plasma behavior are developed from physics features common to different
confinement
geometries.
This work uses both analytical
and numerical
techniques.
The Fusion Theory program
supports
research
projects at U.S. government
laboratories,
universities
and industrial contractors.
Its support of theoretical work at
universities
contributes
to the Office of Fusion Energy mission of training scientific manpower
for the U.S. fusion
energy program.
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Auburn University
Project
Theoretical
Studies
of Radiofiequency
D.G. Swanson and ].D. Hanson

Radiation

and Magnetic

Topology

of Toroidal

Plasmas

Funding
FY 1990

FY 199l

FY 1992

$95.0k

$85.0k

$81.2k

Purpose
1. The purpose of the mode conversion
studies is to complete the analysis of the types of' mode conversion
problems, emphasizing
the coupling of the X-mode and the O-mode at various harmonics
of the ion cyclotron fiequency, and to evaluate the effects of mode conversion on electron synchrotron
radiation, which include the effects
of radiation transport within the plasma.
2. The purpose of the magnetic topology portion of this project is to understand
and control the magnetic field
structure within toroidal plasmas. One part of the project is the computational
support of the experimental
program
of the Compact Auburn Torsatron (CAT) involving the comparison
of observed and computed magnetic field structures. A second part is the investigation
of fixing small asymmetries
in tokamak magnetic fields.

Approach
1. In analyzing
the X-mode/O-mode
coupling at electron cyclotron harmonics,
we have used a combination
of
analytic and numerical techniques
developed previously, which include the Green function method which converts
the tunneling
equation
into an integral equation.
Having already established
the Generalized
Kirchhoff_s Law
(GKL), the investigation
of synchrotron
radiation has been directed at determining
the nature of the source distribution function through a variational
principle. For estimating the total reduction in synchrotron
radiation from a
fusion, plasma, simplified numerical methods are being developed to accelerate the survey over the broad range of
parameters
encountered.
2. Our approach to magnetic topology issues is firmly grounded
in the recognition
that magnetic fields are a
Hamiltonian
system. The structures
which are observed in magnetic fields, such as islands, x and oh points, flux
surfaces, and separatrices
are well understood
(although sometimes with different terminology)
from a nonlinear
dynamics
perspective.
The insight gained from the nonlinear
dynamics guides the computations
which are performed.
1. It has been determined
that all mode conversion
problems in plasmas are either three branch or five branch
problems, and we have solutions for both cases. There is only one range of parameters
for a five branch problem
yet to be completed, and then every possible case will have been _ompleted formally.
The most important cases have already been studied, but the range of parameters
is still limited. We have already determined
the source distribution
function for all three branch problems for a representative
range of parameters [5]. Analytic expressions
for the source distribution
function for the five branch case have recently been
completed.
An exact analysis
of some of the scattering coefficients
for the three branch cases (which can be extended to the five branch cases) has clarified the difference between transmission
coefficients and absorption,
and
led to a redefinition
of opacity and the probable demise of the concept of optical depth for all cyclotron or synchrotron radiation cases [6].
2. Earlier work on stellarator design led to the development
of a code, named IFT, which was used to design the
Compact Auburn Torsatron. The code is now being used to compute the magnetic field from the torsatron coils, and
to design correction coils. A recent paper on controlling magnetic islands with a horizontal-field
trim coil has been
accepted for publication
[1]. A second paper on the local rotational transforrn
within islands is in preparation.
The
toroidal location of locked modes in tokamaks
is often correlated with a known magnetic field asymmetry,
such as
a horizontally
shifted poloidal field coil. These locked modes can cause decreased
confinement
and disruptions.
Since it is extremely difficult to control all sources of asymmetry
during the construction
of a tokamak,
1 have investigated
the possibility of using a set of small trim coils to eliminate the magnetic islands at outer rational magnetic surfaces.
The main computational
problem,
which has been solved, is to compute
the currents
in the
corrections coils which are needed to correct a given set of magnetic field asymmetry.
[_At.;I.: 1

Plans
1. Both analytic and numerical work oil the last five branch problem will be completed, along the corresponding source distribution
function. Simplified numerical methods will be developed to facilitate the survey of synchrotron radiation
to determine
the net reduction
of synchrotron
radiation
due to mode conversion
effects. The
importance
of radiative transport with the plasn_a will be further evaluated.
There is some indication
that the effects of nonthermal
distribution
functions on synchrotron
radiation might also be treated with the methods discovered fbr thermal plasmas, and this suggestion
will be pursued with an attempt to determine the magnitude
of any
approximations
involved. A book on mode conversion
theory is in progress, and should be finished in the first half
of 1993.
2. In the next year, the computational
support of CAT will continue, with a substantial
part of the running of
the code being done by a graduate student. As the experimental
program on CAT changes direction, there will be
additional work needed to keep the computational
capabilities applicable to the experiment.
The tokamak asymmetry work will soon be extended to the design of trim coils for proposed tokamaks
such as SSAT-TPX and ITER. On
a longer time scale, the work will be extended to look at the magnetic topology and asymmetry
effects in divertors
and ergodic magnetic limiters, and to look at design issues for filture torsatrons.
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Students
Mr. ]ianlong Hu has finished writing his dissertation
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in March,
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College of William and Mary
Project
Theo O, of Fusion Plasmas
Allen H. Boozer, George M, Vahala and Eugene "h'acy

Funding
FY 90

FY 9 l

FY 92

$85.0k

$75.0k

$97.5k

Purpose
The goal of our research is the development of theoretical plasma physics in areas that are of critical importance to the achievement of economical fusion energy. In particular we have worked on the physics of steady state
fusion plasmas (tokamak plasmas with a strong bootstrap effect and stellarators), transport (confinement of alpha
particles and turbulence), and diagnostic techniques using microwave scattering.

Approach
We have used a range of techniques from mathematics and theoretical plasma physics to investigate problems
of fusion interest. Areas of strength include coordinate transformation
techniques, Hamiltonian methods, and
renormalization group techniques.

Progress
We have derived a general expression for the strength of the magnetic field in general plasma equilibria. Using
this expression we have shown that it is possible to have fully three dimensional stellarator equilibria that have
similar confinement properties for high energy particles as tokamaks. More precisely we have shown that the terms
that lead to the loss of high energy particles are proportional to e2 where _:is the inverse aspect ratio of the plasma.
The drift approximation is the standard used to study the confinement of high energy particles such as alphas
in plasmas of fusion interest. The adequacy of this approximation for alpha particles in a reactor has previously
received only very limited attention. The standard expression for particle drift motion depends only on the magnetic field strength. We have derived the next order in ratio ofgyroradius to system size correction to the drift motion and shown that this term depends on the shape of the magnetic surfaces as does the exact particle motion.
We have studied the properties of tokamaks in which the current is maintained by a combination of the bootstrap current plus tearing modes with no external power input. Our studies indicate that tokamaks can be selfmaintaining. The current driven by the bootstrap effect, Ib, is somewhat larger than the actual current, !, due to the
effects of tearing modes in the outer parts of the plasma.
The effects of magnetic and density fluctuations on electromagnetic wave propagation have been studied. In
particular, we are proposing a mode conversion diagnostic that should be able to detect magnetic fluctuations in
tokamaks. Renormalization group techniques are being pursued to model the effects of small unresolvable scales
on broad turbulence.

Plans
The work on the confinement of high energy particles will be extended to study the effect of the jitter of the
turning point of tokamak bananas due to a non-zero gyroradius on the confinement of alpha particles in a tokamak with toroidal ripple. The stochastic loss of alphas may persist to lower values of ripple than previously believed. This effect would be of primary importance for reactors that have a very long alpha slowing down time due
to operating at a high electron temperature.
We are also working on a Monte Carlo code that calculates the deviation of the distribution function from a
Maxwellian. Such a code would be useful for the study of plasma currents, such as the bootstrap current or RF
driven currents, and the heat transport when the electron mean free path is comparable to the scale for the temperature gradient, an issue of importance for tokamak divertors.
Renormalization group methods are being employed to study the energy transfer dynamics for dissipative
trapped ion convective cell turbulence.
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Columbia University
Project
High Beta Plasma Theory
A. Bhattacharjee

Funding
FY 90

FY 91

FY 92

$80k

$80k

$100k

Purpose
The present goal of this research program is the theoretical investigation of nonlinear magnetic island dynamics in high-temperature toroidal plasmas. Magnetic island dynamics play a key role in triggering both major and
minor disruptions ("sawtooth") in a tokamak, and determine operational beta limits in a steilarator. The understanding and control of magnetic island growth is, therefore, a task of high priority in present day tokamaks and
stellarators as well as the proposed International Tokamak Experimental Reactor (ITER). The goal of the present
program is to develop theoretical models f'or island growth in high-temperature plasmas typical of present day devices, and to test methods of island control by coordinating theory with experimental studies. In particular, the program includes specific collaborative tasks with the experimental
tokamak research programs at Columbia
University and the University of Texas at Austin.

Approach
There are several interesting aspects of nonlinear magnetic island dynamics which call for the consideration of
new physical models and techniques. For instance, it has become quite clear that resistive magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD), which has been historically a very successful model, is no longer adequate for describing the nonlinear
evolution of the sawtooth instability in tokamaks. Our approach has been to go beyond resistive MHD and consider the generalized Ohm's law including the Hall effect. For the problem of disruption control in tokamaks, we
have undertaken the theoretical study of a new technique involving the use of energetic ions to control the size of
magnetic islands. As far as further work in other traditional methods of disruption control is concerned, our plan is
to carry these methods forward by developing theoretical models ['or actual experiments in tokamaks like TEXT (at
Texas) or HBT-EP (at Columbia). Our recent collaboration with TEXT experimentalists on suppression of magnetic
islands using Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) is an example of this type of work.

Progress
Our accomplishments in studies of magnetic island dynamics are:
I. Suppression of magnetic islands by energetic ions:
We have shown that a beamlet of energetic ions, introduced just outside the q=2 rational surface via parallel
neutral beam injection, can reduce the size of an m=2, n=l island drastically. A detailed kinetic theory, including
bootstrap currents and resistive interchange effects, has been developed. Estimates show that the energy of the
beamlet required for this scheme is rather modest, and onl_ a fraction of that used for Ohmic, or beam-heating, of
the background plasma.
2. Equilibrium beta limits in stellarators due to magnell'c island overlap:
It has been shown that a fundamental equilibrium beta limit in stellarators is caused by the overlap of magnetic island induced by finite pressure. The theory gives an analytical formula for the island width at a ra-tional
surface in terms of the well-known resistive interchange parameter DR. These island widths have been computed
for the Heliotron-E configuration using a modified version of the three-dimensional
code STEE For Heliotron-E,
the theory predicts an equilibrium beta limit of approximately 2%. It now appears that earlier experimental observations on internal disruptions in Heliotron-E can be interpreted as evidence of this equilibrium beta limit.
3. Optimum theo o, of a turbulent plasma:
The main strength of the "optimun,_ theory," which was first developed fbr problems of heat transport in hydrodynamics, is that it provides rigorous bounds for transport. In order to obtain useful bounds, it is necessary to
know what are some of the important global constraints on the system. We have applied the theory to a reversed
field pinch turbulent with resistive MHD modes, imposing the constraints of global energy and helicity balance. Our
calculation predicts bounds on the fluctuational power absorption in good agreement with observations from the
P,.\_;E5

ZT-40 device (_it Los Alamos_. Since the IluctL_alJonnl power absorplion is t'xperilnt'nt,illy t0und to bc strongly cot
related v¢ith ion he_lting in a reversed lield pinch, the tlworetitally tah:ul_lted I_ourltls Ii_we signit'ic_iIII iruplicalious
for ion heating in these experiments,
4. A:o;,_/t't,_e_zr
d!,/zJ,nzh "s_/" t/t_' nt= / inst_tbt'h O, _tnc//_t,_'ts_nt'toot/z t'oll_/,psc tn ht_4,h-/_'tctl_l_tsm_ts..
One of the interesting unresolved issues of tokamak physics is the "l'asl tri_qer" l_roblem of s_lwtooth collapse.
The "fast trigger" problem is concerned with the sudttell ousct of the sawtooth coll,ipse. Stimulated by recent numerical results due to Aydemir, we have developed a ilew theoretical model for the nonline_lr growth of the m=!
instability governed by a generalized Ohm's law that includes the Hall term. It is shown that the l tall terlu qualitatively changes our curretlt utlderstanding ot' this nonlinear instability. Under the inllttencc ot' tlli_'_tcrul, the m=l
island grows almost explosively, and then decays rapidly OltCCthe islaud grows to a large sizt'. The predictions of
the theory arc in good agreement with the lET data on the "fast tri_4,e,
cr."
5. SuPt_resston o/'nt=2 t',._'l_ndsby ECtt t'tz 7_;V7_.c.W_vT"ntcnt_tndtheory:
It has been known lot some time that ECH can be an effective method lbr suppressing m=2 islands _nd can
thus help eliminate major disruptions that resuh from the nonliuear growth of _'hese islands. However, the earlier
experimental implementations of this idea on the T-10 or the TFR. device were not conclttsive. R.eceut experiments
on TEXT using a moving focussable antenna demonstrate conclusively the suppressior_ of m=2 islands theft do not
return even after the ECH is turned off. The experiment is modeled using a three dimensional resislive MHD code,
and the observations _re attributed to current profile modilication. The theoretical interpretation of the observed
suppression calls tor some subtle considerations pertaiuing to the non,linear stability of magnetic islands.

Plans
During the next year, we hope to build on the accomplishments described in itc'lllS (1), (2), (4) ;ltld (5) o1"the
last section. 1'o be concise, we propose to undertake theoretical studies that will lead to the ttnderstanding and possible control of' major and minor ("sawtooth") disruptions in high-beta tokamaks and stellarators. Through collaborative research with experimentalists involved with the TEXT and HBT-EP devices, we hope to help consolidate
a corpus of possible methods that can be implemented in larger devices.

Students
The tbllowing students have finished their Ph.D. dissertations, supported by this grant: C.C. Hegna: "Formation and Dynamics of Magnetic Islands in Toroidal Plasmas," (1989), X.H. Wang: "Eft_cts of Energetic Particles
and Plasma Rotation on Ballooning Modes," (1989), C.Y. Wang: "Optimum Theory ot'a 'Pt_rbulent Plasma," (1992).
The grant presently supports one graduate student (Y.Yuan) fully and provides partial sttpport for a post-doctoral
fellow (Dr. X.H. Wang).

Collaborations
We are presently involved iraa signil'i_mt collaborative eftort on disruption control studies with the TEXT group
(University of Texas at Austin), and Dr. D. Schnack (SAIC, San Diego).

Publications
I. C.C. Hegna and A. Bhattacharjec,
2.

"Sul_prcssion of Magnetic Islands by Energetic tom, in 'l'o_oidal I'lasmas," I'hysit_s ol+Huids P,2, 180,1 (1t)qO).

X.I--t.Wang and A. P,hattacl_arjec, "t3allooning Stability of Ani.,-,otropic, Rotating l'[asma.s," Physics of Fluid.s P,2, 2:590 (1990).

5. Y. Nakamura, M. Wakatani, C.C. ilegna trod A. Bhattacharjce,
ics ofFluids I_,2, 2528 (1990)

"Equilihrium Beta l+imits inHcliotron-E l._ut'to Magnetic Island Ovt'rl_q_,"Phys-

4. C.Y. Wang, A. Bhattacharjcc _tnd E. Hanwiri, "Upper t_,ound_ on l'owcr l)issipatcd by l:hlt'lu_tions irla Turbulent I{eversctl-I:icld l'inch," l'hysits of Fluids B 3, 715 (1991).
5. C.C. Hegna, A. Bhattacharjcc, Y. Nakamura and M. Wakatani, "Suppression
Paper at the 32nd APS meeting), Phy'_ic.',,of Fluids B 3, 2285 (19g l),
6. C.Y. Wang and A. Bhattachariec,
7. t{. lacono and A. Bhattacharlcc,

and Control of Magnetic I_lands in "lbrc_idal Plasm,L,,," (Invited

"Optimum Theory for the Energy l)isslpation in a Turbtdcnt Pir_ch," t'hysics ol I:h_ids I_,3, 5,t02 (19_)1).
"l'oloidal Beta Scaling lot a Bootstrapped 'lbkdmak," I'hysk:s of Fluids P, (Lcttcr) 4, 1085 (1902).

8.

X. Wang and A. 13hattacharlee, "Forced I_,econncction and Current Sheet Formation in Taylor's ,Model," Physics of I:lt_itls 1_,4, 1795 (1902).

9.

A. ghattacharjee, G,M. Schreiber and I.B. "Ihylor, "Geometric Phase, Rotational 'liansl0rms and Adiabatic Invari_mts iu "lb_oitl_tl,V_,tgneticFields,"
Physics of Fluid.,, 17,4, 2737 t 1992_.

Dartmouth College
Project
Nonlinear Magnetohydrodynamics
David C. Montgomery

Funding
FY 90

FY 91

FY 92

$67.5k

$70,0k

$75.0k

Purpose
The purpose of our project is to investigate the nonlinear behavior of resistive, viscous magnetollt|ids in regions above the stability thresholds for resisa've equilibria without flow, The investigations are carried out in periodic cylinder geometry, with realistic boundary conditions, by a combination of analytical and computational
methods. It is intended to re-examine the basic dynamics of the nonlinear magnetohydrodynamics
of processes that
are thought to limit tokamak operation, particularly those involving the appearance of tlows, or velocity fields. This
re-examination is thought to be necessary because of the limitations of the ideal equilibrium paradigm, and the
fact that many if not most experimental developments of the last two decades have not been anticipated by that
paradigm. As yet unmeasured departures from axisymmetry are also a primary concern. The roles of the Hartmann
number and zero-flow pinch ratio (or safety factor evaluated at the wall) are being increasingly shown to be important. Accurate evaluation of the Hartmann number involves a necessarily better grasp of the plasma viscous stress
tensor than has been available hcretofbre.

Approach
Our approach has been to go as far as we can analytically, in calculating the stability thresholds, and the nonaxisymmetric states above them, for resistive, voltage-driven, current-carrying magnetofluids in periodic cylinder
geometry (these calculations are described in detail in the references in the list of publications at the end of this),
Only the uniform-resistivity profile is entirely tractable by analytical means. For non-uniform resistivity profiles, a
fully 3-D spectral method numerical code has been developed, utilizing an expansion in the (complete) set of
Chandrasekhar-Kendall
orthonormal eigenfunctions of the curl. The code has been extetlsively tested and several
results from it have been published and are in press. A supplementary program of basic nonlinear research on the
guiding-center plasma (one which E x B drifts in the electrostatic field which it self-consistently generates) has
also been pursued for several years, since we introduced vortex coalescence as a central effect in low-beta plasma
physics twenty years ago. Many effects seen first in this simplified model have turned out to have nonlinear MHD
analogues.

Progress
We have extensively diagnosed the bifurcations of zero-flow, axisymmetric, resistive equilibria into nonaxisymmetric states with flow about their stability thresholds. The resulting paired helical vortices have variable
(poloidal, toroidal) mode numbers (m, n) that depend upon Hartrnann number, aspect ratio, zero-flow pinch ratio,
and driving voltage in a way that is not simple. It is thought that these vortices, connecting as they do the hot geometrical center of the plasma column with the perimeter, are an effective mechanism at lransportjng heat. Recent
measurements of large flow velocities in lET by Schram, Hawkes, and others seems to emphasize the need to include steady-state d.c. convection in our picture of the working tokamak, The general absence of the incorporation
of flows into the design of future tokamak reactors is perhaps some cause lot alarm.
In a recent computation with the Shah 3-D MHD spectral code, we have considered the time development of
three identical zero-flow axisymmetric equilibria that differ only in the numerical values of the plasma viscosities.
The viscosity affects the Hartmann number, which ranges in the three ,'uns from about 700 to about 14,000. These
are three situations for which a conventional resistive "tearing mode" analysis would predict identical results, but
the three different situations behave in very different ways. The H = 700 case is stable; an H = 2800 case is unstable, and saturates with a single-helicity (m, n) = (2, 1) non-axisymmetty;
and the H = 14,000 case is more
strongly unstable, and saturates at a more strongly deformed "mixed" helical state that contains more than one
ratio of m/n in the deformed state.
l_,,xt;J:
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GeneralAtomics
Project
Applied
Plasma
Physics
Fusion
v.s. Chan and R.E. Waltz

Theory

Funding
FY 90

FY 91

FY 92

$1,565k

$1,600k

$1,700k

Purpose
The long range purpose of the theoretical plasma physics research at General Atomics (GA) is to support the
DIII-D and other tokamak experiments
and to significantly
advance our ability to design a commercially
attractive
fusion reactor. We categorize our efforts into three broad areas: (1) development
of magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD)
stable equilibria optimized for high beta and non-inductive
current; (2) understanding
plasma transport and scaling to next generation
devices with emphasis
on enhanced
confinement
regimes compatible
with divertor and
boundary
physics requirements;
(3) and radio frequency (RF) tokamak heating and current drive.

Approach
Our general approach to problems in MHD, transport,
and RF physics emphasizes
a close interaction
between
theory and experiment.
This requires the continuous
development
and application
of several large scale codes to
analyze experiments
and suggest new ones. These include codes for MHD equilibrium
and ideal and resistive stability, time dependent
as well as steady state transport for the bulk and boundary
plasma, turbulence
simulations
in two and three dimensions,
geometric optics and full wave propagation
codes, and Fokker-Planck
evolution of
plasma distribution
functions.

Progress
Our recent accomplishments
in the area of MHD have included: (1) Development
of techniques
for achieving
high beta and high current discharges.
This involves mapping the ideal stability envelope of DIII-D discharges over
a wide range of current and elongation,
and optimizing current profile to obtain high internal inductance
and large
regions in second stability, regimes which offer possibility of enhanced tokamak performance.
(2) Development
of
codes to test stability of Toroidal Alfven Eigenmodes
(TAE) in experimental
equilibria
of arbitrary
shape. TAE
modes are thought to cause large fast alpha particle losses in ignited devices. The code has found generally good
agreement
with neutral beam driven fast particle experiments
in high beta DIII-D plasmas. Finally (3) development
of new energy principle methods allowing standard
ideal MHD codes for general geometry to treat resistive MHD
instabilities.
The methods have already been successfully
applied to simple circular plasma.
In the area of plasma transport
we have developed:
(1) A novel first principles basis for scaling confinement
time from present tokamaks
to ignition devices by a "wind tunnel like" method which varies only the relative
gyroradius.
This has stimulated
new experiments
to determine the scaling with relative gyroradius
and the underlying characteristics
of the turbulence.
(2) Edge transport bifurcation
models for the L-H mode transition
based on
stabilization
of turbulence
by shear in the plasma rotation. Recent applications
of the models in a divertor boundary layer transport code have led to a theory for the power threshold
of the VH-mode in terms of the plasma flow
and edge recycling. Finally, (3) a novel nonlinear
ballooning mode representation
code for simulating
turbulent
transport
in toroidal geometry. This has been applied to gyro-Landau
fluid (GLF) models encompassing
the effects
of Landau resonances
and gyro-motiorl at the smallest scale.
In the area of RF heating and current drive we have: (1) Continued to develop and upgrade codes for validating
the physics of electron cyclotron heating (ECH) and fast wave ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) in tokamaks.
These are important elements of the DIII-D experimental
program and our codes routinely provide analysis of absorption profiles, energetic electron distributions
and current drive. (2) Developed a general theoretical understanding of wave helicity injection in relation to classical dynamo action, as part of a study to discover novel current drive
concepts and current profile control techniques.
PA_;E9

Plans
During the coming year we plan to extend this work by improving the driving and damping physics in the TAE
mode analysis and extending the resistive energy principle to general geometry. The toroidal GLF model turbulence
simulation code will be extended from ions to electron and electrostatic to electromagnetic. There will be further
efforts to verify the rotational shear models for H- and VH-modes. The Fokker-Planck code studies will be emphasizing the physics of radial transport of fast electron tails and bootstrap current.

Students
At present there is one UCSDgraduate student, T.O. Kingsbury, working on numerical simulation of turbulence
and in particular the interaction of long wave trapped on modes with shortwave trapped electron drift modes. Also
Dr.Oiivier Sauter is working on Fokker-Planck codes for RF heating and current drive. He is at GA on a postdoctoral
fellowship from the Swiss National Science Foundation.

Other Professional Staff
S.C. Chiu, M.S. Chu, R.R. Dominguez, ].M. Greene, R.W.Harvey, F. Hinton, Y.B. Kim, Y-R. Lin-Liu, G. Staebler,
and A. Turnbuli.

Collaborations
There is a continuing collaboration with the UCSDPhysics Department. Professors. M.N. Rosenbluth and
P.H. Diamond are consultants and J.M. Greene and R.E. Waltz are Adjunct Professors. Presently other key collaborators include G.D. Kerbel and M. McCoy (NERSC), G. Hammett (PPPL), H. Berk, R. Mett and S. Mahajan (IFS), and
A. Hassam (Maryland, sabbatical 92-93). There have been many personnel exchange visits with the Max-PlanckInstitute fur Plasmaphysik (IPP,Garching), Culham theory group, IPP Nagoya University, JAERI, Tore-Supra, and
the Kurchatov Institute.

Publications
1. W. Howl, A.D. Turnbull, ].R. Ferron, E.I. Strait, "Sensitivity of the Kink Instability to the Pressure Profile," Phys. Fluids B4, 1724 (1992).
2. M.S. Chu, M.S. Chance, I.M. Greene, T.H. lensen, "A Tearing Mode Energy Principle tbr Axis3 mmetric Finite Beta Plasma," Phys. Fluids B2, 97
(1990) [see also Phys. Fluids BI (1989) 62].
3.

F.t.. Hinton, "Thermal Confinement Bifurcation and the L- and H-Mode Transition in Tokamaks,"

4. G.M. Staebler, R.R.Dominguez,

Phys. Fluids B3, 696 (1991).

"Electric Field Effects on Ion Temperature Gt'adient Modes in a Sheared Slab," Nuclear Fusion 31, 1891 ( 1991 ).

5. R.E. Wal_, R.R. Dominguez, G.W. Hammett, "Gyro-Landau Fluid Models for Toroidal Geometry," Phys. Fluids B4, 3138 (1992).
6. R.W. Harvey and R.O. Dendy, "A Trapped-l'assing

Fluid Model for Tokamak Neoclassical Transport," Phys. Fluids B4, 902 (1992).

7. S.C. Chiu, M.]. Mayberry, and W.D. Bard, "Theoretical Comparison of Coupling of a Recessed Cavity Antenna and a Conventional Loop Antenna tbr Fast Waves and lon-Bemstein Waves," Nuclear Fusion 30, 255 (1990).
8.

V.S.Chan, R.L. Miller and T. Ohkawa, "Current Drive by Wave Helicity Injection," Phys. Fluids B2,1441
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Hampton University
Project
Anomalous Transport in Toroidal Plasmas
A. Punjabi

Funding
FY91

FY92

$40k

$40k

Purpose
To study the effects of magnetic asymmetries on the heat deposition onto divertor plates of tokamak, and to
attempt to determine if the heat deposition can be broadened.

Approach
Motion of magnetic field lines in a tokamak is described by a Hamiltonian
with one degree of freedom. The
structure
and properties of such Hamiltonian
systems near a separatrix
are generic. We use area-preserving
discrete maps called tokamak divertor maps, and their continuous
analogs to study the motion of plasma particles in
the stochastic
scrape-off layer of divertor tokamaks. The continuous
analog is a solution of the Hamiltonian
equations of motion. The effects of special diffusion are included by applying the radial expansion
operator after each
iteration. The safety factor profile of a tokamak can be reproduced
by considering
a fixed number of iterations of
the map to be equivalent
to one toroidal circuit. Stochastic broadening
is determined
by the stripe formed by the
particle trajectories
as they cross the plane of divertor plate.

Progress
Based oil the above approach,
we have developed a map called the simple tokamak divertor map. This map
faithfully represents
the magnetic topology of a single null divertor tokamak.
By varying the map parameter,
we
can adjust the width of the stochastic scrape off layer. The width of this layer varies as square root of the asymmetric magnetic perturbations.
In this map, we also include the effects of spatial diffusion of plasma particles. We start
with a large number
of particles
on a geod magnetic
surface well inside the stochastic
region around
ideal
separatrix.
We find that the width of the footprint of trajectories
of these particles on the divertor plate varies as
fourth root of diffusion coefficient. For very small values of diffusion coefficient, the width of footprint becomes
independent
of the diffusion coefficient. In the limit of vanishing
diffusion coefficient, the footprint splits up into
discrete stripes. The open field lines of stochastic layer enter the region from one divertor plate and leave striking
another divertor plate after an integral number of complete poloidal circuits. The discrete stripes on the plates correspond to the number of poloidal circuits made by open field lines. The area of stripe scales as the inverse square
of poloidal circuits. The open field lines that approach the last confining surface make many poloidal circuits before
striking the divertor plate in a stripe that is much narrower than the stochastic layer, but nevertheless
is of nonzero
width. An open field line that makes many poloidal circuits in going from one plate to another in essence densely
fills the stochastic layer except for the regions that are occupied by magnetic islands. The complicated
filling of the
stochastic
layer by open field lines gives an associated
complexity
to the ambipolar
electric potential
that exists
along any open field line embedded in plasma. We expect the resulting drift motion to smear the stripes.

Plans
We plan to extensively
use such maps to study the problem of heat deposition
pattern on divertor plates. We
plan to extend the simple map described above. These extensions
will include maps with double-null
divertor tokamak magnetic topology, high, adjustable
shear, perturbations
with low toroidal and poloidal numbers,
diffuser
coils, effects of velocity scattering,
energy scattering,
and drifts due to ambipolar
fields in the stochastic
layer. Our
aim is to predict and preferably to control the heat deposition pattern on the divertor plates of a tokamak.

Other Professional Staff
None
PAGE1 1

Collaboration
This research is done in collaboration
with Dr. Allen Boozer
resources of NERSC are used for this work.

of the College of William and Mary, Computational

Students
One MS level graduate

student

is supported

by this project.

Major Recent Publication
1.

A. Puniabi,

A. Verma and A. Boozer,

1992 Int. Con. Plasma
vol. 16C, p. 863-866
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Hampton University
Project
Electron Transport
A. Punjabi

in the StochastT'c b_'elds of Reversed

t_'eld t_'nch ZT40M

Funding
FY 91

FY92

$60k

$70k

Purpose
The purpose is to identify tile mechanisms
device.

driving the electron transport

in the Reversed Field Pinch ZT40M

Approach
The approach is to use the Monte Carlo method to estimate the transport of various groups of particles in the
Reversed Field Pinch to determine the important transport mechanisms by a comparison of the numerical with the
experimental data. The important groups of particles are: runaway electrons, thermal electrons, and both passing
and trapped diagnostic beam ions. The three basic transport mechanisms are: spatial variation of magnetic field
strength in the magnetic surface, spatial variation of electric potential in the magnetic surface, and loss of magnetic
surfaces. Equations of motion are obtained from the drift Hamiltonian. The effects of collisions are represented by
appropriate stochastic changes in the constants of motion at each time step. Comparison of transport coefficients
for the various groups of particles with the experimental data can give far more information on the transport
mechanisms than can be obtained by the standard confinement time measurements.

Progress
We have developed a Monte Carlo code based on the above approach. The code is capable of implementing one
or more transport mechanisms. This code also includes the effects of collisions in velocity space, as well as the effects of flux generation at the magnetic axis. The code uses Boozer coordinates as well as the non-canonical practical coordinates, and switches to the non-canonical rectangular co-ordinates for particles crossing the magnetic
axis. The code is used to calculate electron trajectories and diffusion coefficient due to ideal and resistive MHD
modes in the Reversed Field Pinch ZT4OM. For calculation of magnetic fields and currents in the Reversed Field
Pinch, a Bessel function model is used. The code has been used extensively to estimate the diffusion coefficient for
electrons in the stochastic magnetic fields of Reversed Field Pinch ZT40M caused by tearing modes. Electron diffusion coefficients have been calculated for various combinations of toroidal modes with and without collisions and
loop voltage.

Plans
Our future plans call for detailed study of electron transport in the stochastic fields in the Reversed Field Pinch
ZT40M when various combinations of tearing modes are present in the quasilinear regime with the effects of collisions and loop voltage. We would also like to include the effects of energy scattering, and to calculate energy and
momentum transport. We have developed a framework to investigate the correlation between the particle diffusion
and field diffusion when the magnetic surfaces are broken using the concept of magnetic quasi-surfaces. We plan
to implement this in our code for the Reversed Field Pinch, and study this problem with ZT40M parameters.

Other Professional Staff
None

Collaboration
This research is done in collaboration with Dr. Allen Boozer of the College of William and Mary. The research
has also greatly benefited
from cooperation
and comments of RFP theory group at LANL, especially
Dr. Richard Gerwin, Dr, Ronald Moses, Dr. Rich Nebel and Dr. David Barnes. This work could not have been carried
out without the computational resources of NERSC.
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Students
One graduate
student
at MS level worked
Fields of RFP ZT40,"
Myung-Hee
Kim, (March

on this
1go I ).

proiect,

Thesis

title:

"Electron

'l_'ansport

in the

Stochastic

Major Recent Publications
I. A. Punj_lbi, A. Boozer, M. t.am, M. Kim, _md K. Burke, "/vlonte Carlo Cnlcul_liions for 'l__msport Due to MHD Modes," J. Plasma Phys., 44,
p.,t05-,t50 ( I c}90).
2. t'. W. 'R'rrs',et itl., "Adv_mces in Reversed Fiehi Pinch Thvoly _!11tl
Conlpulatioll," Plot', 13th 1111.
Collf. Plasma Phys. Cont. Nuc. Fus. Res., W_lshin,e,ton DC, 1-60cl. 1990, pub. IAEA, Viemltl, vol. 2, p. 16C)-180 (I 991).
_.

A. Punjabi, A. Vermn, M. Rim _md A. Boozer, "Electron Tr_msport ill the Stoch_tstic Fields of RFP ZT40M," Proc. XXth lnt, Conf. on Phenomt'na in Ionized Gitses, eds. V. P_lleschi and M. Vatselli, pub. Institute of Atomic and Molecul_tr Phys.-CNR, l'is;,i, lt_tly, p.424-425 (1991).

Institute for Fusion Studies
Project
Establishment
of an lnstin_te
Richard D. Hazeltine

for Fusion

Studies

Funding
FY 90

FY 91

FY 92

$2,61 Ok

$2,644k

$2,685k

Purpose
To conduct research in the theoretical physics of plasma confinement
emphasis
on fundamental
problems of long-range
significance;
to serve
tion exchange,
nationally and internationally,
by hosting exchange visits,
students and postdoctoral
research personnel in plasma physics research

and controlled fusion e_iergy, with special
as a center for controlled-fusion
informaconferences
and workshops;
and to train
for the fusion energy program.

Approach
The Institute for Fusion Studies (1FS) fbcuses its primary attention on fusion and plasma physics. However, it
maintains
substantial
involvement
with research in related fields, such as nonlinear dynamics,
plasma astrophysics, accelerator
physics and computational
science. To facilitate scientific exchange and dissemination
of intbrmation within the plasma community,
the Institute
hosts scientific visitors and conducts
collaborative
research
programs with laboratories
and universities
throughout
the United States and the world. It is the principal site in
the United States for the exchange activities of the u.s.-Japan
Joint Institute for Fusion Theory. Research and scientific collaboration
form the foundation
for the training of postdoctoral
scientists and the education
of graduate
students studying controlled fusion energy or plasma physics.

Progress
Recent

progress

has involved

several

different

areas:

1. IFS scientists
continued
to receive national and international
recognition
for their research. They have presented mlmerous
invited papers at workshops,
conferences
and scientific meetings
held in the United States and
abroad. During the last three years, IFS scientists published
228 scientific articles in ret_reed journals
and two
books.
2. The Institute _ ponsors collaborative
research programs with laboratories
and universities
U,S. and the world, and is the principal site of the u.s.-Japan
Joint Institute for Fusion Theory.
years, the IFS hosted 165 visitors for periods covering anywhere
from a few days to a year.

throughout
the
In the last three

3. The IFS normally has 15-25 graduate students working on fusion and plasma physics thesis-degree
projects
under the supervision
of senior IFS scientists,
who also teach courses in the Physics Department.
Last year,
17 graduate students studied at the Institute and three received the Ph.D. in plasma physics.
4. As part of its educational
postdoctoral
students last year.

role,

the

IFS mailltaJns

a postdoctoral

training

program,

employing

nine

5. Research
advances
were made in many areas, including advanced
computational
algorithms
fbr plasma
simulation,
confined plasma stability in the presence of fusion reaction products, plasma turbulence and its effects
on confinement,
fundamental
theory of negative energy-wave
stability, and the electromagnetics
of the plasma
boundary.

Plans
The Institute for Fusion Studies was organized
in 1980 with funding provided jointly by the Department
of
Energy and the University of Texas. The initial term of the Institute was for live years. This term has been reilewed
twice after favorable reviews by the Department
of Energy. The IFS will continue to follow its mamlale to collduct
research on theoretical questions
concerning
the achievement
of controlled fusion energs, to serve as a center for
information
exchange, and to train students and postdoctoral
fellows tbr research in the physics of controlled
t'u-_
sion power. Scientific research will continue on many fronts, such as plasma simulation,
ignited plasma physics,
plasma edge physics and the nonlinear
dynamics
of confined plasma evolution.
Eflbrls will be made to fur/her

tr¢ngtrcngthen tit.'+,-;
with the fields oi' fluid <.lynatnics, con+putational mathematics,
hysichysics atld spact.' physics.

statistical tn¢cha_lics, acc¢l¢tator

;tuatudents
f'+.:_ f'ostdoctoral
scivnlisls
who are curr_.'ntly working oil this project atc: Ktlan-l,t¢n Ch¢ll, ]iaqi l>ong,
ticlmtichat.'l Isich¢t_ko, lin-Yong Kin+, lattlt:s Koga, Richard M¢tt, and l-ltlancllttn Y¢. 'I'I;¢ graduate students ;ire:
iaul Aaul Acevedo, David Barrt¢tt, Mark Calvin, Bo Chert, lohn Cobb, Diego D¢I Castillo, Davh.t l:+,-:her,G¢olTrcy l.'urt+isll,
_se l-_se Hcrrlandcz,
Rodney Kitltlt.'y, Chris Kut.'ny, David Nysttom, Nickolai f'etviashvili,
Martin F'rahovic,
,fad Brad Shadwick, Xiang Ning Su, linlong Wu, l long Xiao, and Xiao.-Dotlg Zhang. Und¢tgraduat¢ studt.'tits are: Yi t+iu
nd Klnd Kresimir losic. "rile lollowing is ;.tlist of graduate stttdcnts who received f'h.D, d¢gr¢c.'-;during th¢ past three
c';.trs c';.trs (no Master's Degrees WClC'given): Xucqiao Xu, "Th¢ Efl_,ct of Tt+ai+l_¢d
lons attd Lower H:,brid Ctlrrcnt Driw'
n 'IbIn 'Ibkatnak Instabilities: Tht.'oty and Sitnulatiorls," (July 24, IOO0), l'_oiL,
gyan _.,ang, "Kittctic Theory ol"l'ral+l+ed
;Icctt'clcctt'ot't'1'urbulence in Shcat¢d Magtlt.,tic Field and Statistical Theory oi' 'l\vo-Field Dril't Waw: Tutbul¢_Ic¢, '' (luly
5, I+5, 1990), lung lloon Hart, "f'articl¢ 5imulatioll of Ignite Beta Intt.'rchang¢ Modes in a Sheafed Magnetic Field,"
Iuly luly 2(++,1000), Sam Cable, "Low Frequency Fluctuations in f'lasm;a Magnetic Fields," (April 28, 1002),
,tort <tort Ol'n'i;_ti1,"Resistive MHD Studies oi' Tearing Mode Instability with Equilibrium Shear Flow and Magnetic
iccontccontt¢ctiorI," (April 20, 1002), and lames Koga, "Beat+t-B¢arn It_t¢taction El'l_,cts on l'articl¢ Dyt+alnic,,.;,"(Au:ust lltl+'.;t15, 1(-)02).

)thOther Professional

Staff

AI Ahmel Aydcmir, Herbert Berk, Boris Breizlnan, Wendell Horton, Michael Kotst'henreulher, Maurice l.ebrull,
wadcwadeslt MahajatR, William Mitler, l:"llili[+_
Morrisol_, Barry Newbc, rger, 'l__shiki 'lhjima, lames Val) Daltl, Alan W;lr¢,
'ernolernotl Wotlg, and l"¢tr Yushmai1ov.

:ollollaborations
Tll The Iflstitut¢ acliv<+'lyspottsot's collaborative fesvarch programs with laboratories altd tiiliversities lhroughotlt
11¢Ulil¢ United Slate+'-;
and the world, ltl particular, on behalfot'the
Del+artm¢llt of Enol_V, the IFS i,,.;the pritlcipal site in
he Utile United States I__rthe vxchange activities ot' the U.S.-lapan ]oint Institute for Fusion Theory, Durittg a typical
ettr tlettr this program normally includes two workshops in each country, +,-;ix
exchange scientist visits, arid several ioint
L-_m
pt_.+mptilational projects on the U.S.-]af)attes¢ iFtlvrnat iotml computer data lihR.
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(1080).
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l'hys.
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34, 203 (1002).

M. I_ M. Kotst'hvlllVtlthvl,
II.I.. Bvlk, I(. []VllIOll, S. ll+.tln+.lgtlthi, W. llOllOll, t'.-IL Killl, M. l.vl)ftln, I'. 16,stt't, S. Mahajan, W.II. MiIlVl, I'.1. Molli+nOll,
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Institute of Non-Linear Science Applications
Project
Chaotic Dynamics
in Plasmas: Method
A,B. Rechester and R.B, White

of Symbolic

Kinea'c Equation

Funding
FY 90

FY 91

FY 92

$0

$0

$45k

Purpose
The purpose of our project is the development and application of methods of symbolic analysis of complex dynamical processes in plasnla physics, Specific applications include: 1) development of a new method for solution of
the Louiville-Vlasov equation and 2) development of a new method for symbolic signal processing of experimental
data.

Approach
Symbolic dynamics provides a means of partitioning the phase space so that information concerning the time
evolution is embedded in the partitioning. This allows us to significantly simplify the Markov matrix in comparison
with the traditional par':itioning used when we are solving Louiville-Vlasov equation. The symbolic analyses of the
outputs of dynamical system coul_ also be used as a powerful tool for pattern recognition and forecasting. We can
construct the correct symbolic language capable of reading all complicated patterns exhibited by complex dynamical processes by maxi_izing topological and metric entropies using only output data, without prior knowledge of
the equations of motion.

Progress
1. We have used symbolic dynamics for partitioning the phase space (coarse graining) into "states" of some of
the simplest models of chaotic dynamics: quadratic mapping, Henon map and area preserving Chirikov-Taylor (CT)
model. The time evolution equation for a distribution function has been made discrete and a closed system of
coupled linear equations with constant coefficients has been obtained. The Markov matrix for this equation is much
simpler than for a usual coarse graining with equal size domains. The evolution equation is called a symbolic kinetic equation, it describes a relaxation process toward a steady state defined by invariant distribution functions
on a chaotic attractor {in the case of the CT model there is no attractor but still this relaxation process is well defined). The interconnected structure of these equations can be presented graphically as a dynamical network diagram. The topology of this network identifies different co-existing chaotic attractors and also tells which of the
states are transient and which support the structure of an attractor. We calculated the invariant distribution function, correlation functions, etc. using this method and found good agreement with direct time averaged computations. Our method appears to be quite general and can be applied for multi-dimensional problems.
2. We have developed the algorithm for computer optimization of symbolic languages, This algorithms presents
the output data in symbolic form and then constructs topological and metric entropies. By maximizing these quantities we are able to find the correct symbolic language. We have tested our algorithm using variety of dynamical
models from nonlinear science.

Plans
We are planning to apply symbolic signal processing method for the analysis of experimental data. Specifically
we are interested in analysis of Mirnov oscillations. Everybody in the fusion community knows what an important
role they play as a precursor of disruptions. Usually by doing Fourier analysis they can be associated with resistive
MHD modes. On the other hand in nonlinear theory the plasma state is just one helically distorted dissipative MHD
structure. We are planning to apply our symbolic signal processing method for analysis of actual experimental data
for Mimov oscillations. We have held preliminary discussions of this project with Dr, Robert Kaita who is experimental physicist from Princeton Plasma Physics Lab. He agreed to provide us with experimental data for different
regimes of tokamak operation,
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Other Professional

Staff

None

Collaborations
This work is done in close collaboration with Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory.

Students
None

Publications
!

A.B. Rechester and R.B, White, "Symbolic Kinetic Equation tbr a Chaotic Attractor," Physics t.etters A 156, 419 (19q i).

2, A.B, Rechester and R.B. White, "Symbolic Kinetic Analysis of q_vo-Dlmensiont_l Maps," Physics Letters A158, 51 (I c)91).
3. A.B, Rechester and R.B. White, "Symbolic Signal Processing and Pattern Re_'ognition," paper 3C 13 1992 International Sherwood Fusion Theory
Conference Santa Fe, New Mexico.
4. A.B, Rechester and R.B. White, "Signal Processing Using Symbolic Dynamics," paper 7R13 Bull, Amer, Phys. Soc. 1992,
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Krall Associates
Project
A Program of FRC Theory Research
Nicholas A. Krall, Principal Investigator

Funding
IvY90

FY 91

FY 92

$85k

$85k

$55k

Purpose
To explore the theory of' the parameter ranges characteristic of tile Field Reversed Configuration (FRC). Tile
purpose is two-fold. One aim is to advance our understanding of the FRC fusion concel_t. An equally important aim
is to advance our understanding of plasma under the conditions of high [_and strong spatial variiltions which characterize the FRC, but will also arise in other attempts to manipulate plasma into the econolnic production of fusion
energy,

Approach
Our general approach is to find descriptions of the plasma state which are sufficiently simplified to allow analytic calculations of stability, continement and transport, while retainitlg enough characteristics (]_, drift speeds) t3
make the calctflations applicable to realistic situations. Guided by these calculations, we are of'ten able to develop
more detailed numerical solutions to the same probi-.,._s.

Progress
One evolving product oi' this research has been a general increase in our tmdelstanding of high [_ (= 8nnT/B _)
stability and transport, in the area of stability, high [_has proven to be a stabilizing influence. We have been able to
calculate the stability of a FRC to low frequency universal instabilities and drift dissipative waves for arbitrary I_,
and have found the parameters (combinations of 13,field line length, and ion gyroradius) which mark the onset of
high beta stabilization. The transport due to these instabilities is in general agreement with experiment, although
regimes exist (particularly some of the last results obtained at Los Alamos) tbr which the transport model, which
we have developed, does not appear relevant. Furthermore, theory predicts that at higher temperatures, where the
collision frequency is markedly reduced, ,.onfinernent should improve. No experilnents have operated in a regime
adequate to test this important prediction. Lastly, a new parameter range tot drift: waves at high I:lhas been discovered, in which the relative size of the various perturbed drifts changes from that in all previous studies. The consequences of this new high [_regime have yet to be explored.
A second aspect of high-[_ physics in which we have made progress is the conlinement of plasma by cusped
fields. This is relevant to tile end loss problem in the FRC (a magnetic x-point exists which is cusplike), as well as
to other geometries which include cusp regimes, We have found, in a computer silnulation, that confinement in a
cusp improves markedly as the plasma pressure increases. This fact has fbr some time been an implicit part of the
cusp literature, but until now there has never been a rigorous theoretical or experimental demonstration that it is
correct. Magnetic x-points are common to many magnetic geometries, including some tokamak divertor schemes
as well as the FRC as mentioned above; our progress in this area potentially has widespread value.

Plans
During the present year, we intend to prepare the generalized high I_stability study Ibr publication, to begin an
exploration of the new high-[_ drift parameter range alluded to above, and to complete the cusp continement work
in sufficient detail to justify publication of the results in a refereed journal.

Students and Other Professional Staff
None

Collaborations
We intend to continue our collaboration with Dr. Loren Sleinhauer of STI Optronics/University of Washington,
which has been fruitful lbr many years, as well as with experiments at STi Optrontcs/Uniw.'rsity o1'Washington, it'
l_..\t;l.:10

and when lhey dew'lop. Wu also plan a collaboralion al sonic level wilh lapan, where I:P,Cexperinlenls slill uxisl.
'l'hi._is imporlanl Ibr llle U.S. Fusionprogranl, parlicul_irly since lhe LI.S, has draslically downsized ils own experi-mental irlvolvement in Fusion schelnes which altelllr)l to improve on the.'success o1'the tokanlak l)rogram,
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I I.R, l,ewis, N.A. Klall, ul al.. "The '1111
Mode, 'I_Hhuh.'l|ceand 'llanspoll in l:ield-P,evelsed Collllglmilion,s," in l'lanma l'hysk's and Conllolled
Nudeli_ Fusion P,eseillch (l'_oc. oI 121hInl. Conf., Nice, l:liulce, I_)SBI, l'ape_ IAEA CN 50-C ,*_-15(IAEA, Vienna, I0_,)).
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elaled l_rill Waves," Bull. Am Phys. 5oc. (.I 000).
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Lehigh University
Department of Physics
Project
Electron c_yclotron Heating
Arnold H. Kritz

and ClltT¢'tlt Drive ill 70roidal Geome_v

Funding
FY 90

FY 91

|:Y 92

$6ok

$4ok

SS0k

Purpose
Deposition of wave energy in a tokamak may contribute to achieving plasnla paralneters that result itt igflition,
Our fOCtl:_is the deposition of electron cyclotron (EC) energy and the associated driven turrel|t, This Ctlt'ronl Illily
contribute to steady state (or long pulse) operation era fusion reactor and may be important in achieving stabiliza+
tion of magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) instabilities, We also consider the diagnostic inlbrmation carried by cmlttud
electron cyclotron power that results fi'om purposeful perturbation of the tokamak plasma, 'Flit' goal of otlr research
is to carry out simulations of electron cyclotron heating and emission that aids in the planning and interpretatiotl
of experirnents involving EC waves.

Approach
Develop and use numerical tools tbr studyirlg electron cyclotron phenomemt in piastre|s, Support oi_ going and
planned ECH experiments. In order to accomplish this it is necessary to compute the deposition o|' the eleclron t:'eclotron power in MHD equilibria that accurately describe the plasma density, temperature and magm'tic Ileld profiles, and it is necessary to use wave and launch descriptions that accurately reflect the injection of the power lit
actual experiments, We have sought to make our numerical tools consistent with an accurate description of plasllla
parameters. This has required that we use plasma equilibria generated by MHD codes and that we link our codes
with transport codes.

Progress
We have investigated scenarios in which electron cyclotron heating leads to improved stability aml contributes
to ignition in tokamaks. Numerous studies have been carried out (with collaborators listed below) that relate to
issues associated witll deposition and emission of electron cyclotron power in loroidal plasmas, in particular, the
energy requirements for bringing a compact tokamak to ignition have been exanllned, We have denlonstrated tile
diagnostic potential of incremental synchrotron radiation and have showll that this technique can yield intkwmation about the electric field profile in a tokamak, an important plasma parameter not easily measured,

Plans
Controlling the deposition, and in particular its lo,:ation, is inlportant ill IIlally of the applications that art, PI'IVI +
sioned for this form of stlpplementary power. We are studying the el'l'ects oi' density aml magnetic lluctuations on
current driven by EC waves. In particular, we are con;:erned with how these flucttmtions modil_, lhe current pertur+
bation needed ['or in;proved stability. Also, we are exan;ining the various approximations aml a.,+stlmptions that
have been made in computing the ECH deposition. Since the computational tinw aml accuracy are of' the utmost
importance, we are examining the range of validity oi' the t+onrelativistic, weakly relativistic and l'ully relativistic
calculations of power deposition. We are working on the development oi' a scheme to efficiently calculate the ab +,
sorption f'or numerical velocity distribution functions, and we plan to explore the use ol'a distril+uted COml+Utalional
environment Ibr improvit;g the efficiency oi' EC heating and current drive calculations usii_g a number oi' work sta
tions to provide +tparallel processing environment.
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Plan
This program will investigate
fundamental
physics phenomena
involved in confining and heating high density
tokamak fusion plasmas, and will apply that understanding
to predictive and comparative
performance
studies of
relevant tokamak systems. This endeavor combines fundamental
plasma theory, computer and analytic modeling,
numerical simulation and an interaction
with experimental
teams to achieve this goal.

Approach
ICRF Edge Physics:
Theoretical analyses and computer simulation have been employed to understand
the interaction of high-power
ion cyclotron radio frequency
(ICRF) antennas
with the edge plasma, including the issues of impurity generation,
if-induced
transport, and anomalous
power dissipation.
1CRF core hean'ng studies:
Analytical and numerical techniques
have been employed to investigate
fast wave minority heating. The techniques enable treatment
of all geometrical
effects known to be crucial to modeling minority heated tokamak plasmas. Anisotropic
minority driven instabilities
have also been studied in the urliformly magnetized
warm plasma
using a bi-Maxwellian
(two temperature)
minority distribution
function to model the effects of ICRF heating.
Electron transport studies:
Runaway electrons are being used as a diagnostic of the intrinsic magnetic fluctuations
A combination
of experimental
and theoretical techniques
have led to a new understanding
behavior and have provided insights into thermal electron transport.

in the TEXT tokamak.
of the energetic particle

Progress
ICRF Edge Physics:
A model based on the theory of rf sheaths has been successfully
used to gain an understanding
of the metal
impurity generation
from the Faraday screens during ICRF heating in ]E'E The model explains the important parametric dependencies
of the impurity influx and provides a practical prescription
for reducing these impurities to
negligible levels. Rf-sheath models also predict substantial
power dissipation
in the sheaths when/he
induced voltage across the sheath and the local plasma density are sufficiently
large. These models have been applied to explain observations
of reduced fast wave heating efficiency under extreme conditions on JET and ion Bernstein wave
heating on the DIII-D. The formation of rf sheaths near the antenna produces a spatially-varying
DC potential which
can drive E x B convection
in the scrape-off-layer
(SOL). A fluid simulation
shows that these convective cells significantly enhance the edge transport,
flattening the SOL density and temperature
profiles and possibly inhibiting
the formation of the H-mode transport barrier. This work agrees qualitatively
with lhe JET data on t-t-mode formation by ICRF heating alone.
ICRF core heating studies:
A quasilinear
description of fast vJave minority heating has been developed which properly treats off magnetic
axis heating effects in a tokamak, Off axis effects occur when the minority resonance
is nearly tangent to a llux
surface. Work in progress has shown that of[' axis ef['ects can be used to enhance
the local power deposition and
control the trapped/passing
power split, permitting optimization
of off axis heating atld stabilization
scenarios.
In a
separate
study, an improved analytical description
of the minority dielectric response
has been developed
which
retains the parallel variation of the tokamak magnetic field, thereby including trapped as well as passing particle
effects. In a separate study of anisotropic
minority driven instabilities,
a code was developed to solve the dispersion relation for complex frequencies.
Instability was discovered in bands near each of the first seventy harmonics
of the minority cyclotron frequency for a minority temperature
ratio (Tper/Tpar)
of 400, chose/1 to be corlsistcnt
with experiments
performed on JET.

Electron transport studies':
Analysis of transient
transport
experiments
in the TEXT edge plasma has yielded measurenmnts
of the runaway electron diffusion coefficient and shown it to be consistent with intrinsic stochastic
magnetic field transport,
Simultaneous
hard and soft x-ray measurements
confirm that the intrinsic stochasticity
does not account for the
anomalous
thermal electron losses, in related theoretical studies, it has been shown that drift-orbit
corrections
to
runaway electron diffusion are negligible in TEXT.
ICRF Ec_e Physics:
We will extend the computer simulation
of rf convection to include more realistic models of the interaction
with
the H-mode, and study whether this effect can be used to spread the heat load in the divertor for 1TER. Work is in
progress
to extend our analyses
of impurity generation
and edge convection
to include the action of far field
sheaths, which arise in regimes of poor single pass absorption
(e.g., in fast wave current drive experiments).
ICRF core heating studies:
This work is nearing completion and manuscripts
are in the final stages of preparation
or have been submitted
for publication.
A working Fokker-Planck
code exists which will allow Lodestar to investigate geometrical
effects
on ICRF heating scenarios
in future tokamak experiments.
Anisotropic
nlinority driven instabilities
will be studied
using more realistic minority distribution
functions to model magnetic field inhomogeneity
in subsequent
work,
Elec{7on transport stzMies:
A calculation
which is in progress evaluates the electron distribution
function in the presence of stochastic
diffusion as well as the induced electric field. The model determines
the source distribution
of runaways
required for
more sophisticated
analyses of energetic electron transport experiments
in TEXT.

Students
None

Other

Professional

P.J. Catto, D.A. D'Ippolito,

Staff
J.R. Myra and

D.A. Russell

Collaborations
ICRF E_e Physics:
The work on impurity
generation
and convective
cells has been carried out in close collaboration
with
]. ]acquinot and M. Bures of the lET RF Division. The theory and computer simulation
of rf sheaths was carried out
in collaboration
with M. Gerver of MIT and with D.W. Forslund and I.U. Brackbill of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
ICRF core heatil W studies:
The dielectric response
study has been perfbrmed in collaboration
with C.N. Lashmore-Davies
and T.J. Martin
of Culham Laboratory.
The numerical
implementation
of the quasilinear
description
was pertormed
under a
Phase I, SBIR grant. Collaboration
with C.N. Lashmore-Davies
is commencing
on anisotropic
minority driven instabilities and related problems.
Electron transport saMies:
The electron transport
measurements
have been performed by A.J. Wootton, R.D. Bengtson, and P.W. Wang at
the Fusion Research Center, University
of Texas. Theoretical
collaborators
include ].B. Taylor (IFS/UT Austin),
H.E. Mynick (PPPL), and R.E. Duvall (Weizmann
Institute). The sawtooth investigations
were perfbrmed
using a
Phase 1 SBIR grant.
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Purpose
The purpose of this theory activity is to develop analytic and computational models in support of the alternate
concepts program, principally the P,cverscd FMd Pinch (RFP) program at the University of Wisconsin and International '_i-Partite RFP agreement. The goal is to extezld our understanding of the physics of confinement and transport in these devices. This effort benefits both the RFPand the tokamak in that we are developing tools that will be
used to analyze and compare both devices. Application of these tools will provide guidance for building and operating improved devices of both types.

Approach
Our principal approach is to develop and provide advanced computational tools for the alternates theory program. We have extensive expertise in numerical methods and large-scale computation. We rely heavily on outside
collaborations in order to best bring these tools to bear on problems of interest to the experimental programs,

Technical Progress
During the past year alternate concept theory concentrated on two areas: t]nishing up projects relating to tile
fomler I.ANL alternate concepts cxnerimental program and developing new tools applicable to both alternate conccl_ts_and tokamaks.
1. Three Reversed--FieldPinch projects were finished and submitted lbr publication. The first project was a collaboration with the University of Maryland to study the possibility of inducing single helicity states in RFPs. The
purpose of this work was to it. trict the RFP dynamo to a single helicity in order to eliminate the stochastic field
structure typically associated with P,Ft's. Results indicated that not only do single hclicity state, s exist, but they are
also attractors, The basin of attraction tor these states depends oll the anlounl o[' dissipation in the system, The
second project was ,_collat_otation with The f'ctlnsylvania State Un i_,tx.+
,,s' _ty to study impurity transport in RFPs The
goal of this work was to develop a model to aid with the data analysis of ZTI4, Studies were made of the ZT-40M
data to try to better underst;.ind the belmvior of dist:harges with vastly varying ra(lialion fractions in order to l)enchmark the ZTH model, The third projc(1 was a collaboration with the l..cbedev Institute on kinetic electron efDcts in
RFPs, A new model tor kil_ctic effects was derived and tested numerically, l.',esults i||dicated behavior silnilar to that
observed experimentally.
2, Work was started on a 3.1) Implicit dclta-f i'IC code. Although this code is primarily tbr tokamak applica{ions, it is being written with primitive variables so it is equally applicable to alternate concepts, This eflbrt is dist:ussed in detail ill the tokamak lhcory section.

Plans
Our primary goal in alternate cone{ its theoD' is to provide computational tools Ior the existing programs. These
include both existing tools anti tools presently under development, We have two goals along these lines for the next
year.
1. TOmake otlr hybrid Mlll)llllillorily
sD'cics PICcode available to the University ot"Wisconsin in order to continuc the scif-¢otlsistcnt slutltt s of the behavior of thc' long lnean free l)ath electron ctlrrcnt prod{teed by kinetic
electrons wandering along stocha:+tic ticl(ts, Wisconsin has cxprcsscd a desire to pick up this project and we have
agreed to help tl_em with it.
2. 'Ib continue the tlcvclopmcllt of the Implicit l'lC code alit|ded to in the above section, We plan to have an operational code lbr RFP geometries by October 1903, at which tinw wc will institute tlt'w RFf' physics studies.

Students
1. K.L. Sidikman, "Field Errors in the Reversed-Field Pim'h," (Ph,D., IO00).
2. R. Veerasingam, "A One-Dimensional Plasma and Impurity 'ltallsport Model t'or Reversed Field t'inches,"
(Ph.D., 1991).
3. ].L, Staudenmeier, "A Fluid and Kinetic Study of the Gross Stability of l;i¢ld Reversed Conliguratioils,"
(Ph.D,, 1991).
4. ], Beckstead, "Sawteeth in the MST Reversed Field Pinch" (l'h,D., 1990).
5. EL. Matheson, "Modeling of a Toroidal Field Divertor in a Reversed Field Pinch," (l'h.D., 1989).
6. ].W. Cobb
7. P. Papanikolau

Other Professional

Staff

D.C. Barnes, L. 'l_Jrner, K.M. Ling, and A.H. Glasser

Collaborations
A maior collaboration is being carried out with A. Gurevich of Lebedev Institute in Moscow, This involves turbulent transport
effects in RFPs, Recent collaborations
have occurred with I, Finn at U. of Maryland;
R, Veerasingam, E. Klevans, ].L, Stm:denmeier, and M. Hsiao at Penn State; K. Sldikman, I, Callen, I. Beckstead,
and R. Dexter at U. of Wisconsin; P,L. Matheson and G. Mason at Brigham Young University; D.D. Schnack,
Y-L. Ho, and R.C. Bishop at Science Applications International Corporation,, ll.D, Milroy at Speclra-TechnoloKy Corporation; ],W, Cobb at U, of Texas; P. Rosenau at Technion University; H.R, Lewis at Dartmoulh; t_ Papanikolau and
C,K. Choi at Purdue University.
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Purpose
The l_ttrpose oi' this work is to develop appllcations of the tnethod of Movlng Flnite Elements (MFE) to mag-,
netic fusion energy research. MFF, Is a powerful new fluid slnltllatlon technique which contllluously adapts the grid
to the evolving solution. It is especially useful ibr solving problems with narrow regions of sharp gradients, nlultiple length scales, and strong anisotropy, all of whtch are characteristic of problenls in magnettc fttslon erlertg,,, One
l_roblem o1'inlnledlate interest Is Iow-n singular nlodes, such as tearing and Interchange nlodes in tokanuiks, and
associate nonlinear behavior, such as disruptions. Another is the Nunierlcal Tokamak, a Grand Challenge I"roblem,
which could benefit greatly t'ronl this approach by reducing the required grid size and nunlber of particles by a I'ilclot of order !00.

Approach
Modeling a Iluid on a digital conlputer requires approxinuiting the snlooth variation of fluid qttantltles0 stich as
density, velocily, tenll_crature, and electromagnetic fields, by il large nunlber ot'discretc values, The most ¢onlnlon
approach is to represent these tltUlntttles by their values on a regular nlesh or grid covering the spatial dolllain ot'
interest. The behavior of the fluid at successive nloluents of tinle Is calculated by cotwerting the known tluld etltia _
tions to a large systcnl o1' algebraic equations which can be solved on the conlputer, The Iluler the nlesh and the
shorter lhe time steps, the more accurate the solution becomes, at the expense of greater denlands on conlputer
ttnle i.llld storage capacity. In lact, the fastest and largest SUl+erconiputers have been developed nlainly to allow a¢cttrate solution of such complex lluid problenls. Moving Finite Elelllelits is a moving node adaptive grid nlt,thod
which has a tendency to pack the grid finely in regions where it is most needed at each time and to leave it coarse
elsewhere. It dot's .,40in il illi|llner which is sinlple illid autonultic, and does not require il large amount of Iltlnlarl
ingenuity to apply it to each particular problenl. At the same tirol:, it often allows the tinle step to be large enottgh
to advance ii moving shock by nlany shock thicknesses in ii single lime step, tlloving the grid smoothly with lhc
solution and nlinlnlizing the nunlber of time steps required lot the whole problenl. For 2-111problelns ttwo spathil
variables), the grid is conlposed ot' itl'cgtlllilly shaped and Irregularly connected triangles which art °vt, ry Ilt,xllfle ill
their ability to ildi|pl to the evolving solution. While other athipttve grid tilelhotls have I_een developed which .'.ihill_¢
sonic o1' these desirable properties, this is the only nlethod which conlbines tlletil all, In nlany t'ilSeS, the nwlhod
can savc orders of' nlagnltudc of ¢Onil}ullng ltnle, eqttlvalcnt to several generations of' ;advilnt'ing t,otnl_ttltrr hltrd •
wart'. Visualization of tile colnplcx results ofottr ¢Onll_titatlons Is treated with the help of tht' slale of the art graph
ics hardware and sol'lware provided by the Slltt'on Graphics Iris Workstations. Cotl|i_titcr-gent'rated nlovics, with
hidden surfaces, real linle animation, nearly continuous variation of color, and Ilt'xlble user interaction have Iwerl
developed to provide tn,_Ixinlutll comprehenslorl,

Progress
A general--t,t, _,,.got'odt' has been dt'veloped for treating a hlrgt' class o1'dll'l'it'ult, lloillillt,lir, Iilnt' dt'lWildt'nl
Iltiid I_rohlt'nls in two dilnellsion,_, exl)ressed by t,quiilions (I) iilld (2). ltOlllldilry coildilions t'illl lit' lilly of ;.i liirgc
ralige, including l'lirlchlei, Nt,lllnalln, nltxed, or Iwriodic. Ilecenl dt've!o!lnient._ include a lit,w t'orlli, iili itt,ralivt'
ill;all'ix solution I)rot't'dult'._, which is rOlnlllt'It'ly local and llariillt'liziilflt ', iilid ii t'iillal_ilily Io add iilid dt'leit' grid
ilodt's ill order to allow ii grtraler iopologit'al Ilcxthiliiy. Ill addllloil, a concelllual I'rillnt'work has bt,ell develolwd io
apply lilt' lilt'lhod Io kinolit' llllislnii problt, nls tn lht' It,s.,;t'ollisiollal I_iiniliiii rt,giillt, t'harat'lt, risiit iokiiniak tfllisiiiii._.

Plans
'I'ht, existtilg code will Iw applied to lilt, study ol',,iingullir Inodes in lorotdlil i)llisnlli.,_.Work will bt'gtll on I'urlllt'r
gt'lit, ralizlng lilt:' ('ltlid cotlt' Io ;3D, anti Io tlt'velol)lng il killt'lit' Silllillillion t'otlt' tlSillg Movillg Fillilt' I.]lt,lnt'lllS,
I'tc,i ;l,I
i
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Purpose
We seek to develop numerical models for plasma simulation to study transport processes in tokamak plasmas
in realistic geometries. Our models include kinetic effects but are still suitable for computing on magnetohydrodynamlc time scales. Klnettceffects, which are driven by deviations fromthermodynamic equilibrium, are believed to
cause a confined plasma to behave in a fundamentally differently manner from a fluid, even on time scales long
compared with typical plasma phenomena. Inclusion of kinetic effects may bring theory and experiment into better
agreement. In this project, we seek an understanding of the persistence or kinetic effects on flaid time scales
through numerical plasma simulation.

Approach
Our approach Incorporates new techniques forgrid generation, for implicit dynamical equations, and for particle-in-cell algorithms into a general purpose plasma simulation code, CELEST3D,Inthree dimensions. The code
will be used to model transport in magnetically confined plasmas in a toroldal geometry. The code ts written in
modular form, so that individual capabilities, such as grid generation, can be extracted and used In other fusion
codes, or even fbr other applications. As each module is developed and tested, It will be ported to highly concurrent
computers,
The impltclt numericalapproxhnationsallow us to solve the full kinetic equationswith largetime steps.The
grid generatorallows us to control the distribution of'grid points adaptivelyso as to useavailable computingresourceseffectively,The new developmentsIn particle-In-celltechniquesallow us to changethe numberof particles
dynamicallyIn orderto maintain accuracyand a uniformdistributionor computationaleffort over the grid. The use
of thesecombinationsof techniquesmakesthis effort uniqueIn the f'usioncommunity.

Progress
Recent progress In developing CELEST3Dts sunmlarlzed as follows:
1. A method for solving panicle equations of motion on a non-rectilinear grid that combines solutions in natural grid coordinatesand physicalcoordinateshas beendeveloped.The particle moveraccuratelymodelsthe orbits
of both trapped and passingparticlesin a tokamak-Iike magneticfield. 2, A linked-list data structure that allows
vectorlzationof both gatherand scatteroperationsin mesh-lengthvectorswithout memoryconllict hasbeenimple.
merited. 3. An adaptive grid algorithm that controls both grid spacing and alignment of the grid with the magnetic
field has beendeveloped,In a recentapplicationto magneticreconnectlon,the ability to control the orientationel"
the grid reducedthe costof the calculationby an orderof magnitude.4, Electromagneticfield equations that can
accommodateboth non-rectilineargridsand significant E x B drifts have beendeveloped,Theet'flclentsolutionor
the field equations Is a critical Issue, not only tbr the development of CELEST3Dbut also tbr the extension of the
gyroklnetlc model to realistic geometry, An extensive Investigation of conjugate.gradient type algorithms, IncludIng bl-conjugate gradient and conjugate gradient squared methods, Indicates that only it conjugate gradient algorithm for solving the equations innormal form can supply the necessary reliability. 5. Simple test problems
exercising the full code have provided limited verification of the reliability and accuracy of CELEST3D.6. A geometry module, including a multi-block data structure, grid generator, and generalized difference equation i,ackage
has been written In CM-Fortran and executed on a CM2,The module Is a paradigm for ruture code development
that uses netCDF tbr conllnunlcation and AVSfor visualization, 7. A new technique has been developed to detect
when there are too few or too many particlesIn a cell and automatically to change the number its required. It_tllows
one to use an adaptive grid to provide increased resolution of selected parts of the domain while maintaining a
unllbrm distribution ofcomputational effort over the grid,
I_ALII;
31
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Plans
We plan to apply CELES'r3D to plasma transport problems in a tllree-dimensionill toroidal geometry in the coming year, These problems include single particle studies, such as a study ot' l_ootstrap t'urrt'nl el l'ecl:-;,requiring only
the solution ot' single particle equations ot' motion ill pres_:ribed llelds, aml more complex I_roblems sm,h as the suppression ot'edge turbulence by E x B drifts, the ion-temperature-grmllent
instability, aml trapped particle instabilities, which require the solution of the fully self-consistent model,

Other Professional Staff
Ntme

Collaborations
Dr. John Reyrlders oi' the Adw.lnced Compl.lllngLaboratory ill Los Alamos and Dr. Steven Roy at Caltedl are responslblc for lhe dcvclopmenl oi' lhe parallel Irnplemenlatlon oi' CELEST3D, and ils e×icnsion lo itlcorporalc the
gyroklnetlc model, 'the prole_:t Is asslstcd by advlcc from Prof. Deborah Sulsky oi' UNM on piIrth:ie methods aml
ilerailve cquallon solvers. Dr. Hoanh Vu of Los Alamos has contributed to lhc dcvclopmcnl oi' Impllclt plasma simulatlon methods l'or very large lime sleps, and Io lhclr al:_plh:atlorl to lhe modcllng oi' collislonlcss shocks In the.,
earth's magnetosphere. Dr, Davld Forslund or the Advanced Compullng Laboratory provides advlcc on plasma
physlcs, parallel compullng, and graphh:s.

Students
Giovanni Lapentil, a doctorill Calldldilte ill the University o[' Torlno, hils developed new l_'chnlqlles for the dy.
namlcal control oi' the number of partldes during an extended visit to Los Alamos.
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Purpose
The purpose ot'the Los Alamos magnetic fusion theory program is to provide basic understanding and detailed
interaction witll the national and international MFE experimental program. The theory program provides an alternative view of' the national tokamak confinement program and supports the Los Alamos experimental activities
directed toward the fusion product diagnosis of the TFTR device at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, In
pursuing these programmatic goals, the theory program also carries out basic plasma physics ,esearch which is
necessary to support the required applied research,

Approach
The approach to carrying out ttle program relies on analytical and computational expertise In macroscopic and
microscopic plasma physics theory, and in related sublects such as atomic physics and plasma-material Interactions, Because of the many specialties Involved, external collaborations are sometimes Invoked,

Progress
A. Singular Modes
Major progress has been made on the study of singular modes In axlsymmetric toroidal plasmas. A subset of
the complete fluid equations governing tile Inner region of singular modes In toroidal geometry has been solved
exactly and amdytlcally, q'he subset lrlcludes toroldal curvature as well as ion and electron diamagnetic and E x B
drills, but not viscosity or thermal conductivity. The Fourier-transformed equations are expressed as a second-order ordinary difR'rential equation with singular points at 0 and inlinlty, Exact solutions have been found in terms
of confluent hypergeometrlc functions, A dispersion relation A'= A(g) has been derived from the matching condl..
tion between inner and outer solutions in configuration space, with A' the lump in the ratio of small to large asymptotic coetllcicnts in the ideal outer region and A(Q) a complicated function of the scaled growth rate Q obtained
from the inner region analysis,
The most Interesting result is a new instability tot Q > I which extsts even in the absence of curvature and drift
effects. Unlike most previous treatments, the validity of this one ts not restricted by the constant-y approximation
or its relatives to the regime g << I, Such previous treatments have found that systems with A' > 0 are unstable,
while systems with A' < 0 are stable, although some works have replaced 0 by a threshold value '_'c'With the restriction Q << ! removed, A(Q) Is tound to have a pole at or near Q = 1, which has protottnd and surprising signitlcanoe for stability theory, This pole was tbulld in previous analytical and numerical treatments, but its significance
was not appreciated. In the presence of the pole, there are strong instabilities tbr A'<0, with Q> I and approaching
ideal MHDgrowth rates as A' goes to zero from below. Thus, while A'> 0 remains unstable, A'< 0 is more unstable,
The new instabilities are essentially ideal modes extending over more than one singular interval. The key role of'
tile singular layer is to form a connecting bridge between adjacent ideal intervals, allowing a larger class of nearly
ideal unstable modes to fit into tile enlarged box, Beyond this main efli:ct, the influence of resistivity on the growth
rate gets weak as A'goes to zero from below,
The l'ull dispersion relation, including curvature and drift effects, is complicated and dil'llcult to analyze, containing ratios o!'!' functions of complex arguments, A complete analysis has been pertormed by studying the locations of its rtch variety of poles alld zeroes and by means of Nyqulst plots constructed with the help of Mathematlca,
This analysis permits a deeper tlnderstanding of the number of unstable roots and of the relationship among various drift and resistive roots in different regimes of approximation than in previous treatments of drift tearing
modt,s.
t)At;l:33

l+,esith's lllt'st' nll,ilvtic'+<ilsolutioli_, <icOlill+Utt'l +t+odt ' li_t;+l+t,t'nwrittcn to solve the 111Ole _ellC'lill t'lil,,.+s of't'tlU+l
lions itMudin,e, viscosity altd tllcrni+il colltltlctivity. The solulions ell.rained tlulnerically ugree to arhitiat+ily high ac +
curi.lt'V witll the ,lllulytic<Ii solutio_Is wllt'll tllcv ,ire avaihlbh.,, the +.icCtlti.|cy
depetlding only on thc tolelilnce spccilied
to tlzc ordii+arv dill'crciltinl t'qu,ltioll _olv_'i, Iii _zdditiotl, tllis code ,illows the dcternlination ol+l+ehnvior whMi is not
,io,e_sil+h.'to the +.lllnlytic<il+,olutic,li,+.
I_, _u/('t /nt/_h(77I'I(
t+uritlg lllc l+,i_tye<ir,we llnve piorweled tlie upplicatiol) ol'_l"niethods to h.+ngtime step, electronlagnetic phlsm+._
silnul,ltion This dcvclo[_nicnt li_i.,.+
led to a new <il+proacll,Quiet Inlplicit PlC (QIP), This is a new tecltliique for cm".+
ryirtg out l+artich' sitnulatiolls l<oftlle .,+oltltionof the n(,arly coIlish)nless P,oltzlmlnli equ_Ition, In this al+l+roach, the
unknowli distril+utiorl Itlliction I+is Sclmr_ted into a bulk portio_ I'_,and an l+l#tlT'll..s'l£'C411_,' kinetic portion t31',Sitlglc
simulation l+attidt , shot noi.,+eis grently rt+'duced l+ytieatillg only the intrinsically kiiIetic portioll using PIC Inothods. The btilk pottioi+, un tlle other h+tnd, is dctertnined l+ythe solution el' n+otncnt ¢qulttions coupled to Maxwell's
equ_itions alld dillercnccd tiltlc implicitly+ The QII+ Im'lhod is l'ully kinetic, nonlinear, electroin_tgnotic, and appro +
pri,it¢ for dent+tilts oI arl+itrary dinlensionnlily with general bouiidary conditions. The QII' nlethod is a generaliz+1tion oI previotls "+I"' dcvelopnlents. Generalizations include lo+al variation oi" the bulk distributioli in both space
_ind time, _i i'ully elcctlonla,e, tleiic Ibrniul+ttioil, and itnplMt tilt|e dil'l'ercncing.
'l'he separation of lt, lrom ,Sl'Icmls to nn cllortilOUS lloise reduction, in the case when t31'is sniall conlpared to I',
For exalnple, uil illtrinsic noise h,v¢l oi less than I0" has l)e¢ll ohservcd using I0 particles per cell. Such quiet, long
time step sittlttlatiotls nllow tl)c inw.,stie,ation of previously ill(leer:s, lhl_. kinetic phetlonlella, Stlch ;+isfluctuation
drivell part Me +lintenergy transport in magnet ic'_illvcolillned plasnlas, where observed lluctuation Icvt:l. are a R+w
I0 ', and lluctuatioi_ tin+e scales _Itt" I0 +'fillies lotlger than particle orbit time seah+,s.
We huve con fitnled several rat ller dramatic udvantages associated with employing the lllOltl¢llt equations in otlr
fot mtilation. First, it is straight forward to art++tngethe conservation el'charge, nlotnentunl, +tnd etlerg,,y, Sitlce these
l+tol+ertiesdepend only on the consistent centering el' quantities on the inesh. This pc,t mils us to drop Gal.lss's law
and div(P,+ = 0 l'ionl Mnxwell's equations and avoid the need to lwrlortn divetgenee cleaning or other charg,e _:orreeling nlilcl'_iillltions. S,,,toi_¢.l.linear stlibility depends only on lhe combined nlonlent and Maxwell's eql.lations.
Thus. tllere is gi'e+.il 11,,.'xibility in cvliluatilig the pllrllcle qtlantities. Fur exanlple, we ilave conl'irllled that
substel+l+irlgtile l+artich+'sand averaging over these stibsteps in a llrst-order itcctlrate nlanner does not adversely
,tll(,ct slal_ilily, l:inally, tisc el the nlonleill etltliiliotts sonlewhat silnplilics lhe treatnlent ol'colnplex geoltlelrles alld
l+oun&Iry colld it tolls.
We lie.lyeililplc, nlellted QII" ill one and three-dinleilsions. In the one-ditllensional case, 11lloillir|ear irtslabillly
ilssoc'iiltcd with t'rlors ill evaltlation of the heat l]tix has been observed. This instability is associated witll the loss
el +svllchroniziition l_elwet+ntllc rtT_reselltation of low-order nlonlents l>y tlle particle list and by the inontc,tlt list.
Thus. lot exilnil',It', trullcatioll c'rlors in tlle tilile advance may lead Io it case ill whi¢ll no particles ill'e preseltl ill olle
l>ortiotl el+tht, Inesh, whih, tlw Inonlent list indicales a signilicarlt density there. These instabilities ntay be avoided
l+v etilorcitlg svtlcllroi+izatioll l+¢tweeit the two rtl it. cnt<iti_,ns. We l'i+tveIbuml that an el'R,ctive strategy is to
tnodifv lht' particIc, list to t+onlbrnl to lhc lltOHiellt list. This produces it snloolh soltitioll aild ilvoids lhe nolilineiir
irlslability luelltiollcd l_rcviously. Tlle Ol+tinlulu nlt.thod oIsynchroniz_llion is still being itlvesligaled.
'l'l_e thrt'e+diulcllsion_tl code is l+rt'serltly iil+le to tittle atlvailc'e the two-lltlid (electrons + tolls) nlonlent equations wilh lar,e.c'tiulc slops. Vvearc +il+l+tyingllli.,.; itlelltod Io lhe study oi' MHD instabilities, including lhe itlternal
killk ts,:iv,'tootli'_illstal+ility i_i ,_,qi,light tokalllak geOlllc'll'y, l'artMe movers l'or the three ditnc,t)sional code have
++tlso
i'_t'eniluplcttle_it ,ind lcslctl, l)urillg llic rt'lllliilldei of F'Y02, wc ,,rill couple tllese colnf>onents to obtaill initial
killetic rc'sults lot Mill) niodes.
•+.+
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Plans
l)uling the _lext several ve,lls, tllc l.os ,,\l_itnostheory program will continue it mission which consists oi' two
parts+ l:irst we will locu+ on otit, o_ twu +_reu._+
el' l+lastna science, the advlincelnellt of which will provide ftlndallleiitnlly tlew insigllts oI Qt'ilt'i+_il itllpott_incc Io nlagnetic t'ollfii+elllent.
Secondly, we will address llarrower, Iocussed
topic,+ t'sSt'llliill lor lht' ildvilIltClilt'lll
ollhe
tokanlak tow_ird it practical fusion reactor. The _ireas of general plglsnl_t
NCit'llt't'

Wt'

lldVt'

t'host+ll

Io t'llli)lld._izt'

(llt':

!. llcvt'lopiiiclli aild lcliilcnlt.'iil ot iiloic colliplt'ie l]tiid iliodels ofcoiltilled i)l_.lSlll_is.
2.. l)t'vt,loi>ilit,ill ot lit,w. Mitll l)iiscd llybrid itiodels which include ihe low .freqtlency el'fects o1'fully kineiic,
ilt'allv, collisiolllt',_,_Slwtic<+.oil lltiid pht,liOliic,illi.
3. Ill ttlcsc art'_i_, <i l+_ill+e,c
' of ,lPl_lit_,llioli_ io iok+.iiil+Jkpllysics will he l)tii'stied _iild t'xlerii_+ilcollaborations
,<,otigtil,
,1. 'Flit, ,irt',in ot >,pccilic tol>ics w_' will i)tlrstit ' +.Ire the following.

+';/n._,,zdar
Modes
l:uture work on singular modes will l_'_llowst.+verilllines+ l:Ir,,.;t,the Amllyticul .'.;OitltiOll_ ol+t.t_t+,'d_o li_t otnit lht +
import_tnt el'R,cts oi viscosity ilnd thet+nml conductivity, +rhere is .,.;olneposmil}ilily lh_it _onle el+lllt'_,+t,lellll_ c, lll I,P
iftcorpor;tted into ex_tct ;Inalytii.'_flsolutions oi' the Form alre_idy ol}t;lll+ed, l',t,yc+ndIll;it, _l nttn+etlc,ii ptot:edltfc wilt
tee used to complete the study, using _t method doscrihed i11the leCeltt l}ul}lic+uiolti_y t.;l;Issel. +l+llt
' ,|ll,llylittll
_ol|i
tion.S Ol'}t_linedthus lhr cdn t}e used to veril),, dnd under.st_ind tile results el +tilt' ntlnleli+._lll;tocedtlle+ P,e+VOlldlhi.,,
work +rill l}egin oft +I derivation oi" equations govell;illg singul_it+tuode,,.;ill tilt.' less collislon,tl, killeli_, If'gillie. llt
addition, the method oi Moving Finite Elenlent.,.; will l_eused to solve +in inilhtl ,c.ltle prol}lettl !el siltguhlt lilOth'n ill
toroidal geolttet ry,
Qu[e'r/ml_h't'/t t'1¢"
Dtiring FY _03, the str;lighl lorus three dimensional code developed iltltl ilpplied dtlring lilt' t,'lll;ltlldet ol thi'.,
tisc_llyear will be extet_<.led
to true toroidal geometry.We will initially conlirtn the predicted tOloidill ,|th,cl_ oll the
sawtooth using the Ilukl component of this code. Next, kinetic ;+ll]k'ctswill I_ei|dded to the dl,_olithll|. I_,+v
II|t' elld of
FY C}3,we expect to be able to deliver a LINIX/CFT77 COlllpiltibie x'ersioll o1 this code to lilt' Nt0rnt'licdl +l_:_k,_limk
Project.
Other
We will continue to investigi_te the possil'}ility oi" el'l'icient toroi{.hflcurrt'nt drive l+ylow lteqtlt'llCy MI II}v.+avt'_
using existing and emerging analytic and nutnerical tnethods,
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Purpose
Molivaled by the upcoming D-T experiments in TFTR, collisional transport theory is being extended to account
[or poloidal density variations and poioidal flows in tokamaks. New physics issues are associated with the fusion
produced alpha-particles including their neoclassical losses, their interaction with background plasma collective
modes such as Alfven waves and their contribution to the bootstrap currents. Studies are being carried out of
plasma heating and current drive with radiofrequency (RF) waves in reactor grade plasmas. Investigations are beillg made of spatial-lemporal chaos induced by instabilities that arise in the presence of intense coherent fields.
Iw_,es!igatJons of the magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) problems relevant to present or next generation tokamak plasIllas including resistive wall instabilities, Alfven gap eigenmodes. Reconstruction of plasma equilibrium from magnclic diagnostic data are also underway. Studies are of the operation of low current, high temperature tokamaks,
especially equilibrium stability and confinement at high poloidal beta are being carried out. This work is closely
linked Io ongoing experimental collaborations with the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory at the TFTR and
t'BX-M lokamaks. Theoretical investigations of tokamak beta limit issues including an explanation of the empirical Troyon limit and its dependence on the safety factor, access to the second stability region, and feasibility of
.stable equilibria with nearly 100% bootstrap generated current are carried out.

Approach
This project covers theoretical work on fusion plasmas in toroidal magnetic confinement
vided into five subtasks:

(tokamak),

and is di-

I. Impurity and alpha transport--Dieter J. Sigmar, Principal Investigator.
2. Radiofrequency heating and current drive: Transport and chaotic dynamics--Abraham
Bers, Principal lnvestigalor, Abhay K. Ram, Co-principal investigator.
3. Magnetohydrodynamic
equilibrium and stability, and plasma engineering--leffrey
P. Freidberg, Principal Investigator.
4. Stability and transport in high poloidal beta plasmas--Jay Kesner, Co-principal Investigator.
5. "theory of the tokamak beta limit--lesus ]. Ramos, Co-principal Investigator.
Using analytical (but nonlinear) neoclassical theory, we studied nonlinear coupling between poloidai flow and
poloidal density variations resulting in a bifurcation of poloidal equilibrium. This, along with the ensuing radial
electric field, alters the transport of the bulk plasma as well as of the impurities. Pitch angle scattering and slowingdown drag were incorporated in the calculation of neoclassical losses of fusion born alphas and their contribution
Io the bootstrap current. Resonant destabilization of toroidal Alfven eigenmodes (TAE) by alpha particles has been
sludied wilh a guiding center [ollowing code based on Hamiltonian drift orbit formalism. Two dimensional relativistic Fokker-Plank simulations were used to investigate lower hybrid (LHW) and fast Alfven (FAW) wave current
drive. The quasilinear Fokker-Plank formulation was generalized by using Hamiltonian gyrokinetic theory in order
to include wave induced radial transport of fast electrons. Radiofrequency fields were determined by toroidal ray
tracing. Spatial-temporal chaos was studied in the nonlinear interaction of three coherent wavepackets with an extension of soliton theory to nonconservative systems. Resistive wall instabilities were analyzed with a variational
principle and a Green's function formulation of the vacuum field energy. Analytic methods were employed to find
Alfven gap eigenmodes induced by noncircular geometrical effects in tokamaks, and to derive stability theorems.
Experimental data from TFTR and PBX-M discharges were analyzed with the time dependent reconstruction code
TRANSP, This provides enough information to determine local diffusivities and to perform MHD stability analyses.
Comparison with prevailing theories is then carried out. Proposed experiments on current profile control were studled wilh a newly developed code that couples the transport package BALDUR with the lower hybrid code of
!' Bonoli's lha! contains a realistic ray tracing and Fokker-Plank current drive calculation. Analytic methods were

developed based on asymptotic scaling properties of the MHD equations. These were applied to derive general properties of tile tokamak beta limits. Extensive numerical calculations were carried out with tile two-dilnensional MHD
equilibriunl and the Princeton PEST stability code package, in order to establish operation limits i_l plasma patameter space. Special attention was paid to making the equilibrium curteflt profile colnpatible
with tile bootstrap profile as calculated from neoclassical theory.

Progress
The possibility that the transition between low (L,) and high (H) cont'inemellt mode'.+ill tokamaks is due to _1
bifurcation of the poloidal equilibrium flows and associated radial electric fields was investigated. +I>,,osuch stable
bifurcated solutions were found by retaining density non!inearities induced I_ythe parallel ['ticlion between bulk
ions and impurities which is suff'iciently strong ill tile outer edge oF the plasma. The Hamiltonian guiding center
code, ORBIT, was used to analyze the alpha-particle dynamics as they interact with and destabilize the All'yen
waves, and their anomalous diffusion due to stochastic orbit losses was established. A selF-consistent nonlinear
evaluation of' the destabilized TAE amplitude shows no saturation betbre global stochasticily sets it1. AFter lhal,
large diffusion losses occur. The alpha-particle induced bootstrap current has been calculated, including both collisional drag and pitch angle scattering, its magnitude is less that1 or equal to 10% oF tile total plasma ctlrrenl.
A detailed analysis of current drive by combined LHW and FAW has been carried out. It was Found that tile
effect of tile FAW is to increase the perpendicular temperature in tile tail of the electron distribution Function induced by the LHW. This enhancement oF tile current drive efficiency is in good apparent agreement with experimental observations at lET, Spatial-temporal chaos itl the nonlinear interaction oFan unstable wave coupled to two
damped waves at lower frequencies was completed. The ensuing saturated chaotic state was obtained and analyzed
Erst by llumerical methods. An analytic approach has been developed by treating tile nonconserv_ltive aspects as a
perturbation of tile conservative three wave interaction which is exactly integrable by inverse scattering techniques,
The analytic results described all characteristic scales in tile spatial-temporal chaos and are corroborated by tile
numerical simulations.
A general stability theorem was derived for the resonant interaction of energetic particles and AlDen waves,
and the stabilizing effect of ion Landau damping was demonstrated. The ellipticity induced Alt'ven eigenmode has
been discovered. A procedure has been derived to evaluate the growth rates of external MHD modes ill tile presence: of arbitrarily shaped resistive walls. This can be easily coupled to standard ideal MHD codes. A fast, time dependent code that evaluates tokamak equilibrium solutions and the required poloidal field coil currents, including
the effect of eddy currents in tile vacuum vessel, was completed. Contributions were made to tile problem ot' inferring the plasma shape and internal parameters from external magnetic measurements.
Results from the collaborative experiments at high poloidal beta in TFTR have been analyzed. Poioidal betas up
to 1.3 times tile aspect ratio and elterg.v confinement times up to 3.5 times tile t.-mode were achieved. Thermal
diffusivity measurements appear to agree with resistive ballooning mode scaling at high poloidal beta, but tile resistive ballooning turbulence is observed to become subdominant at lower poloidal beta values. The effect of the
equilibrium distortion at high poloidai beta on temperature gradient driven modes was studied, and stabilizing
trends were found. A second stability access experiment via current profile control that can be perlbrmed in the
PBX-M facility has been realistically simulated. To this effect a new code was developed which incorporates the
Bonoli lower hybrid current drive code into the BALDUR equilibrium and transport code.
A theoretical explanation of tile Troyon-Sykes beta limit for ballooning modes and its dependence on the safety
factor was found. Stable paths to the ballooning second stability region were established and this scenario was
adopted as the basis for the ARIES ll/IV reactor design and the MIT-PBX-M collaborative experiment. Low-n external modes in low-current, high poloidal beta regimes have been systematically studied tbr the first time, and a characteristic current driven, edge localized instability with low beta threshold has been identified. This may explain
recent beta collapse results in the DIII-D and lET tokamaks. Systematic studies of numerical convergence showed
shortcomings in the PEST-II stability code. The possibility of tokamak equilibria in the ballooning second stability
region with almost completely bootstrap generated current was demonstrated.

Collaborations
Collaboration have taken place with Oak Ridge National Laboratory personnel (K-C. Shaing, S. Hirshman) on
transport theory, with General Atomic personnel (A. Turnbull and DIII-D experimentalists)
on TAE modes, with
B. Braams at New York University of1 improving tile B2 code, with M. McCoy at Livermore and R. Harvey at GA on
LHW and FAW current drive, with R. Betti at Un:',versity oF Rochester on All'yen gap instabilities, with G. Berge
(Norway) on resistive wall growth rates, with S. _-laney at Livermore on the SuperCode, with I. Wesson at lET on
sawteeth problems, with tile TFTR and Columbia University teams as part of the ongoing Princeton-Colun|bia-Mrr
experiment at TFTR, with tile PBX-M team as part of tile ongoing Princeton-MIT experiment at PBX-M. With the

MHD theory groups at Princeton and GA (S, ]ardin et al, and A, Turnbull
with the ARIES and TPX design teams as active participants,

et al.) on advanced

tokamak

MHD, and
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Purpose
This project addresses the study of magnetically confined plasmas in regimes of thermonuclear interest: high
temperatures and densities, with special attention paid to tile case of compact, high magnetic field experiments.
These regimes are becoming of timely interest, as present-day toroidal experiments [e,g., Toroidal Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) and Joint European Torus (JET)] have reached the stage where Deuterium-Tritium fuels are being used
(or soon will be) for the first time, and fusion reactions are producing non-negligible fluxes of fusion reaction products. The research involves the important role of plasma collective modes in producing plasma transport processes
and changes of magnetic field topology (so-called reconnection) with the intent of elucidating the mechanisms responsible for the anomalous (i.e., larger than p_edicted by "classical" theories) losses of particles and energy from
the plasma that are observed describing the onset of macroscopic internal modes (e.g., leading to the so called
sawtooth and flshbone oscillations) that can prevent the attainment of ignition conditions.
Since 1969, our group has been involved in the design of a continuing series of compact, high magnetic field
experiments (starting with the successful AIcator line of machines), which has made the most substantial advance
in the value of the confinement parameter nT_with pure plasmas and still holds the record tbr this kind of plasma.
This effort, which involves a substantial part of our resources, is presently focussed on the Ignitor device, which is
the first experiment to be proposed and designed for the purpose of studying fusion burning and ignition in a D-T
plasma. Continuing participation in the activities surrounding the Alcator C-MOD, currently starting operation at
M.I.T., the latest experiment in the Alcator line that, like Ignitor, combines the favorable characteristics of high
magnetic fields and optimized plasma shaping in order to produce plasmas with high densities and currents. A considerable fraction of our effort is also devoted to the issue of "neutronless" reactors burning advanced fuels that
produce relatively low levels of fast neutrons (e.g., D--_He).With the discovery of the so-called second stability region (a high-D regime of operation where ideal MHD ballooning modes are stable) and the understanding of techniques to prevent the so-called "sawtooth crashes" of the central plasma pressure, both achievements
that
originated in our group, we have shown that the burning of advanced fuels can be attained by experiments that are
feasible with present-day technologies.

Approach
Our research group combines efforts along several avenues: theory, conception and proposal of new experiments, and numerical modelling. The first concerns itself with transport processes and coherent collective modes:
microturbulence, "sawtooth" and fishbone oscillations, excitation of modes leading to ion cyclotron emission, impurity-driven fluctuations, ballooning modes driven by fusion reaction products populations. Each of the considered collective modes has its own cause (e.g., pressure gradients or an anisotropic distribution of high energy
particle populations ions), region of activity (e.g., the inner portion of the plasma where q(r)_l, fbr the case of
"sawteeth"), and experimental signature (e.g., radiation at harmonics of the helium cyclotron fi'equency). Linear
and nonlinear aspects of the theory governing each of these phenomena form the substance of the theoretical effort. Whenever possible, the relevant particle and energy transport coefficients are then incorporated into existing
transport codes in order to study present day experiments and to predict levels of losses in future devices
(e.g., Ignitor and ITER). Transport modelling is a continuing investigation in its own right. Codes are continually
being improved. Transport coefficients have also been formulated on the basis of global constraints and considerations, when theory is unable to derive them from first principle analysis. Important aspects of the modelling include the investigation of nonsteady state processes, such as the initial current rise, of D-T ignition, and of the
ignition of advanced fuel scenarios (i.e,, D-3He), which lead to fusion burning with minimal neutron production
and therefore minimal radioactive activation of the containment vessel. We are also involved in the Numerical
Tokamak Project, in the development, parallelization, and use of a 3-D toroidai, hybrid code (either a two fluid main
plasma with a gyrokinetic hot particle population or a plasma consisting of fluid electrons atld _qyrokinetic ions) in
collaboration with W. Park and others at PPPL and members of M. McCoy's computational group at LLNL (NERSC).
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.'.+l'wu'tlof tl+t' t+_di_l di+,.+lflUtt'_tt'I_toI ll)t' hot l+l+tsmu _o_v i+,+
it;dt'pt'tldt'¢_l oi' tl_u' rt'CON¢)e'ctii_g l_Lvt'i width, t'o:ItiNucd
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Cych.+trolt t.'llti.g._iOll_il l_+trmc,i)it.,< oI' the.' lleliu_tl _+,ro lrt, tlt_c,ttt'y t,v_lu_tt, tl _l flit, t'_utt'r etlgt.' oI' ll_t' phu,.;_tla t't'_l+
ol'_st'IVt'tl il) II:.T, _tlltl _orr+cl_ttt'tl witlt tlw lIUtltlOll t'tt_issiot_ from l)t, tttt, ritlttt:l'ritiut+_ plasltmn. Wt'
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wt' l+_t\'t, ,_Iso l'_+t;,l+OSt'dto slit+lift,lit, l;y t'xtt'tN_tl lltt'+All,'q,tll_,' excitatiot_ of tht, ,S++llllt.' lllOdt'.'-; ill oidt, t tO .gt'dtlt.'l the
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TI_t, _tcl_it'v_,tt_.'ttt ol iu,_ti__,_ i_t _t toroid,tl, mugt+t'tic_lly to_l'ilwd pI+tsma tlclwi_tl+, in +t sig_+ilitut_t way, or+ tlw
tt,i_ll+Otitl _ti+tl ,+l+_ti_l t.,volutiol) of tI+_' l+I+t+,-+m;t
qtm_titit'+. A_t iml+ortat+t t'x+ttt)plt' i.,.;it.'-;dt.'lWltth.'_)('t' t+_)tllt' evolution
ol+ tht, to_-oitI+tl l+I+_.,.,_tt,_
tu_rci_t. Si,_,nilit',_nt ,tt:Iv_t_ttagt' t'+.tnbt.' gailwtl l_y itl+tit_tait+it'i,u,a .,.+ul+sta_ti_l t+lltttit' l+t'utitLu, Ul+
tO _l)'I'+ i_;t+itiotl , lilt'Jr'b\' dvoJdill',2, the it+t'l+t'icit'I_tk.
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._titl_ ohtt_it Iit,_tiiig c,l_ t_t, _tl,til_t_+_il_t'tl
ii_ ,t tolllp_t¢l, high l_t,ltl tol_figur;,tlion (e.g., R-1.3 iii, ;.i=0,48 111,b/;+l 1.8,
I+,," 13 T, I+' 12MA'_, l+y i+topt'tly I+I+ogI+tlt_mi_tglilt iltitiitl, currt'ttt tint' l>l_as¢ of flit' tli.'.+cl_+.tIgt',li_ ll+i_ I_h_Ist_
',tllt'
l_l_t,-,rtt+tt+ut+t+c_+ttt+toitl_l _tta_It'tit lit'Ill, l'_htsm_t tlt'It.'..+itv,_ttttl plaslt_t ._hdl t +tt+tl posiliot_ _tI+t
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,,\t tht+'sumc timc, tht' tutt-ct_t tlt'_+sity l+rol'ih.' _:ut; bt' tt+_ti_+taim'tl slablt.' to If'at.
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,t_+tltl+t' ¢t,_ttul ,,'+tlut' oI tl_t, N_ugttctit purattwtt't tI _+taintaitwd +tl+o,.'t,u_+ity, of tht, tI . I rt'gioI+
+lt+_tll, ttl+til tl_t' tt't+tr_tl l('111[+t'l_ltUlt'Fist'+'-+
t'llotlgll It+ IwgiNto _+tabili,,.c t_+=I modes. A _tmtll amot_t+t of iuicttt'd ht'_tt
iltg ttttt+il_g lht' (tlttt:lll l_tlllp i.'<t0tllld Io t',t_ily kct, p q,, _.tbovt.' u_ily u_til well bt'vond ignitiol_. 'l'l_t'_t' rt'._ull_ Wt'lt'
l+otll_d tlsil_e, _t illoditqt'tl vt,r_iol_ ol tilt' '1'5(.', wl+icl_ .,-;olvt's the Mill') t'volulion of the trt't ' bOUl_tl_lry pliislll;A _+ltltllht'
Ilux _t_rf_ttt_' lr_tl_l)Ott witlli_l tl_t' pl_y,u_t. Wt' h_lvt' _tl_o t.ht, t'kt'd tl_t'se rt,_ull_ u_ilL,d, ;,t _t;.llltl_irtl fi×t'd bOUl|d+.lry
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code, l_,,,\l.l_)L/I,t+ll_ _tlditiol_, wt' h_tvt' tl_t.'(l tht' 'I"+'3(+"
t'odt.' to ._lutly lilt' vt'rlit'_ll ._l_ibilily o1 lht+'
pl_i_lll;+l_tnd to t'v_lu_ttt' tht' roll ._t'tol_tl tOll_Utlll_lion ol'tl_t' ig_ilion _Ct'lliliio.
x,.Vt,Ii_ivc bt,t,ii o_lt' ol+tl_t' m_jof t_t'__ ot tht' 'I'SC cotlt, ovtq Iht' pl.t_t _t'vt'tJ;_l yt'_tl_ _+iiitl,ill _1flost' t'ollal_or_lliOll
with its _tuthot_ (5. lur¢li_ _I_tl N l'olt_l_hrt'y _tt !'1'!'1,), h;,Ivt' pio_ct, rt'd its ust' Io study tilt' t'tllrt'lll r_t_li_ pl_t.'.;(' _llltl
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1_-'1 i_tlilioll, It i,_ flOW unt'd cxltrlnivt'ly for lllc rl'l_il_ i._t-oit,
ui ilrltl ,_roups it1 I;tlrolw ;it¢ r+ow irlll_lovill _ lilt'it It,lt+n
r_otl coitus to carry Otll similar _lutlius, A drawbat+k t_l lht' tolllmottlv tl_ctl rttodcl lot IIw t'lfi.'divt' vh'cltic_al it'_isli_.'
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tt'rtll_¢rmttlt' i'_lof'ih.'i._ ,,vt'll Iwlmvud it.g,, Gi|tl_i_lll_, tilt, toroitlal tuttt'llt tlt'tl_ity atquirt's _| illof'ill' witl_ fc, tt|llt'_
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el+tits oi thc N1atxix t'qt1+itiotl arid tllc Icqtlitt'tllt'tll tlmt tllc tusultit_g curf t'tlt +.itltl tt'tl11_'l+tturt, l_rol]h'`s lw Sl+alially
wcll+bth_tvcd, 'rhi.,.+dt,scripliot_ l+rovidt,,,++_ll_litll+ll llilltiuvtt'Hk 10f lht'l+ll1,1l¢11¢IKv i_+llt+w,lilt' ,st+calh'd "he+it l+im+lt+''
'l'Itest' t'qtt_ltio_.'-+at¢ l+rOl+O'+t'd,Is it ll+.|ttll+al.'.+¢IO1'll+_Itl_pOtl CqtldliOllS IO1'Ollltli_+ l+t'_illlt'_, wh¢l¢ ttlrlt'lll dlld If'Ill
l_t't+.ttUlt' drt' sttotL+;ly tOt_l+It'd. Wht'll atlxili_rv llcalitl_ is _11+l+licd,dt'tOul+li_i _ ol lllt' uut rt, llf +|l|tl lt'tt1!_t'l+Ittllt' Icdd`s
t+,IIut+ally to +Id¢_tadaliotl
ii_ the ¢llt'r_v
tOlllil1¢ttlUltt
_,t'._,,, tllu _o t'+tilt'tI I, t11odc lt'_,illtt'1.
'l'lws¢ tquatiotlS lilt' l+lt':+
trltlv l+t'il1_ iI111+lt'r11utttt,
d irl ;I ttat_l+Ott t_dt',
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tt'rt1+, w¢ sl+,_ll tOlltilitR' Otll broad l+ast'd cl'It'_rl at+d give Slwti,_l +llt¢llliOll to tilt' llOlllillt'+lr lht't+ry oI
m:::I t11odt's tlsitt,e, botl+ ,it_+.11_'lit+lland nutt1¢rital _11+l+roat'ht's, lo XqilVJl1_, a'.+lWCts of l+rcsstll+t' gI_tdictlt drivcr_
_t+itrotutl+ttlt, tlu¢ il+l+tsttta sl_+tl+itLe,,v¢It+t'ity shoat, iltld i_t_imrith.'s), at+d to Cvt;h.+trt;_+t't1_is`sioN lrOttl l_st lusion par
ticlt,.,-,.'l'htsc topic.,+, which welt' iNttodut¢d +ii tilt' l+tt,t'¢di_+g Imragral+llm, r¢lllilill of cot+.'+idcIal_l¢ i_Itcrt'_t +_ tXl+Cti
llWlII.'..+Colllilltlt' ill l_i._l_lcttll_t't+Ittlr¢ t-cgimc,_ aml b¢_ir+ h.+mldrtss
siltlilliOlls whtu¢ si,qlliJ]tillll tOllt t,lltr+lliOll`s ol
lusit_t+ rt'i|ctiott l+rotlttut.,-,o,.tur, l),olh the Itl=l ilrltl lllit'rottlll+ult, llt¢ .,.+tudie,,.+
Itilv¢ tllt, t'vttlttlill ,qoiil ol +i)lOdtltill,q
",:tires" (wllcrc uvaihtl_Ic+, whcrulw thc disrul+liv¢ cflt'cts of llt¢+t' l+ht,ilC_rUt.rlatat_ lw t11itlituizcd, t'ytlolrotl ct1+is.
siotl +it l++irmo_ics oF the +, l+_izlitit' ,_vrolIrt'tltl¢ilt'y, whcr+ ,succt',,.+slullv t'×l+laiNod, t'_tt+lw ttst'd +I.'-,,_ di_Le,t_ostit' tool to
tx_tiilit+u thc l+tOlwrtics of' tlw lt1:+iot__ l++It+tit'lcl+Ol+ulation (c.g,, dttlsity, vt, lodty, arid Sl+aU¢tllar+it'ltt+istitn!, t'otl
vt.'rs¢l.v, ir+i¢clioll ol +r,tdio w_Ivt's +it tho._t' lruqut'twits tould lw ust'd to "shalw" tilt' tlyrl+_t_ic`s of tl_is l_Opt_lalioi_. I_+
tht' _wxt yca_ wc hopc to lla\,t., +i l+atalh.,l processor x'ctsiot_ ol +tiiL' ;+XlII'_Kvtokillt'Iic iotoidal tod¢ Itllillill,_ o11 tl+¢
(.'NI 5 tl_+t_'hitlc ,It I.ANI. +ItltI al..,.+t_
or+ the Imrullt'l tt1+Jt:llitw tll;_t i.,.+to lw ++|t+qt_irctll+y M.I.T., ir_ clost' coil+_l+ot_tit+I+with
gtot_I;s at I'I'I'I. +tt+_lNLI,_S_(+,
Ct+lltilltlt,d tuodclliltg of tt_Itlsporl ill l_rc.st,nt ,i_Itl udv_trwcd tot+oid,il tot+l]gut+itio_+.,., is llt'k't'_,`s+llyit| Oldt'l to hcll_
iduNtilv tilt' ol+tim+_l l+atl+ tow+_rd lully igI+itttt u-,;lwt'imer+ts. The Ll.`st'O1' tllt' l+r¢c l+ouI_d+try t+t_d¢ 'I'5(.' t, llal+lts our
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Purpose
A unified theoryof tokamaksandstellaratorsisbeingdevelopedwithin the frameworkof computationalphyso
los.Theemphasisison complications
in thetoroidalgeometryof the configuration
whenthree-dlmensiotlaleffects
are significant. The design of an optimalstellaratorconflgnjratlonis being undertakenIn collaboration with laboratories InGermany,Japanand Australia,

Approach
Methods of high performance computing are applied to problems of equilibrium, stability and transport in
plasma physics, A novel approach to transportis under investigation that stresses the role of quasineutrallty, Improvedanalysis of equilibriumand stability is being made available through the application of a new spectraltechnique based on weak solutions of magnetostatic equations,

progress
High performance computer codes have been developed to study equilibrium, stability and transport tn tokamaks and stellaratorswith an emphasis on three-dimensional asymmetry, Bifurcatedequilibria without axial syn_metry are advanced as a mathematical model appropriateforthe prediction of transport in tokamaks, Anomalous
transportof electrons is explained as the effect of trappingIn the wells and hills of the relativelysmall parallelcomponent of an dectrostatic field determined by quasineutrallty. ConservationoFmomentum should not, in general,
be expected to produce quasineutrallty. Calculationshave been performedto assess the merits of a standardconfigurationforITER,The results are compared with the optimized design of a stellaratorobtained by adding an m=2,
n= I sldeband to a Heltacof large aspect ratio to reduce three-dimensional effects,
Ouasineutrailty plays a significant role in calculating transport. When the displacement current is significant,
oscillations of the electric field account for transport, if the displacement current Is negligible because of small
Debye length, the equations div(B)=O, curl(B)=l for the magnetic field cannot be solved unless the compatibility
requirement dlv(J)=O of quaslneutrallty is hnposed. In this context the argument that conservation of angular momentum Implies ambipolarlty In two dimensions Is circular. Conservation of momentum In collisions Is not the
mechanism enforcing quaslneutrallty, and Ohm's law Is an Inadequate equation ['or the electric field, if
quasineutrality is used to determine the electrostatic potential from a simpl_fled form of Polsson's equation, then
the electron confinement time comes Into line with that of the Ions and both agree wtth e×perlmental data, This
theory is substantiated by numerical evidence from high performance computations.

Plans
Further studies wtll be undertaken of confinement In tok,amaks to validate our result that three-dimensional
asymmetry and quaslneutrallty drive what is commonly viewed as anomalous transport, Tile two dlmenslonai
theory that purports to correlate conservation of angular momentum with amblpolarlty will bt, examined. Perhaps
it can be shown that the reasoning here is circular because quaslneutrallty is assumed In the constrttction of the
magnetic field when the displacement current is to be neglected. To substantiate the mathematical analysis in this
area we will undertake to develop new particle codes In collaboration with other efforts in high perlbrmance corn
pttting,
Weare developing a unified theory oFtokamaks and stellarators. This seems appropriate at a stage where there
is Interest in building a steady state advanced tokamak experiment. Comparisons will be made between tokamaks
P,_t,r 43
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Plans
All of the ilhOVt' proict'tshave 11iltt|ri11t'ontinuattons. Tht, following t'L'wilrf" spl'ciillally noted. Edge plit._nlll
w_,rk will also start to develop kirlvttc models. The stiztistival modelling ot time m'rles and prollles Is t_etflg applied
to spcciflt: cxpvrtm,-nts The transport prcdtctiotls of loss of+slwnt fuel wtll I)L'tt,stL'd by modelling in experiments. A
variatl! ill'ochlssit'il] transport caivulatton tor a tokilftli|k will be carried out. Further magnetohydrodynamiv
plilsnl;|
simulations will Iw lwrlbrmed+ Chaotic dynamics and the ell"_,cton transport will be considt'red In model situations,
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New York University
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Superdidqitsion
GeorgeM. Zaslavsky

Funding
FY93
$50k

Purpose
A new nlechanlsm tor anomalous transport caused by the chaotic destruction ot' magnetic surl_aceswill be studled Ibr the torotdal geometry related to tokamaks. The mechanisnl is based on the possibility of occurrence ol'stochastic webs Inside the separatrtx loop when the conditions of the KAMtheory art, not valid, The project Is to lind
the conditions for perturbation when the described phenomena does exist and to study the transport in such a sltttation,

Approach
Our approach to the development ot tt_etoroidal geometry magnetic surt'aces destruction dec to pt,rturlmtions
o1'the magnetic field ts based on our previous results which were obtained tbr particle dynamics and tbr passivt'
scalar dynamics In tlulds, Particularly the conditions to get the stochastic web inside the separatrix loop were Ibund
tbr a fairly simple model. The similar approach will be used for the magnetic surt_lcesl)roblem. The particle transport through the stochastic web Is anomalous in general. Some spechd tools were developed in our previous publications to study such transport, They wlli be applied to the protect too, The main t_aturt, or the transport
examination Is to observe flights and trappings due to symmetry propertlt,s o1'the phase space,

Progress
The work only has been started,

Plan
We expect to derive equations Ior the toroldal magnetic Ileld with perturbation, to write the program Ibr computer simulation, to study stablilty, chaos and web Ibrmatlon, and to proceed in Investigation of transport,

Other Professional Staff
None

Collaborations
None

Students
Quing Lie,a doctoral student Fromthe Department of Physics, takes part in tht' project.
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Purpose
To develop theoretical and computational models of IHaSma bchavior in l'usion tflasma ¢or_llnctncllt systems.
The User Service Center provides access to the National Energy Research Stipercotul_tlling Cc_ter (NEI_SC) and local network support (workstation, personal computer).

Approach
Primary emphasis is on utlderstanding
cotlt'inement and its limitations In both tokamaks and altcrrmtiw
stellarator/torsatron
conlinement devices, Slfupll,led physical models are developed and their imlHicatiolis are determined and compared with experimental data or with the results o1'computer simulation. On the basis o1'the comparisons, the models ;.ire relined as needed and used eventually lo design new CXl_criments and tlt'vices and to
predict their behavior, Close collaboration is maiiHaincd with CXl_erimental groups £11OI,',NI.and ihrottghout the
world.

Progress
ORNL theorists have developed plasma dynan|ics comptttatiorlal tl|otlt'ls, it|cludirlg litlt'ar aml tmnlincar l_lasma
instability simulation nlottcls, These haw been used to test and valldatt' turbulerlce models and nwthotls l'or estimation of anomalous energy tlow in the central aml edge regions o1'conllnement devices.
We have del'incd relations between tHasma flows, rotation and collisional I rott.'.;scs modified by the primary
magnetic artd electric fields. These are critically inlluetlced by el'ft'cts from turbulerlce phetmmena. Silwe the instabilities and turbuletlce are inllttenced in turn by the flows and rotation, selt'-consistcnt theories arc essential to
ttllravel inter-connections of the physics. An ORNL theory, relating the transition in tokamaks From a Iow-confine_
ment to a high cortt'inemtmt regime, is widely believed to contain the essential ingrt'dicrlts lot an cvenlual t'ttll ttnderstanding of this important IHR'nomenon.
We have developed plasma tempt|rational merit'Is to analyze lht' latlnchitlg o1"tl' waves and sulk,.;t'tttlctlt propa.gation into plasma systems and the resulting heating and drive o1"iron-Ohmic currents, an csscntial ingredient o1
any ruturc stcady state or ttltra-lollg-ptilsc tokamak reactor system. Antctlnas tlcsiglwd with collaboratiotl t'ron_
the group are in use or IHanned at several fusion laboratories throtlghottt the world i_rogram.
We have developed new methods to provide closure ot' the IllOlllenl hierarchy after a small ilumbcr o!' inon|cnls,
so that kinetic cl'l_'cts can bc treated in fluid-like .simttlaliorl models, both linearly and rlon-lincarly.
We have cstalflishcd leasibllity of conversion of fusion turbulcllct' simuh.ttion codes to imL'.;sivcly parallel t'otll puter systems and determined t_erlbrnmnce on several generations of SUl_ercomputers.
In the field o1'stcllarator design, we have atlalyzed means by which externally impo.'.;cd tuagnctic illltl electric
l'ields can be used to tailor particle drift behavior. This yields reduced orbit losses tor CXlwrimctlt,,-;atld improvcs thc
underlyirlg collisiomtl tran.'.;l+ort.An essential ingredietH lbr this lmrpose is atlalysis o1' mc;ttls to gclwratc bctlcl]cial electric fields and Cxlwriments to validate the theories,
We h;.|vc dclint'd aml developed theories of fueling and hcating tt'chnitlues to ;.itljusl prol]lcs and control cm'r_,
and particle sources and modil_, loss thctors. Energy and particle sources permit tailoring prol'ilcs of i_lasll_a den
sity, pressure and current, which arc col_trolling lhctors in overall conllncmcr_t I'K'rl'orllliltlt't' _|lltl dcfil|c stalHc/ttnstable behavior.
P,,_,_;I:
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Purpose
The long range goal of our project is to understand
the effects of density and magnetic fluctuations
on wave
propagation
in tokamaks.
With this information,
one may then be able to design appropriate
diagnostics
to detect
internal magnetic
fluctuation.
This is of significance
in understanding
tokamak
transport_especially
in the DT
phase of tokamak operation when internal magnetic fluctuation levels may lead to anomalous
transport
losses of
energetic particles. We also determine
the effects of fluctuations
on using lower hybrid waves for heating, toroidal
current sustainment,
and current profile shaping.

Approach
We have been studying
the effects of density and magnetic fluctuations
on the propagation
of lower hybrid
(LH) waves in toroidal geometry. The ray trajectory is followed under the geometric optics approximation
(with
appropriate
absorption
mechanisms)
while the effects of the fluctuations
are determined
from the solution of a
wave kinetic equation. This wave equations
is then solved by Monte Carlo techniques.
The electron power density
deposition
profiles determined
from the solution of the wave kinetic equation are then compared to experimental
hard X-ray data measurements.

Progress
We have proposed a mode-conversion
electromagnetic
scattering diagnostic that should be able to distinguish
between magnetic and density fluctuations,
even when the level of magnetic fluctuations
are orders of magnitude
below that of the density fluctuations.
In particular, we have considered
the mode conversion
process of ordinary
(O) --o extraordinary
(X) mode for microwave
propagation
perpendicular
to the magnetic field. For perpendicular
propagation,
the O-mode is linearly polarized along B, while the X-mode is elliptically polarized perpendicular
to B.
Since density fluctuations
are scalar in form, they cannot participate
in this 0 _ X mode conversion.
Hence, any
scattered X-mode detected by the receiver antenna can only come from tensorial
magnetic fluctuations
localized
within the scattering
volume. We have considered
nonideal effects such as finite angular microwave
beam width,
wave launch polarization
mismatch at the plasma edge, antenna polarization
resolution
limitations
and conclude
that these effects will not mask the magnetic fluctuations
signal.
Recent studies of lower hybrid (LH) heating and current drive have used a one-dimensional
radial transport
code, coupled to a Fokker-Planck
toroidal ray tracing code. These computer models examine the containment
of the
suprathermal
electrons produced by the LH current drive as well as the transport
properties of the bulk electrons.
Unfortunately,
it is computationally
prohibitive to incorporate
into these codes the effects of scattering
from fluctuations-even
though it is well known that fluctuations
can play a major role in LH wave propagation,
accessibility and absorption.
We have been considering
the effects, on LH wave propagation,
of both density and magnetic
fluctuations.
The resulting wave kinetic equation is solved by Monte Carlo procedures and we have found that even
for magnetic/density
fluctuations
levels on the order of 10 4 there can be significant
magnetic fluctuations
effects
on the wave power deposition
into the plasma electrons. Moreover, this effect can be quite pronounced
if the magnetic fluctuation
spectrum is peaked within the plasma. We have been able to interpret the hard X-ray profile data
from the JT-60 tokamak as giving direct information
on the fluctuations
in the plasma. For Alcator C-Mod parameters, we find that similar hard X-ray data could give some information
on the magnetic fluctuation
spectrum.

Plans
Further studies of the Monte Carlo solutions for LH wave propagation
will be performed that take into account
the LH wave beam width and its spectrum in launch parallel refractive index. We will also develop a multidimenPAGE 53

sional WKB approach tbr wave propagation in tokamaks that will incorporate both ray intbrmalion and wave dil'fraction effects perpendicular to ihe ray trajedory. This will be applied to LH wave propagalion as well as 0 and X
mode propagation, Effects of density and magnetic fluctuations will also be included.

Other Professional Staff
None

Collaborations
The work on O-X mode conversion was pertbrmed with Dr. Norton Bretz (PPPL) who is in lhe process of putting this diagnostic onto TFTR. The LH wave propagation
problem is being done in collaboration
with
Dr. Paul Bonoli (MIT).

Students
None
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3. "Detectionof InternalMagneticFluctuationsby Electromagnetic
ScaUeringin Tokamaks,"L. Vahala,O. Vahala,and N. Bretz,in Radiol._equenty Power[n f'lasmas,AlP Conf., Proc.vol.244, ed D.Batchelor,NewYork,NY(1992),p. 389.
4. "Effectof Fltlciuationson LowerHybridPowerDe[_sitionand HardX-rayDetection,"O.Vahala,L.Vahala,and P.T.Bonoli,Rev.Sci.Instruments (toappear,1992).
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Purpose
The purpose of the fusion program is to iosure the expedient and economical development of' the physics
knowledge that is required to achieve economic fusion reactors. The theoretical program contributes to the development of the required body of knowledge by determining the implications for fusion of the laws of physics and by
involvement in the suggestion, design, and interpretation of experiments. The fundamental laws that determine
the behavior of fusion-relevant plasmas, such as Maxwell's equations and the equations of classical mechanics,
are known. Since even these simple nonlinear equations produce very complex and unexpected behavior, much
fundamental theoretical research is necessary to understand the basic mechanisms involved in toroldal confinement. Much of the advance of the fusion program has been in the appreciation of the implications of these laws
and not just in the development of empirical rules for scaling. Recent improvements in tokamak operational reproducibility and in diagnostic techniques has made possible realistic fitting of experimental results to theoretical models, providing increased understanding and the development of better confinement techniques. The theory group
maintains a broad spectrum of effort, ranging from long range work to understand basic nonlinear processes responsible for both anomalous losses and more rapid large scale behavior to phenomenological studies undertaken
to deduce, from the experimental data, the nature of the relevant mechanisms producing anomalous transport. At
the same time it has embarked on the implementation of advanced computational techniques, including gyro-kinetic modelling and 3-D MHD programs, to maintain its position of' leadership in the program. Alpha particle physics and high-D optimization are also important elements.

Approach
Detailed theoretical calculations are required to interpret and extrapolate experimental observations. Their
implementation is permitting less conservative experimental design and providing guidance to the experimental
program. The theoretical program has been the origin of a large fraction of the innovations and developments in
the fusion effort. Innovations are impossible to predict, but they can be expected only if the theoretical program
continues to provide an appropriate environment for creativity. The work in the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) theory group is conducted through a collection of Working Groups, made up of staff members from
both the theoretical department and the experimental programs. The activities are coordinated by a Theory Steering Committee, a member of which is active in each working group. The membership of these _zroups is not static,
with individuals moving from one to another as the needs of the groups and the interests of the individuals change.
Major emphasis of all of the groups is centered on improving our ability to interpret the results of present experiments and providing input to the ITER and TPX design teams. At present, there arc groups centered on Transport,
Gyrokinetics, kinetic 3D-MHD, cz-Particle Physics, Lower Hybrid Current Drive (for PBX), Ideal MHD (with a group
identified with PBX, one with Post-TFTR Studies, and one with ARIES), Resistive MHD, 3-D MHD Equilibrium, and
Edge Plasmas.

Progress
During the past year, fusion research advanced in all areas of theoretical activity including transport studies,
_-particle physics, optimization of plasma shape and current and pressure profiles to obtain reliable tokamak operation at high-13 and low q, 3-dimensional behavior of tokamaks associated with the imposition of error fields and
magnetic islands associated with tearing modes, and TAE modes. Much work was done for design and optimization of future tokamaks. Highlights include:
1. Development of the capability to better understand the long mean-free-path physics responsible for the primary transport trends observed in major tokamaks has been motivated by the observation that these kinetic propPAL;E 55
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ante and control+ The I'IF.S <ode has provided guidi|nc¢ to the P,I'X design team on the el'l'ects oi' field el'rots ;Iml
error COmlWI+satioI_coils. The MII3D code has followed the novilinear evolution oi lield lwrturlmtions whi<h can
<otltril+ute to ,totivc l_'edl+a<.'kcont _oI.
CLII+I-UIII i+llidpl¢Sstlte

7. An cl10rt has lwen sta_ted to develop an uI_derstanding ol +plaslnas outside the last flux surflt<c, This is Imrl
oi +t_ict+fort to co_+tvil+uteto the l+robleni oi' power and partMe hai_dling. We are developing a ncw l::okkev'+l'lavwR
<ode Ibv+Ntod¢ling l+¢hnviol+il+tlw di,,,ertor roi+;ionwith particular attetltiotl to the sheath 11c;.iithe divortol +pllltc,

Plans
[, ])'t_llS]hV'[,

Al+plh.ntiov+oi the co_t_putational tools to eXl'wrinw_tal IIICIISLII'CIIICIIIS
ill order to um+It'rstavidatmmltloun transport in tokatnaks will coi+tinuc. Thin sl_ould provide l'urlher gt_i<.larwecov;ccrning the need for im,orl_Oratit+gglol+ul
properties oi' the uv+stal+h.'modes it+the lormulatiov+ of analytical models for trat+sport. A 2.+dii+wnniov+allow.+//Ri+
nctic stability code will bc iml+rovcd to COml+h+'ment
the prcscvlt high-n code that utilizes the l+ullooning formalism.
2.

(+ }'l'Oklllt'tl't

"S till+/A'l'/lt'tl't'

J/)-,.i

I/1/)

¢;I'OU/_,+.

Application oi' the 3 dinwnsionul clc<trostatic g,yrokiv_elic code to the simulation of tovoidal ion tCmlwraturc
gmdict+t (vl,) modes and other i_+stal+ilities will contit;ue, its ,,,+,illwork on the in_l+h.'mentation oi' +t similar eh,ctrovnltgnctic code. Couplit+g ol +the gyrokitwtic model it+to the 3-dimensiotml MIID initial v,_luc <ode will provide Key
kinetic physi<s cl'fects ne<essaty l+orrealistic studies of the nonlinear saturation oF TAE its well as kinetic l+alloov"
il_g modes.
3. <t-l'+.,-,ttit
/+'/'/+l',vic'.s"
Calculations oi tl_.' loculization oi lost <1-1mrtMes will lw ma<.h;.Ftlrther work ,.rill lw done on sawtooth modil'i
cation in conjutwtion witl_ TFTI_,experiments. Amtlytical and computatiotutl work on TAE a_+dkivwtic Imlloot_ivlg
mode damping nnd threshold will lw carried out to provide detailed comparisoi_ with eXlWrimeI+t. Will; the COml+h'tion oi the MIID-_vroRiv_+tic code, the Full t_ot+lineltrevolution ol'coul+led hot lint'title ......lluid system will lw investigated.
4. /.owcr tO,brRl _'li/7_71[l)/Ji'¢'.
The intcgratioI_ oF lhc 1£C curlel_t drive code i_lo lhc TSC llansporl code will provide the iIc<css,iry fools ['or
intctpretatiott and guidance of I-'I+,X-Mprolilc shaping experiments, This code will also bc used For studics Ib_+I'FEI_,,
ARIES, and other tokam,tks.
,5. ,4llll).
Tile TSC code ,,viiicot_iil_tic Io I>eused to dcl'inc plasma control stvatcgics illl<,tIh¢ I'I,'.STal_d CAMINO c'o<+lcs
will
provide inloFInatiol_ _.lt>otltidt+,alil_sl_lbilitics ill I'BX-M and 'I'FTI__ls well as ITEI,_,ARIES, _llld Ti'X. Tile Mlt31) nl_d
NOVA+Wcodes will t.'oi+tit+ucto lw tlscd [O1' studies oF resistive modes in tokllmltks. AI+plicnlio_ioI tlle I'IES <.'odeIt)
l+-_,_t
,5+o

lilt tWll,lviOt Ot Pl,t_,nt,ly,will1 I'ilOI llt'ld', _s'illco,ltilltlc i1'+P,'_ltol ,ill t'llol! tO I_lovh,h' tli',llll_li_lt _oi|llOI I'lti'_ to_h'
will t_t'ill_plit.xlIo '_ludv AI'I:, '1'1II, WTX, ,_l_tl11111",lt'll,IJ,Ilol t'_lllilil_li,I, wiltl cllipll,l,,i,, otl t_llll_,lti',Otl', _Aiiil oIt_t't
COdt'S ,llld lilt' lhllillt' L_IIll,l_llclit
isl,ltl_ln in IlOl|,.;Vllllllt'lli_. _olll}_lll,ilioll',+
l'hc Sl'lil' '-,1,11,ili1\'
t_lt' will I,_'ta,,t'_lIt,
pIo', idt.' ,I tillibtillion ol llw 3 tlin_t.'_l.'-,ic,_lill
XlIII_ _htt,ililv _o_h' l+l:l,tl'."+lt.'llOl{i.
_l'llc dc\'t'lot+lllCtlt ol loc,l'-,tol ',lll_l'+ilb',I_1i1.'.,111,1
', it1 111_'
_lix,t'llOI lt'_ioit
will i_',lllillllt' I,tt'nC,llt II ill t'il};t' i_1,1'-,111,1'
.,
is <.Olltt'llll,ll+,.'_lOII 1)1<.'
'-,Ill,IV Ot ,liXt'llOi.'.,. t+lllt' llhljC_lIHOit'll iS ,I I _'_llll+_ll'llt'll.'.,i\+,
, II,'XAIilJlI_+,+1
lilt' llt'llliilltg tOill',
IH':G,'\S.Tills ;,ulvcn Iol lilt' tt,tvlspovl of iIt'lllldl
,llOtllb
,llld
Illoh'clllt"-,
,llld
ill_ Ill,It',, lilt' tlt,ljOl ,llOlllh.
i;lOrCSn_
',, tcl
l'V_llll Io lilt' tti_citO_ tl't3iorl, l'llt.' tl_",,,'rode ,,','illi_t' t',lSil'l IOCXiCl_d,tftd will I_c lllOll' t'llit if'ill I_ tOlllflt' Io llw Iltlid,,
t odt's wl+i_ll _l_'_,.'i
il_, tilt' t,t.'ll,_,<i,_oI Ihc l_l,islll,_.\\'ill_ Ill-:GAS tottplt'd to ,i '-+liil,lblt' Iltlid _otlt', wc will _t'l ,i loin
I_h,lcpiclulc ot lilt' Iwll,lviot ol ;i di\'ctlot ,it,d I_t,,ll,lc to ,Is+-,c,.,,-,
dirt, viol dcsi_ll_, tt'liill_lv. Tl_c olllcl itlipOIl,llll cil0tl
',vCdit' Ullth'l I,Ikiil,.', is kitlclit _v_l_'liv_+,o1'lilt' sht.',lll_vc,_ioll, wlwl_.' illlitl Itit'oiv I_v,_k._dowv_
MIIIlV Ii1+.1iol
+.otlt'.'; ill't' bCillC,dt'vcloi_'d _.llI'1'1'1_ol ,Ill' tlll lt'llll\' i_t'ill_ illllHOx't'd ,llttl t'xlt'lldt'd+ IIlliilO',+l'llit'lll!',
,_lCi_l,_ll_l'd lt._ l"tll.l., dl:M I, NOV,'\K. 'l'.";l',Ml131_ k, ilrl_! tn,_rlVotl_t'ts. \ dc.',,tliplioll ,,_IIllcst' todt", full I'_' l_tlnd
ill tl_t' Sllrvt'_, ol I'l_\',,it..,,COlnl_tllct (.'olios pt_lqisllcd tw I'1'1'1.,l_c,clllbC_ I,.l,)l

Collaborations
Nol ofil\' dot's l_l,i+snlilIIlt'Ol)' l'uovidc 111tttllol lilt' I_il.vsit+sb,l.,,is l+olc,1_II ol lilt' cxpt'lilllClIlill l+lt+_i+lll1_ol lilt'
l.,tbot +llOl'V,I+Ulilldividu_,il l llt'orists I1,1xc t+lo,,.,t
' t.oll+.II+ol++.It
iOii_ witll t',_tJl ol'tilt' l+ro_l dllls, Tht'It.' is t'lost' t_OOl';t'l+.ll
io11
l;ctxvt_'t'lltilt.' i_divi_lu,ll II_t'orists ;l_Itl l_ll,,+sit+islsill t+thcl ill,",liltllJ<ulsl_olh ill lJw LIililcd Sl,ll_'s _llld lllrOll_llt+lil lllc
wo_Id.
l. 1/"17_'.
Tht't'ui.'.+ls,lit' cJost'iv iilvolv+,'_lit+ lh_?t'Xl_criitlt'ilt,II pruI_t_lmoil TI.'TI,t,Ill'lpiil_ I'ortllill,ll+,' SOlllCO1Ih_' _lCtu;llt.'x
l_critnt.'nts ,_lltl l'_io,,idiilt; ,itldlv.,.+i_dnd ilitt'rl_lt,l;iliOll ol lllc ddld. Clost' cool'_t,rdliOll i_ lll;lilll,lillt'tl ill II_c ++ll't'd_ol
trdnslWUl wlwlt.' l_li_.loirl.,.,t_I_ilityol_ds_.'d
trilnsporI moth.'Is art' l_,cillqlt'slt,d, ili MIii) wht'rc sltldit,s t+Jl_rol'ilc t,llt'tIs
dtc l)__'ill_in+tdc It.+pt+ovidt.' intc_l+rt,l;itio_ oi' sa;vlooth and lluctualiotl t_l+st'rvalioils, ill tilt' art'+_noi' l_i_l_ I'IIL'I'_V l)ilr
tkl¢ loss duc to licld tipplc a_d MIIII lluduatiOIls, lhc t'xt.+ilUtiotlol t',1illl motk'."+b.Vhigh L'llt'l,i2,,V imrtirlt's, ,tIld it+
s_iv,tooth stal,ili,,.,tlio_ b\' lli_ll t.'tlt'tg'_,'Imrtklt.'s.
,?+/'1+.\'-,1I..
TIic I'I_,X M dt'vit+t+
' is ,I _oo_1 t'xd_t_l+lt't+l t'h._st'ililt'l+,lClion I_t'tV,+t't'lltlworv ,_lkl _.'Xl_t,rimt.,lll+
Tilt' tlcvirt.' dt'si,qn
v,'us l+,_st,_lCi,l Ilwoit'lical idca.n _trldlilt' l+_Url'_O,,.+c
x+,'_ls
to l+,.'slllOvt'l t.'Olil]lll'lllt'lll lt'chrlitlucs, Allllotl_ll tilt' llliit'llillL'
did tlot olwt,ltt' Ior two \'t.',_rs l+ccdti.gt.'oI l+utl_t,t_lryt.+onslr;linl.',,,tht'ort'tk+,ll ntt_dit,s dssotidtctl with it h_t','_.'COlitirl
LIt'd.Thc,.+t'i_lt'ltitlc _.volk willl till+''1'5Cct+t.h.'to Ol+timizc cotllrol stri|tt.'_k's, itl+l+liclliion o1 lilt' CAMINO illld I'IGST
t.odt.'s to dclcrnlillc Ol+timtlm plilsIll_ l_rol]It's to ,eXt illtO St'tOlltl '.it_bilit>',ilIltl ,tl,ldi_'iltioil Ol tilt.' I.SC _,'Odt'to y,uidt'
+,.'t_frt.'tlt
Iml[iVL' t'II'i, ll'l."'_. \X'illl lI_t' ',;ldM Ul: oF rcllt'xvt.'d cxpt.'liilWl_ln, IIic t+cdl,ii_c_raliOl}
I_t'IVvt'¢ll IllcoLx'_IIltl t'Xl}t'rjmcnI
will t+c morc tm'XCit+ll_+ th,tn t'vc_.
,+./17;lL.
Tht' lllt'ory ,u,_otlt+II+lstonlribtitt,d to ;ill pll)'sit's l+lta.,.+c:,
,_Itilt' I'I'I:R dt.'.,.+i_n
stud),, botll il_ I+rovidin_ lools such
;ts 'l'Sd, I'KSI, I,tll'LOS, NOV.,\ It, ;tlld :+tlpport to workers ir_otht'I ,_rt.'as_lld in c,_rryin_ out Slwcitlt stutlics I'oi+tilt'
l+rot',r,:tlll+Willl lilt.' ill_porl,:_ll_Col tills _l<.'vir_',lilt' ,qtOllp will <Olllilltlt' tills wt'_tk,_lltl i_lt+_t.'+lSt
' tht'sc ,Itlix'ili_.'s.
'1. ,+lA11:.:
'l'llc I_llysit.'.+part ol tilt' ,,\!+,11::5
rt+',ltlof sttldics I_tO_n_ill,Irc bt.'in_;it'll by I'1'1'1..l'his t'lrlolt is t_kt.'ll .,.+criousl>'
ivl
tllt.'pIanllin,4 t+llhc ,qrotip".-,l_rt_t,,l;.im.M,Ir+yol+lht ' ;Idx.+;111ccd
Iok,lJllak lilt'a.'.+thill otie, iI1+Itt'din our _roup ill COlljt111C
liO_lwith the AI,tlF.S.'-,tudiL'sart? flow I_cirl_l+1oi+oscdIoi+tllc l_OSt-TI-'TI,',
dt',.'ict.'.
6,/7:\'.,
Wt'llavt'
nlud_'
Itl,ljor
t.'OIll_il+t_tioI_
tOtllt'
dt.'.',i_ll
it_Id
,l_l_ly_i.'+
ollilt'
P,I'X
and SS:\'I'
device'.'+.
Tht.'
Ict.hniqtk's
and tool_tllal
wcrcth'vt,lolwd
forlilts
work _trc
bt.'in._
,_pplit,d
totilt'
dt'tt.'rmiIl,|tion
oIwllalwt,sllould
l_t'
doitl_
ill
the.'post-'1"1:'1'1{
t'r_t.
o. /'77+:
.
'l

,1,,I,

\_,'cart.,i+_rovidin_It.'_t.l_'rsl_il_
,trill Slll'_ix+rlto tilt.' 'I+ransi_ort"ra,'.+k
Forct.,.Wt.,h_l,+,t'I_rovitlt'd _ +_k'l_ll_t'tol' tilt.' Stt.'t'ting Committt.'c ittlt.l tht, h,adcl oi flit l ligh I'llcr,uu l'+irtitIt' Sludies working groul>, and _trt' conlril_uting to tllt.,v_iri
ous putt.'.+ol" thc work, includi_l,4 studit's ol" the kim'ti_: ,_tl_tl,,'.'-,is
oI' long w_,,,t,lcngtll strutlt_rt's _tltl slw_trctl Ilow
t'l'l_:ctson microILirbLllcnct.',Ir;In.'_pt._lls_'alinq rL'laliolisllJl>s,;llltl ;_ctivt' co_llrol.
Tht.'_'_/rokim'ti<:I_asisForthe llumcrical tok+.lmaki_rojt.'ctwas tlt.,vclolwd at I'!'1'1.. Wt.,Ilavc work_,.'tldost.'ly witll
the conlrnur_ity this i++tstyt.,ur to llt,lp or_Inizt+' tll_.'colnmttnity-wid_.' llUmt.'ric+_ll
tok_tm_tk projt'cl, wllich wc ;Itt' pro+
posing to bc t'unth_'dic,intly by Ill'['el
(<.'Oll_i+utt,rs)
+i_itlOFt;:
(l+hysit's).

,',' __'//cl/_Vd/hVl
l'ht' t ltcoty IHO_fdiit t_ fthlitltJif|itl_ it_ L'lo'q' t*olhll+or,lt iotl_ with thz,oti_t_ it| fltiljOt /|l_tOft plO_hlttl_ ill otht't
j_,trt._of fhz' t!r)itt'd St_ltt,_. I!tiropt'. j,q_tn, _|t|d l'{tl_i,t. "i'li_' th,,.'oty groul'_ i_ titii,,'t't_tlly lt'togt|it.t'd It_t It_ cqzt_b,h'
_Ollttii+tltiOl)_ ,|lid 11ol jtl_t 10l it.'.+_tlPl)ort L+Ilht' l'rint+t,IL+llt'Xl'+t'rilltt'lll_+ Thi.'+ illtt, rllittlolhll t:oliaboriltiOl| llltl,_t l)t'
,,tll+i+oitcd l+oll_it+ l+lOx'idt' ht'll+tL+lht, worhl l+rO_l+,lll|,llltl It+ t'nrkh t|lttl +liltltihllt' Olll.',+t'Ivt'+'.+,
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Tht' *i'h_'ory I}ivi_ion _'oi_tribtllt,,', _lrongly lo Iht' Irainil|g el" I+hY.,+iri,_l,,+
iI_ I_h_smi_phy,_lt.,+ Ihrmlgh l_',_hlf_
_tddu,_tc _+oti_t'_, provldit_g gtiidamt' to scroml yt'ar _ttidt'i_l_ it_ tht'ory prejeLt_, ,ll_d _|dvi.,+ing thc._l,,+_ltltl_,t_t._,
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Purpose
I!_c lUiVl_O,,_',_t II!t_, pvoit'_I i,, 1o ,,itl_pOil lil_' dt'vel_l_.lllelll ot ,Idv,llhVd ICI{I" he,lltilg 101 tu_ton ltl,l_lllaS, l'lw
S_Wlh_' '\lq_ii_,lli_ll', ItttCllhlIiOll,tl
t _qpOldliOII k,gAIt'_ i'., dcvelol_ill _ advamed ,,,,illiilliIliOn lools lOr iiIL_delilig loll
,,_lollotl I(,mdio i l¢'_i_l,'_l,'s_ _iI iql_ tw, tlilig tn Iokdm,lk Itlnioil pI,ism,is, Tile enlpl_a_i_ is pla_edon vvlodt,ling IIw
i,ttlll_, !lili_,, ,|lllellli,i
,,liii_ lilly ,=_ld tile it ¢ol=plin_ I_ llw lie,lib)' Itld!_lll,i, A IvalI_lt_, 3 li lel_te_ellhlliOli O[ the dllIt'ttti,i cil_,ilOlilli,'lll,
_t_lthliN,_'. lhe ',t=l_l_Viivig e_I_'Io_,UW,i,, e',_enti,II Io= our g¢_al, In addilion, we ,ue developing
del,=ih,d pl_3,,,i_,li lll_dq'l,-, ol vl _1_
i_eli ,,tw,_lh iol llldliOll IO umh'l.,,I,iild IIw ,:oml_h'x tlillitle o[ the plil_llhl iVl the vkln
_i,, _,1I_,lql ,lVllelill,I I,l_,_d,_v ba=,, rtw _lwalh sll=dh'_ ale leadingto ,In al_pV_pHale
sel _t l_oumlavyr_,mditlolls t'o_
ltw lull 3 i_ ,,lln_lt,ilioV_ _.o,h, Ih,i! _ill ,=lh,,v the micro s_,lh, _!W,llh phy_Irs 1o Iw im'lmh'd tn IIw global _¢ale an
I_'IiII,i
,,ililIIIdlioil

Approach

liwov_'ti_,ll tl_odelivtg ,!rid sit11111,ltiOtlol frill' Iie,lltllg arid _tttll'lll drive Iian II,lditionally Iwen deCOllll)O_t'd In
tv, o p,ii t,, _ite lthil de, it',, prim,iv ily _allll the wave Idilil|_htll_ illld dlll('llll,I _Otll!lilt _ to lilt' I)ldl._lllii, illld OIIt' ihill COil
_,'llll,lll",
_1! lilt ',v,iVc ,ib,,o_l_li_ ,trod llle _elaled elle_'ln hlkillg platy tll IIw phl_llliI t'Ole, I'owt'r coupling to lilt'
;_l,!,,_,_ _h,p,'_l,-, _ lilt ,tllit'lllhl I,IIill_ Iwd _l)_'_ltIllll whi_ h tvl luvvi i_ ,liie_led I)y Ill,' pl,lsllhl It'SliOll_P, Otlr Ihlt'e
diiin'_,,_lal
iullv _,lc_I_otll,tg_u'Ii_ ,,imulalio_l _ode, At{i, ILIS, i_, u,wd Io ,lddle._s IIw is,,qw of Ihe dlnlt'nnd-Illil_lllil
_,_t_lii_',, _'tlll_qll pl_'lil_l,ilv
,l_,',,lllllplioii_ ,Iboul the _,'llllt'lll dellsily di_lltl_ultovl __l II1(' i!lllellllit
,',iIlilli, The
I,olotd,_l ,It_d v,u_,id,_l vt ',lW_tt _ltt_i'-, ',ell _ul',i,,l_'ltlly dviertntnt'd, ivlduditlg tile elle(l,,, oI the plasnl,i fet'dl_a_,'k,The
I I,l',ltl,i
'_,l_ll|illl
illl_'lt,i_V
I,, _ltl_cv_llv _'l_i_'_,_'_lt_'_lt_y ,I n_ili,l_e illlpl'ddll_'i'
dedll_vd IiOIll _. Ii _odt' I't'_Itll,_, Tht'
\litiI _:.,__h' ,illo_v', ,i I,_ilI_, dcl,!iled leple',_'i_ldlioIi _t lilt' 3 It dlll('llllA _'l!(Io.'*lll't' in_ llldillg k'itflPII! ._llilp_, tgli'dlddy
.,tl_'l_i,,, ,l_d I_I_t_'_lioI1 lih',, 1_ ,hhi_liov_ Io ,lddle,,_,il_g IIw ,1111_'1111il
pl,t:,llla _ouplillg on lht, Itlill'lO_('ol)it' level, we
,Ii',_
ill_._",Ii}bllt'
Ilw lllh
!O_,_opit
'_,lh'
plIv',i_.',,
l]llle
depelldvlil
,,iIlltll,ltiOl|h
ol II*dliVell
nht'dllh
rOlllliiiloll
iliOtllltl
.'I!',fly
i,__'l_l,_,,_v_,_
illl_'l
I,_c,,lliiV_'
I_l'('ll
_ill
Vlc_l
OIllllhil_)._
SAI[",_
lwo diillen'dOlhll
MA.SK _'odeilllilt'
_,,h,¢Iro._l_lll_.
I_'}U111_'! IIq''.i ,llill,_', _t !tie ',tlc, lltl Ihlt,llllI'l_'l_ J'.,I I IR i,II lily Ihe I'_,lillhil_.' O1111_'¢llt'l'g_'li( toll lilOdll¢lJOll dlllll It1(' foil
',C,llt_'lll I,II 1i111qlliI v l_'l_',_',_'I i_11| ',l_ltllcl illg Oll 111cI11¢1,1i_-,lllI_l_.I'_ o[ NIi_.i! _1111tlIIlI'_ ,Ih Igll,lddy sl_ieldn,Sjgllll]t'iilll
d_'__,llh_ll'. tv,,_11I I_ ',_,ilivlq, I_,1_Ii_tll,ll Iv lit l!le Iowel edge detlhily !i!lliln, ill_' ob,_elved IllII11elitllllv iIIId _lddre,_ed
,_,_1_I!_._ll_

Progress
1t_, _',_!i_',,I !,_,l_ I_v_,_l_i), _t ,\l(til!t,,
,_pplied Io ,_ v_l_tl_'l ,Iv_ieUllil geonlelvitally similar Io IIw 'I'FTI{ design,
vt_,l_l_,_l_'_ cll_'_!l ,_},.v_'_'l_t_'_ll
_vil!_ tlw _'XlWlilll_'ltldtll}' dClCllliilled VdltLllilll ('lhll'itt'leli_lics ol)lililled III _liodel experl
lll_'_i,, ,11Itl_' l illlV(:l',il_,'
t_l _VI',(_HI'dli.
t)lll
illllI'lllhi
IWIIOlll!dllli( ' .'dlldit':, _'.'t'!_'t'OIIlilllll'd lilsl yL'ill where AI{GLI5
',_,_,,t_,,_'_lIo ,_v_,_lv/_'11_'__ I_'_l ',l_,ll_ pl_,_.a' velo_i!y ,_nd l lw ,.'ll',_nd lVll_ltlal indurlalWt's o1 Ihe OliNI. 'I'I:TI( Bay I,
,_v_l_'_vl,_Il_c _e,.,ull., _1i_,_I_,_1,_ i_!_,_,_
, veh_ilV Iwlwee_l O 57_ alld O.(_o_, delWv!ding ov_IIw wtdll_ o1 IIw lenl pulse,
_:e_,,|l,_ II_. _.Xl_cli_llelil,ill
Y dclellliillt.d
_).(,(_ _'lllilllel¢lrS.
'l'l_e Illllllelicdlly
dt'du_'ed sell' IIIdllt'l_lllCt'
1 i!.,I _, i_ ll_'_il.V,, ,lll_l Illllllhll
il_l|ld,l_|ce M ....t*l x I0" Ih'nrys ,lfl,' ,llsO il| ieasnn,ll_h, _l_lPt,ll|t,lll willl Illetf
_'Xlw_i_lel_lal v,dl_':,, ,k_' v_'_evlllv we I_,_v_'d_'velolwd ,l _ww Ifvqtwvwy domain s_lw'r for AI{GII.S, imludi_lg a _ell'
_OIl:,i'_l('lll
pl,_,_l,_ _e,,,l_O_,.,,I_, _l_h'liv!g Illc kgl('LIt!III I)lil_lil_l I_ottlldary ill lt'Hll,_ o1' lilt' Idil_llill
Slll lilct'
illlilt'dilllt't',
Illi., de_ elopll_'lll ,_llow:, l_! ll_c til nl lillle ,_ le,lli_lR 3 !} _n_delivlg o/lhe self _e_isi._lt'nl slV'al__'ulrelll _tnd wall ilu
,tgc _ |it lelil _ll',llll_Llli_ll il_ llw lUt':,('li_c _1 I_l,lhlll,l. B¢llClllliill killg ,_illltllilltOllS illP t'|lrrt'l|lIv Illldt'l w_ly _llld lilt' iHt'
c._t_ I,_._J_,'_',l_",wolk Oil II dl iv_'_l ,,Iw_llll pl_ysir_ t't)ll('V.'llll_ll¢(l Oil ,_.I) I),lllh.'le :_illilll_ilioIIS _ll'OLllld _l I:_lriltliI.V
h,lt __,,,, ,,e_'lmi_, u,,il_g ,M,,\_._I_,.
l'l_e _,l_levgillg i_iclllie of '2 II Ig_r_lday ,,Jliehl slw_llh slrlwlure is quile _lisli_Wl i'roni

1

fire I-D pi_:tur_'.%vo dimen_iomd tinte-_lw,ril_ed pillared potential cell_,ind circuldtion vortice,_Ii_lv_,I_e_'nob,,_['rv_'d,
At)alyti_' z'_tiltt_tte_tl_tveal_o deltlon_trltted theftthe _he,tth thickne_,_A i_ d_:terntim'd hy tire I'_trcro_-section d
,ittd the il_clill,ztionq of' tiff' ttti|_rietK"lleld, A wttlL_|l_zt|_lq,,
g, wa._I_'_|lnd,_i_i)il_,.,izl_
_.ltr_|ftsttionfionz a n|_zRI)(_'tic
lleld ali_n_'d to _zc_o_ _Fieldpmapotenti,tl ion tlo,,v.The I-D limit ,zpplieswhen Aid ,<,_I _zndq _ q, Im're_z_edion
influx rel_zliveto the I-D l_r_.'dt_'lion_
h_|_I)w,'nob_erv_.,d.Thi.__,f't_'_lis attributed to the I_x B toz_drii't I'rom the pre.Mzv,lth irtto the Mze_tth,zt .sp_,_:d
ex_.eedirt_thv ion _ound speed.

Plans
!]llrin_ tlw Ul_,omin,_y_.'_l_
',w.'expe_.'lto i,'OIllJlllll' the ,&I{L;LJS
itlltelill,I sit)_tilatiorls. Our ittiltiedilit_.'Bondsiire to
ilnl'_rove
the.'
cod_'spL'_.'d
by tlSil1__.l_'OtljLl_iite
_r_.ldlent
_olver,
_llid
toL'OIILiIILIC'
L'Ode l_elt_.htnilrkln_withL'llrVed
vaLuum plastn_interl_,'_,'s
by mioptln__irltdi_Itlve
l'_oumlmy
cortdltiol_
developedby D,l'_atd_.,lor
of'
OIiNL,l."inaily
,,v_,
willwork withOI(NI_toii_l_:_r_|h.'
AI{GUSintheOI_,NI,
_zntertr_i
design,
_znalysls
_zndevalualion
_yslem,Inthe
shl',lll| _lrll_l|it_.'efl'OIt, we exp_.',_'t
theirextended time simulations usinR MASK will resolw.'the t_sLieo1'steady-state
sheath I,_,h,_vior,im'ludln_ l'w_ssibh.'rL'l_lxi_tiot_
to IIIII_.,rO_sII'LIcILiI_L's.
AI,',,io, slill'llll_
t'ronl the.'tni_.'roscol'_lc
she_th
i_l-ol'_,rtt_,s
we hope to h_.'ilhle to: (i! eyillLlille tIlL' IIIiII, TOsL'OI!i_" shei|th el't'ectsO!1 the t'_|stwilve ill ternls of power
al_sorption, r_:lle_'tiot_itnd hiirtnqni_."_eneri|tion;
illtd (ii._ Obhlin I_ollndilty
corlditiorts to be Ilsvd t_'_rthe tnetIzl
l'_iiisitti|irtt_'llm'L'sill the' AI{GL!Ssinlllliltions.
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Science Applications International Corporation
Project
7_ansport and l)ynamit',_" in 76roidal l,'.sion
Dalton D, Schnack

,_'ystt'm,_

FundIng
FYqO

l:Yql

l:Yq2

s25ok

s25ok

$2ook

Purpose
The i)urpose o1'this projecl is lhreetold: (i) Io study the [ongwavelenglh, low-I'rt'quency, nolll[ll{.,ili'tlynatnics
inherent in fusion plasmas, and determine the et'fi2Clof these motions on Illertnal and tnas,,.;transport; (2) to de.
velop iilld support numerical algorithms appropriate tor stlch studies; and, (3)to develop new, ;IdVilllct'd nttntt'rical
algorithnts tbr the spatial representation o1'the geometric details of fusion experinlenls ill loroidal geomt'lry.

Approach
Our approach has been to apply advanced methods o!' numerical simulation to mathematical models oF l'usiotl
plasnlas. A particularly appropriate model Ibr the description of low frequency, long wavelength dynamics is resislive magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD). This model consists o1' eight simultaneous partial dll'l'erential equations in
three space coordinates illld time tbr the three components ot'the magnetic field, the three t'onlponents of'the velocIty, the pressure, and the mass density. The temperature Is related to the pressure and III;.ISS density by an equation
of state, These equations are solved numerically as an intttal/l_oundary-valtte problem to determine Ihe long times{mle, nonlinear dynamics of driven fusion plasmas. The most powerful awlilable stq_ercompulers are required lot
this task.

progress
The approach described above has required that we derive new algorithms lor the numerical integration o1' partial differential eqtli|lions, and Implement them In el'llclent computer codes. Tile integration o1' the MHD equations
is dlfllcult because ot' the wide variety o1'space- and time-scales that can occur in their solutions. We have employed
pseudo-speclntl methods with the fast Fourier transtbrm (FF3') lbr certain spatial representations, and have developcd an efficient semi-implicl! algorithm tbr time integration. Both cylindrical and toroidal geometries have been
used. Computer codes based on these techniques have become mature, and are i_ production use at several US
laboralories and universities.
Over lhe pas! ten years, wc have applied Ihese codes Io (lelailed sludies ot' the dynamo el'l'ec! and its const'quences in a cylindrical model o1'lhc Rever,,.;ed-Field Pinch (IU:I'), ;1 type of toroidal I'tlsion device. 'l'ht' dynamo in
the RFi' causes lhe magnetic field profiles in lhls device Io be suslained much longer Illan would I,e expt'cted from
the el'fi.,cls o1'plasma reslslance. As a resull o1'lhis research, Ihe principle plasma dynamics Iha! is responsiblt, tot
the RFI' dynamo have I)een elucidated, ;.llltl Iht, effecl of these motions on COlll'lllclnelll h;ivt, been t'slinl;.lled. A
lairly complete underslanding o1'lhe operalion o1' RFP devices has been ol)lainetl.
Because of our long involvement in II1:I'research, we have become a leader in lhe inlemalional R.FI' program.
We have provided theoretical and COnlptllaliotlal stlpporl Io the RFX experimen! al I'adlla, Italy, 1o lhc Royal Inslt lute ol"K,chnology in Stockholm, Sweden, and to Culham l.al)oralory oil Ihe UK.
A present requirement [br lokanlilks is to develop numerical models with which to zllake qu;.l_llil;lllvely acctJrate estimates of lhe perlbrmance oF real devices. This requires lha! the ¢lelalls of lhe geomelry, stroll as limilt, rs,
divertors, and coils, be represented accunltely. An efficient representation also requires thai Iht, resolulioat o1'lhe
finite spatial mesh Ill not only to tht' static geometry, but also adjusl in response to pl;tsma tlyzl;tlllics. Wt' Imvt'
I_egun to apply the method oF unstrtlctured, adaptive mestles to these prohlelns. These lechniqtlt,s have lwen extremely successful in applied tluid dynamics. One obstacle in their direct application to t'tlsion devices is the i}rol_t,r
mathematical representation of the electromagnetic Iield on these meshes. This Ilas bt'comt' one o1'our primary rt,_
search topics.
I}A{;1_5
02

Plans
We will continue our studies ot' tile ei'iL'ctof the RI:'I'dynatno on thermal ccml]nenwnt. We ,,viiidetermine the
effect

ol'aspecl

ratio

and relative

pliisllla

cklrrL, lil oft Ink' rt'lt, Vafll dyllilllliCS,

Wt' will

COIllJlltlt'

tO lllilJiltilill

dlld

rt'l]llt'

the conlputet codes that have been developed ureter this program, We will continue to provide the community with
first class computational SLll}POrf,Wt' will contintlt" our aclivt' itwolvenwnt in the internatioflal !_,t:'1'
cotttnlttt|ity, Out
major effort will be to adapt algorithms Ibr unstructttred, adaptive tneshe,_to the description o1'real toroidal Iuston
devices.

Students
No students are directly supp_rted under this grant. However, E,J, Zlta and C. Sovenic of the University of
Wisconsin, and X.H, Wang of' Col_,4rnbia
University, are tlsirig our computatiollal tools and collal_orating with our
staff durirlg their dot:total researclt,

Other Professional Staff
Dr. Dalton D. Schnack, Dr. Yung-Lung I-!o,and Dr. Zoratl Mikio

Collaborations
(I) University o1 Wisconsirl: "Feedtmck Control ot' Dyrlamo Fluctuations; Current Drive by Dt'-Helicity Injec,tion," (2) Coltlml+ia University: "Effect of ;I Resistive Shell on Tokamak l)isrul_tions." (3) Los Alalnos National
Laboratory: "Advatlced Computational Methods tbr Toroidal Fusion t+evices." (4) Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm, Sweden: "Erfect of Aspect Ratio on Resistive Wall Modes in tile I_.Ft"."(S) CNI,t.,Padua, italy: "General
Computational and 'theoretical Collahorations."

Recent Publications
l_.l+ Schnatk, "Computational Methods 10t l.ollg'lhne-Scale, Dissipative Magnetohydrodynamlcs,"
ol l'lasma Physics, V,uenna, 1092) (to be lml_llshed_ (1992).

in 7/worl' _?fl"ll,';(OllI'/a,'cnl+L,s
+,(l'kx. hit. School

G.G. t'raddock, Phys. Fluids P,3, 31o (I cl_ll).
Y.L. tlo, Ntlcl. Fusion 31,341

(!'-)_)1_.

Y.I.. I!o and G.G. Craddo_.k, Phys. Fluids B ,.'3,721 ( I'-P.)II.
YL.. tio and 5.C. I'rager, Phys. Fluids P, 3, 30'-?_:_(19911.
D 11 Schnack, "M;.ke,
tletohydlodynanli_ Theory o1 lilt; Reversed-Field Pinch l_ynamo," in t'/{lwi_,s"c)/,,lllt'rllclliVe ,|ItLt¢IIt'IIC['ol!lilwment
_,i'r_.x.Ira. S_,hool o1 l'la.snla l'hysic,,,, Vatenna, 190 I! p. 0,31 ( 1991 t.
I)D. Schnack and S. ortolani, Nucl. Fusion 30, 277 (I 990_.
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STI Optronics
Project
Ttteo(y of Field- Reversed
L.C. Steinhauer

Cot!figurations

Funding
F_' 90

FY 91

FY 92

$150k

$125k

$60k

Purpose
The purpose is to explore all aspects of the physics of field reversed conligurations (FRC). This includes the
topics of"FRC fbrmation in a theta pinch, FRC equilibria, macrostability (especially the tilting instability), transport
mechanism, and global confinement properties. The research has been in support of the ongoing FRC experimental
program at STI Optronics on the TRX- l, TRX-2, and LSX facilities. The long-range goal is to develop the FRC as a
viable fusion energy concept.

Approach
FRC theory research is complicated by the fact that FRCs have very high J3(plasma pressure/magnetic pressure)
with a nearly magnetic field free region in the heart of the plasma. Consequently many methods useful for other
magnetic confinement schemes do not apply to FRCs. The approach then has been to develop new analytical and
quasi-analytical models or to modify old methods to apply to FRCs. A second approach is the development of global
models of FRC behavior (e.g., formation or confinement) to serve as interpretive tools to ini_er the behavior observed in experiments for which diagnostic information is limited. Finally, an important practical "approach" used
to leverage the limited resources available for the program has been to establish collaborations with overseas scientists on topics of FRC research.

Progress
"Profile consistency" in FRC experiments has been found using interpretive modelling, in which the toroidal
current p,ofile is hollow (i.e., has a minimum in the neighborhood of the magnetic axis). The cause of the profile
consistency has been proposed to be small-scale ballooning-like modes which regulate the profile. This is the subject of continued research.
A gyroviscous stability theory, a modification on the standard ideal MHD treatment, has successfully explained
the appearance of stable tilt beha'vior in nearly all experimental FRCs to date. The theory determines a marginal
stability condition within which ion kinetic effects are strong enough to suppress the tilting mode.
Electron thermal loss along magnetic field lines in the edge layers of experimental FRCs was examined using
interpretive modelling. The thermal loss was found to be convective (similar to that in magnetic mirror plasmas)
rather than conductive. Conductive behavior was expected because of the relatively high collisionality of FRCs. The
dominance of the convective mechanism means that electron thermal loss rates will always be comparable to the
convective loss of ions.
The flow of plasma in the edge layer is being examined using anisotropic fluid models that distinguish between
the "parallel" and "perpendicular" (relative to the magnetic field lines) temperatures, as well as additional dimensions of anisotropy. Preliminary results indicate that the low magnetic fields and sharp magnetic field gradients
near the x-points (one at each end of the FRC) introduce inertial and electrostatic effects which significantly throttle
the loss of plasma along the edge layer.

Plans
In view of changes in emphasis that have resulted from budgetary constraints on the Fusion Energy program,
the future direction of this project will have two objectives. The first is to study FRC physics for the application of
tokamak refueling by FRC injection. The second is a low-level of basic FRC research to facilitate monitoring active
FRC experimental and theoretical programs overseas in Japan and Russia.

Other Professional
R.D. Milroy
PAGE64

Staff

Collaborations
This project
includes
collaborations
on three topics. A collaboration
A. lshida
(Niigata
University)
on the stability
of FRCs. This year,
R.A. Clemente
(Campinas
University,
Brazil) on FRC edge flow physics,
Associates)
on microstability
and transport
in FRCs.

has been in progress
for five years
with
new collaborations
were
started
wilh
and with A. lshida
and N.A. Krall (Krail

Students
None.

Major Recent Publications
1. L.C. Steinhauer and A. lshida, "Gyroviscous Stability Theoly with Application to lhe Internal 'l'ilt Mode o1'a Fiehl-Reversed
Phys. Fluids B 2, 2422 (1990).
2.

l..C. Steinhauer, "A Nearly Otto-and-One-Half-Dimensional

3.

L.C. Steinhauer, "Improved Analytic Equilibrium tor a Field Reversed Configur_tlion," t'hys. Fluids B 2, 3081 (1990).

Configuration,"

Continement Model FiehI-Reversed Cont_gtlralions," Phys. Fhlids B2, 2679 (1990).

4. A. lshida, L.C. Steinhauer, and H.L. Berk, Phys. Fluids B 3, 1552 (1991).
5.

D.C. Barnes and R.D. Milroy, "Slabilization of the Field-Reversed Configuration (FP,C) "flit Instability with Energetic Ion Beams," l'hys. Fluids
B 3, 2609 (1991).

6. [..C. Steinhauer and A. Ishida, "Profile Consistency in Equilibria of Field-Reversed Conligurations,"

Phys. Fluids B 4,045

(1992).

7. A. lshida, R. Kanno, and L.C. Steinhauer, "'I11tStability of a Gyroviscous Field-Reversed Configuralion with Realistic Equilibria," Phys. Fluids
B 4, 1280 (1992).
8. H. Momom, A, Ishida, Y. Kihzaki, G.H. Miley, S. Ohi, M. Ohnishi, K. Sato, I...C.Steinhauer, Y.Tomita, and M. Tuszewski, "Conceptual Design of
the D--_HeReactor Artemis," Fusion Technol. 21, 2307 (1992).
9. L.C. Steinhauer, "Electron Thermal Confinement in the Edge Plasma of a Field-Reversed
press (1992).

Configuration,"

Phys. Fluids B 4, December issue, in
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University of California-Berkeley
Project
Research
in Theory and Simulaa'on
of Bounded
Charles K. Birdsall and Edward Morse

Plasmas

Funding
FY91

FY92

FY93

$120k

$120k

$120k

Purpose
Our objective is to create kinetic theory, followed by particle and fluid simulations,
applied to bounded plasmas, and plasma boundaries.
We are a small group, so we work on models that complement
the programmatic
efforts leading to a numerical tokamak
at the national laboratories.
Our strong point is developing
new ideas for
plasma-edge
models, trying them out, and applying them to pressing problems, such as the large E in the DIII-D
tokamak edge.

Approach
One result has been our development
of bounded plasma particle codes (plasma device series, PD) including
collisions with neutrals, real electrodes, arbitrary magnetization,
with connections
to external circuits and sources.
These codes (1 d3v, PIC-MCC) have been presented at many meetings and many short courses and are now being
used worldwide. The newer versions
(2d, 3v in x, y and r, z, some implicit, some with orbit averaging)
are in use
by us and nearing release. Our PD series may be setting word standards
for desk-top computer interactive
realtime plasma simulations.

Progress
Currently
1. three

we are deeply
region,

2. merging

into two models:

core-separatrix-scrape-off

core and edge codes

layer, applied

[e.g., gyrokinetic

to the VTend

core (or core edge)

loss instability
with fully kinetic

and turbulence;
bounded

edge].

Core-Separatrix-Scrapeoff
Layer (Dr. X. Xu)
This is a remarkable
model as it incorporates
three plasma
regions:
the edge of the tokamak
core, the
separatrix,
the scape-off layer and two divertor plates. The initial simulation
is being done with fluids, with particles to follow (actually, a hybrid). The model theory was presented at the June IAEA Technical Committee Meeting
in Montreal, and the initial simulations
plus divertor bias results were presented at the September
IAEA Technical
Committee Meeting, also in Montreal.
The plasma straddles the separatrix.
B is along z, winding around the toroid. The theory for the VT end loss
instability has dispersion
relation (12), which for DIII-D parameters
produces a growth rate of oJ_< 10°/sec for collisional electrons
(but, the instability
is essentially
insensitive
to the electron collision frequency).
The initial results show saturated
turbulence
which is clear evidence of the expected mode penetration
into the core edge,
indicating an inverse cascade of wave energy (toward long wavelengths).
The saturated
amplitudes
are somewhat
above and the flux levels are well below those of the simple mixing-length
estimates.
Lastly it is shown that DC
biasing of the divertor plates tends to stabilize the VT mode at long wavelengths.
The present conclusions
are that
large fluctuations
do not correspond
to large transports,
as has been found experimentally
in boundary plasmas.
From the initial fluid simulation
results, we have gained some understanding
of the fluctuations
and related
transport in the regions of core edge separatrix
SOL. But more questions
should be answered
for realistic tokamak
plasma conditions and geometries,
as follows.
Merging of Core Codes with Edge Codes (Dr. A. Tarditi)
Core codes run at low frequencies
(o_ < o)_i) and long wavelengths
(_. > Pi); kinetic edge codes work at higher
frequencies
and shorter wavelengths
and may be bounded by recombining,
absorbing,
emitting,
reflecting, etc.
walls. Hence, there is an incompatibility
in time and space scales, as well as in boundary conditions.
For example, Dr. Scott Parker, with a 3-d toroidal gyrokinetic
model, simply reflects his GK particles at a prescribed edge. No SOL, no divertors,
no walls. Hence, we have devised and tried out a method of merging two or
PAGE 66

more codes at a common edge, within the plasma. The merged codes may be particle or fluid, and have disparate
_, and At. The methods used and tile (good) results obtained were presented at the June IAEA nleeting (Montreal).

Plans
The next steps include:
3. parallel processing on the department CM-5, first, with Dr. Scott Parker's gyrokinetic 3d tokamak code (he
visited here the week of October 1), then perhaps with LLNL OK codes (Bruce Cohen and co-workers), finally moving toward a core-edge merged model (possibly Parker's core and our edge).,
4. expanding our studies of stochastic transport across potential structures (to a wide range o["T_.,B) and seeking (anomalous) mobility due to large edge (radial) electric fields;
5. a gas collisional divertor, using our PDP2 (2d, 3v, PIC-MCC) codes;
6. exploring core profiles [(n(r), T(r), etc.)] as affected by various edge boundary conditions, seeking those bc's
with high leverage on altering the profiles;
7. understanding the magnetized pre-sheath space and time behavior, including various source regions. Future
efforts will be in the same vein, exploratory, imaginative, seeking both essence and lab values, as is the nlost effective mode for a small university group.

Students
Current post-docs are Dr. Xuequiao Xu and Dr. Alfonso Tarditi (a NATO Fellow). Current graduate students are
Hyso-Sung Cho and Bigel Modi. Current undergraduate students are Eric Lopez and Payanl Mirrashidi. The Ph.D.
on this project was awarded (since March 1990) to Scott Parker, "Particle Simulation of Bounded Plasmas with a
Wide Range of Space and _me Scales," (March 19, 1990) and Richard Procassini, "Kinetic Particle-in-Cell Simulations of Transport in a Tokamak Scrape-Off Layer," (March 1990).

Other Professional

Staff

None.

Collaborations
We have had regular meetings with LLNL professionals on both the collisional modeling (useful tbr (e) above)
and on the theoretical and numerical modeling of (a). We welcomed Dr. Parker's visit from PPPL on (c) above. We
interact well with Prof. T.K. Fowler's nuclear engineering students and seminars on his collaboration with GA (especially Gary Porter) on transport analysis of DIII-D tokamaks; his students are involved in our projects, as has
been true for many years.

Publications
See attached Iist of DOE related publications
listed).
Journal Articles-1991
TL. Crystal, P.C, Gray, W.S. Lawson,
Single-Emitter
C,K. Birdsali,

Plasma

"Particle-in-Cell

ence 19 (2), April
R.I. Procassini,
gust 1991,
A. Friedman,
54-70.

Device:

and C.K. Birdsali,
pp. 1876-1891.

(invited

"Particle

and S. Kuhn, "Trapped

and Simulation,"

Charged-Particle

1991, pp. 65-85

S,E, Parker, X.Q. xu,
Phys, Rev. A.

"Numerical

A,]. Lichtenberg,

A. Friedman,
Physics.

Eled.ron

of Fluids

Plus Monte

Effects on "lime-Independent

B 3 (1), January

Carlo Collisons

with

Negative-Bias

1991,

pp.244.

Neutral

Atoms,

which are not

States ofa collisionless

PIC-MCC," IEEE Ikans.

Plasma

b2"t'-

paper),

Simulation

Error

Physics

Simulations,

S.E. Parker, S.L. Ray, and C.K. Birdsall,

S.E. Parker, and C.K. Birdsall,
1991.

S.E. Parker,
J, comp.

C.K. Birdsall,
Theory

(note that other support led to more publications,

Model of Transport

"Multi-Scale

in Electron

and C.K. Birdsall,

S.L. Ray, and C.K. Birdsall,

in a Bounded,

Particle-In-Cell

Plasma

"Bounded

of Stochastic

Multi-Scale

Diffusion

Plasma

N.F. Otani, ]-S. Kim, C.K. Birdsall, B.I. Cohen, W. Nevins, and N. Maron, "Elimination
tized Electrostatic
Particle Simulations
of Plasmas," accepted by]. Comp. Physics
"A Suitable

Boundary

Collisional

simulation,'J,

Orbits with Large omegasubcedetat",

"Evidence

S.E, Parker, R,I. Procassini, C.K. Birdsall, and B.I. Cohen,
lution " accepted by]'. Comp. Physics,

Coulomb

across

Simulation:

comp,

Plasma,"

Phvs.

Physics

J, Comp. P/lysics

a Cross-Field

Sheath,"

Application

to Sheath

for Bounded

Plasma

96, September

97 (1) pp. 91-102,

of Velocity Space Rings-and-Spokes
(approx. June 1992).

Condition

l:luidsB

Sinltllatioli

accepted

1991, pp.

November

lbr publication,

Problems,"

Instabilities

without

3 (8), Au-

accepted

by

in Magne-

Sheath

Reso-
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J.P.Verboncoeur,M.V. AIres, and V. Vahedi, "Simultaneous I'otcnlial and Circuit Solution for Bou_ldedl'l_tsma I'mlMe Simulation codes," ilccepled
by/.c_mp. l'hysics.
H,L.Berk,D.D,Ryutov,Y.A.'l_idulko,
ILlI.Cohen,atldX.O.Xu, "Ek'ctron
'feml_erature-dradient
,ImlEmllossl_riven
Tran.',port
inSOl..
o[Tokanlak Plaslnas," submitted [o Comntent.s"on t'la.s'nt_ l'/o,sic :s"and Controlled Nuclear t.'uston.
D. Hua, X. Xu, and T.K. Fowler, "lon-Temtwrature-Gradient

Modes in Non-Circular Tokamak Oeometry," to Iw submitted by Ihe elld o[' year.

X.0. Xu, G. DiPeso, V. Vahedi, and C.K. Birdsall, "Theory and Sin:ulation of Plasma Sheafll Waves," to Iw submitled by end of year.
C.K. Birdsali and A.B. Langdon, t'l¢l.vtn_It'/o'_S'l'CS'
_'[_;EDtnputer St'nltl{ ,tl'on, Adam-llilger edilion (with ES1 disk) 199 I.
C.K, Birdsall and A.B.t.angdon, "PartMe Simulaliou 'li'chnklues, '' in ('OIll/_ll[_'r,'lpp/l'C_ltl'OIIS
ill ]'I_INIII(I S_'{e/l_'t'_tnd k'l(_Tl'tl_'t'rl'/t,_5
ed. A.T. Dfobot,
(Springer-Verlag: New York), pp. 7-41, 1991.
Journal
Art lt_l_:s-- 1992
S.E. Parker, X.Q. Xu, A.]. Lichtenberg, and C.K. Bhdsall, "Evidence of Stoduislic Diffusion Across a Cross-Field Sheath Due to Kelvin-tlehnhollz
Vortices," t_]{ystZ'ctlReview/1, 45 (4) pp. 3949-3901, 15 February 1992.

Talks, Poster Papers
S/l¢'Twood

FllSl'Oll

"l'h_'O('V ('Oll/_'rcIIc'_.',

April

0-8,

X.Q. Xu, P,H. Diamond, and M.N. Rosenbluth,

1992,

Sante

Fe, NM.

"'nlrbulent Transpor! Across a Separatrix l_ue to ETG Driven Instability in "Ibkamak SOL."

C.K. Birdsall and X.Q. xu, "A Hybrid Particle-Fluid Simulation for Model lbkamak

Plasma Edge Turbulence."

A. _lrditi, "ID and 2D Code-Merging witll Applications to a Self-Consistent Core-Edge PlasMa Simulation."
R.H. Cohen, H.L. Berk, D.D. Ryutov, T. Tsidulko, and X.Q.Xti, "Electron-Temperature-Gradient
"D.lrbulence in 1bkamak Scrape-Off Layers," IAFA
l_'chnicztl Commtgtee MeetOtg; ,,ldv_tnces Ot Sintuk_tion _utd Moth'litt_, I'hermonu¢lcar t'l_;stn_;,s',June 15-17, 1992, Montreal, Canada.
C.K. BirdsaIl, X.Q. Xu, and A. 'Ihrditi, "Magnelized Plasma Kinetic Edge: Theory, Models and Sinmlations,"
Otltcr Nonlinear Potential Structure's itt t_lc_snt_;s,July 6-8, 1992, lnnsbrt_ck, Austria.

4th 5,'ympo._iunt on Doubh: Lco,ers _;ttci

C.K. Birdsall and V.Vahedi, "Strongly Driven Sheaths," invited paper, IAI:'A l_'chnic_d Comntittee Meetitt_, Oil ll_kattl_tk t'lt&gma BI'_SI'IIA;September
8- IO, 1992, Montreal.
X.Xu and C.K, Birdsall, "Electron Temperalure Gradient Driven Turbulence in Boundary Plasmas," Ameri¢_ut V_cuum So¢ieo; November 9-13,
1992, Chicago, IL.
V, Vahedi, R.A. Stewart, M.A. Lieberman, "An Analylic Model of the Ion Angular Distribution Function in a Collisional Sheath," ,,lt{S"l)ivt',sqon o]"
Plc_nta Ph),sics, November 16-20, 1992, Seattle, WA.
X.Q. Xu, M.N. P,osenbluth,

P.H. Diamoml, and C.K. Birdsal[, "Electron 'lt'mperature Gradient Driven "I_arbulence in Boundary Plasmas."

A. 'Parditi, "Code-Merging lot Slab and Fully Bounded lWo-Dimensional
R.H. Cohen, X.Q. xu, and B. Modi, "l'arallel-Current

Geometries,"

E['l_'cts and Mode Structure of Endlos,s-Driven Scrape-off Layer Instability."

D.D. Hua, X.Q. Xu, and T.K. Fowler, "lon-Temperature-Gradienl

Modes in Non-Circular Tokamak Geometry."
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University of California-Los Angeles
Project
Applications
of Computer
lohn M. Dawson

Modeling

to Fusion

Research

Funding
FY 90

FY 9 i

FY 92

$400k

$350k

$300k

Purpose
1. To develop computer models that accurately simulate plasma behavior in fusion devices. Most of our effort is
devoted to particle models (full electron and ion dynamics, gyrokinetic
models in two and three dimensions);
a
small amount of our effort is devoted to fluid models.
2. The application of the models and associated
computer codes to problems of importance
to controlled filsion.
Most of our effort is presently devoted to the so-called "Numerical Tokamak."
This is an attempt to model modest
existing experimental
Tokamaks
using our three dimensional
gyrokinetic
codes. We also have a project on the generation of Bootstrap current using a full dynamics code and we have a small amount of work on RF heating of plasmas by intense waves.
3. To explore advanced computing techniques and their applications
to solving plasma problems related to CTR;
in particular
we are investigating
the use of parallel computers;
we are investigating
the use of graphic displays
and animation
for data analysis of simulation
results.
4. To train graduate

Approach

students

and postdoctoral

Taken, Techniques

fellows for work in fusion

Used, and Resources

physics.

Applied

We have concentrated
our modeling efforts on particle codes since we feel they contain most fully the subtle
physics of real plasmas. At present, we are concentrating
on gyrokinetic
models as these allow us to handle the low
frequency large time and space scale processes that seem to be related to plasma and heat transport
in tokamaks.
There is a l_rm theoretical
basis for these models and the computational
techniques
for handling
them are fairly
well developed.
The resources we use are: the NERSC CRAYs, the UCLA IBM-30-9000,
graphic work stations at UCLA (not supplied by DOE), the UCLA Visualization
Center; we make related simulations
(supported
by other contracts)
on the
San Diego Supercomputer
and at the Cornell Supercomputer
Center.

Progress
Tokamak Physics Problems Run
1. Turbulence and transport associated
with the hi mode. The calculation
was done for both two and three dimensional
models. Steady transport was found only in the three dimensional
case. For the three dimensional
case
the turbulent
spectrum
was compared with observations
made by Peebles on the Texas tokamak
and there was
semi-quantitative
agreement
(we could not exactly duplicate
the conditions
of the measurement
or make exact
comparisons
of the computed spectra and the microwave scattering spectra). The observed heat transport was also
about right.
2. Turbulence and transport associated
with the collisionless
trapped electron drift instability has been investigated. Again the turbulence
spectra was compared with observations
made by Peebles on the Texas tokamak and
there was semi quantitative
agreement.
The observed particle and heat transport
were also about right. The electron heat transport was about five times the particle transport.
3. Using the magnetostatic
model we started investigating
the development
of the internal kink mode. We compared the results with predictions of MHD. For a zero temperature
plasma there was good agreement.
For finite temperature (finite Larmor radii) there were significant differences
in the critical i on axis and the conditions
at which
the instability
set in and the instability growth rates were modified. During the instability many of the magnetic
surfaces broke up and became ergotic; later some healing of the surfaces was observed.
Boot Strap Current
We have carried out calculations
on a fully dynamic electromagnetic
2 and 1/2 dimensional
bootstrap
and dynamo driven currents. Recently Lorentz collisions have been added to the model.

particle code of
This work grew
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Our ,Ryrokinetic codes are very large ilnd reqt_ire lollg runs It+siI+lulule exlwriI|It'tlfill lokilrllltks (I OO Iiotlr rtlIlS
i|itve been ntade). II is clear illal to l+itveitrl efR''`live Numerical 'l'_+kltmi_kl'Iog|iiin, illil','lliIl<.'Swill+ t'onsieh'ral_iy
nlote l)ower will be +'`+flu+red.Tile parallel computers that art' t'onlir+g isle lwiILq l)ronli,'-,eitlcrelu-lt's ill lW_Wt'roI' per +
hltl)S two orders of nlltgi_ilude or ltlOIe (ill both speed iiIld i+_elnory). In ortlel +It+il+'-ist'sslilt' l+Olt'tltial Ill're we hilve
been collaborating with lhe Calilbrnia Institute ol"IK'chnoloKy on the use oF tlleir llyl)t'r Culw 10r phlsnli_ nin_ulalioI+.
We have put one ilnd two dimensional elecllOSlillit, itlld eh't'lroIllilg, lit,lic I'IC IIlotlels Oil ++lest mlwhim's, We l+itve
itch+eYed very good parallelism (l+ougl_ly05%) or+ tlw MARK III ((,,4 processors), l',ecently on tlle INTI(I, GAMMA
rill+chine (32 processors), the particle push wits Ibund to be twice its fast us it 4 l)rot'essor CI{AY,,,> (all l)rtwems°rs*,
,
worRii+g in parallel). For lit,,' l'iehl solver the l)erl+ori|u+m,ewits so,wwhal less than lilt.' ,I l)roce,'-;norel,lAY 2. Tlte
DI:(tXA tnachine will have 512 processors and should lw rougl_iy IO times l'itster. ,. _lltt the structure oI' the
"+tic,'-+
" we ex pect It+get similar pc'li'ornlltrtce gaiIis tl_ere.
gyrokinetic code is essentially the sltme it.,+tllat o1'these I"ICc_.
CodeDevelopment
We tleveloped it g,yrokinetic code that inclutlcs collisions. 'l'l+e tecl_niqut' collserves I+o11_
ellel+gyalld momertlunl., elet:trol_+ion,clcctlon-tlcctrt'
,' •
' " )n, ittltl ion-ion collisions itre int'luded. Extt,_+sivetesls ol'lhe code have lwe_l made
by testing itgltinst situations wllere analytic results exist. The ft.'IllS il_cltldc plasllm lriill,'-;porl ilt'l'OSSit Inltgnetic
field, heat transport across i.tmagnetic l'ield, the slowing down and tllerHializalic_n of' lest clm_ges i_t+tlion electron
eIIt'rgy exclmnge. The tecl_nique used is t,tsl c'nough lo tlSeil+ practMtl codes.

Schedule of Major Research Activities
For the I/exl year we have Ibur major reseltrch efforts underway. Our progral+l lot followi_lg .yt'itrs will depend
on our successes durir_g 19'03 and on our budget. We will cent+nut' Io work towltrth.; Nuntericltl 'l'oMt_rutk Models
with predictive capahility t'or '`'xlwrinlents.
I. Studies el' kinetic el'ft'cts ell +lie illternal kil_k n+ode and its reh.tlion It) saw teelh US+he,ot_r lltree tlimertsior+al
,wroRinetic EM model. We will explore its effects oil l)li+smltan(l heat tranSl+Ort.
2. Get our collisional version oi' tlle tllree dimeusionltl gyroRinetic code in l'ull Oln.'rlttic_n.Start to explore the
,..'l'IL'ctsel'collisions o_l the hi and trl.tpped l+artid'`, i_stahilities and tile resulting turl+t_h'n<+'eit_ttl Irlt_tsport, Attempt
to compare results with exlwrimt'ntltl el+e,'-;.
3. Continue to '`.xplc Ic.the ge_leFation oF Imotstrap current using our two nnd one lutlf dinle_imiotlal Full ImrtMe
code and start to cxph"_"_'r̀ite eI'l_+ctmwe have Found there lot longc'F fifties it_l¢l_n+,+n.'
realistic ,e,coln'`'tty using our
three dimet_sional ,.RyroRinetic code.
4. Con+in+reour e.florts to put ImrtMe codex on l)arallel COml+Ul'`'rsilnd ,,-ilarlto pul it ,.wroki_tetic model orl Oil'`'
or more parallel inachines.
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Purpose
Our group is engaged In analytical and computational studies of applied plasma physics issues related to the
operation of tokamak devices and the planning of' malor fusion experiments, The topics being Investigated span
the areas of heating and current drive, transport and wave diagnostics. In the area of healing and current-drlve we
are investlgating Issues related to the anomalous lot] healing experlenced by large Larmor radlus partldes, as is
the case when alpha particles are present, In the transporl studies we are l_ursulng a novel approach based on energy transport arlslng from radiating current filaments havlng transverse dimenslons on the order of tl_e eleclron
skin-depth, Another transport toplc being pursued pertalns to the modelllng oi' H-mode behavlor Induced by controlled radial currents,

Progress
During the period November 1, i991 through September 30, 1992, we have achieved significant progress In
the study of the [ollowing topics: analytic solution of mode conversion in parabolic density profiles; role of Alfvenwave filaments in tokamak transport; perpendicular Ion acceleration by edge RF electric fields; relaxation and energy transport in narrow channels by electrostatic waves. We have also completed an extensive modelling activity
ahned at a quantitative explanation of the L-H mode transition observed in the CCT (Continuous Current Tokamak)
device at UCLA. In addition, we have brought to fl'uition our collaborative study with Dr. ILl. Taylor, on the topic of
perpendicular iota acceleration in toroidai plasmas. This study resulted in a Ph,D. dissertation by I. Evans, and
clearly illustrates that a universal (and very efficient) mechanism exists that results In energetic Ions perpendicular
to the toroidal field. The theoretical explanation of such a mechanism is being pursued as part of our more general
study of Large Larmor radius interactions.
During this research cycle, ['our papers have appeared in print. The manuscript on L-H transition has been submitted to the Physics of Fluids. These research activities have been reported at the Annual Meeting of the Plasma
Physics Division of the American Physical Society, at the Sherwood Theory Meeting, at the Boulder ICRF Workshop
and at the 1992 International Conference on Plasma Physics in lnnsbruck, Austria.
A list of major technical results includes:
Mode Coteversion
We have tLndertaken the analytic study of the fundamental mode conversion process between a Langmuir Wave
and an Electromagnetic wave at an arbitrary point in a parabolic density profile, which is a problem tlaat has not
been previously solved, We have been very pleased to demonstrate that our scale separation technique which was
developed for the linear density profile [HinkeI-Lipsker, Fried, Morales, Phys. Rev, Lett. 62, 2680 (1989)] allows a
systematic solution of this problem in closed analytic form. Moreover, we have demonstrated how this solution reduces to the linear profile, in the appropriate limits, and on peak results, which we had solved for previously. This
comprehensive study shows that we have developed a robust and powerful methodology to attack mode conversion problems. The specific results are extremely useful in interpreting spontaneous emissions from a given point
in the density profile as well as for a detailed understanding of features associated with reflectometry.
Modelling of L-H 2q'ansia'on fit CCT
A simple, but realistic model has been developed that isolates the essential features of a magnetically confined
plasma undergoing anomalous transport and whose properties are manipulated by externally injected currents. The
model exhibits the following intrinsic properties (not built-in a priori): Ohmic confinement improves with density;
L-mode scaling depends on heating power as P-0.6; a transition to H-mode behavior is induced by radial currents
on the order of I0 Amps. The model has been benchmarked against the experiments performed in the cc'r device
[R.]. Taylor, et al., Plays. Rev. Lett. 63, 2365 ( 1989)] and excellent quantitative and qualitative agreement has been
obtained. The new effects explored include: H-modes induced by multiple electrodes, auxiliary heating in the presence of radial currents, and concept of H-mode as a "phase-transition."
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Purpose
This researdt deals with core transport physics, edge transport, 1. to il transition, conCt'l_tol;_tJmJzlitioltand
I}ilsic phlsnlll theory. More speclllcally, in the area o_'transport, tile topics considered are: convective cell turbttlence
arid the JrtteractJon of long wavelerlgth coils with short wavelength drily wave turbuletlce to check whether sut'h
nlodulatiolial Interactions are resl'_orlsible for non-locality phenonlorla ill tokanlak; interactJotl o1'cottvoctive cells
with sheared toroidal Ilows;trapl_od electron modes, including E x B and polarization drift nonlinearities tbr dissipative mode turbulence. The ptlenontcnon of'core ion tentperalttro gradlortt driven turbttlenco is bottig studied with
enlph;.t.,,;ison nonlinear interaction between finite-I radlill eigcnntodes and tilt.,related prolflents of the el'l_ct of' flow
shear on these modes. In the area o1"I. to H transition, work contlntleS on the nonlinear dynalllics of'drift waves llt
sheared flows, saturation ot' soil'-consistently driven flows, devttlopmcnt o£ a general theory o1' tlow generation and
study o1'neoclassical ittlpurity flows, In tile area of'edge turbttlence, the work will Include Inlpurlty gradient drivel|
drift wave turbtzlence and toroidal collislonal rl'G turbulence, In the area of ignition physics, shear All'yen Instabilities driven by SUl)er-Alfvenic alpha particles Is being studied.

Approach
In addition to the use of' analytical and numerical approaches to the development of' models and theories, collaboration with eXl_erlments is being undertaken on TFTR, TEXT arid I)III-D, The topics Involve fluctuations, edgecenter heating, edge turl_ttlen_:e, analysis of intl)ttrity retailer1 data and the etTect of shear Ol1lluctuallons.

Progress
II1II10 ;area of Oril't Wave Ttlrl_l.llellCt.'Theory, slgllillcant progress has been IllildO Ill tlndel',_lillldlllg disparate
scale interactions. Ill parth:ular, a two..imper series Oil _1two nonlinearity model was produced, These uncovered a
blocking of the el't-invoked I'IIVL'I:'¢P
(.'_:&,_'c(.t_:&t
and delllOllStl'atudthe illlllortance of tlOlllOCiiI lr;allSler in k sl)ace (lilt:
to E x B nonlinearity. Work on coherent structures helped elucidate their relevance to anomalous transport. In particular, studies of a simple 2-D Itasegawa-Wakalanl
model revealed that in the adiabatic regime structures Iorm,
but have little or no impact on transport predictions. However in the hydrodyrtamic regime, transport is signil'icar]fly lower than either the prediction of (|uasilJneal theory or standard resonance broadened CluasilJnear theory,
This reduction in transport may be due to tral)ping in strttcttlres.
Recent work has Ibctmed on the nonlinear dynamics el' convective (tells (trapj)ed Ion lllodes). Inparticular it
has been demonstrated that decay instability, driven by short wavelength driti wave turl_ulence, may energize
trapped ion modes more rapidly than linear growth processes,Also, a lype o1'two-dimensional structure which Is
tbrmed naturally by the Reynold's stresses of the dril't waves acting on the long wavelength cells has been identilied. This tends to trap lhe long wavelength cells between bipolar structures ot' the dril't wave envelope.
Major progress has been ready on the theory o!' flow generation and the L.-_II
transition, A General theory
which encompasses both dynamo-like instabilities and direct generation o1'shear and curvature was developed,
This theory was demonstrated to include previous results by us and the Maryland group. It was also well established that Ilow curvattm' (not .stlearl) is the dominant stabilizing mechanism, In agreement with recent experimental observations l'ronl I)III-D and JET, A soil'-consistent model of the llow turbulence evolution in a slmpli[ied
context was developed and shown to demonstrate bifurcation-like I)henonlenon, Fttrthermore, the ongoing research on llow generation ha.'.;uncovered an iml_ortant relation between vorlicity transport and particle t:ransl_orl.
Another topic of researclt is tile area o1'active control. In t)articular, the theory of active control o1'l}lasnla rotation by Ion Bernstein wave injection was developed. The competing roles o1'Reynold's stress flow redislribulion
and direct momentunl input due Io acceleration ot' ions by high I'requency waves was elucidated. Ongoing work is
Ibcused on extending this quasilinear calculation Io the highly nonlinear edge. Also, an exlensive study of helicily
l_,,xul;
7,t
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Purpose
To investigate the transl_ort of thermal and SUlml-thermal particles In lorotdal magnetic devices in the regimes
*,ht r_ the eft'eels of both collisions and collistonless chaotic transport are taken into account. 'the primary tbcus is
on the illtluence of the toroidal and updown asymmetry of the magnetic tleld on transport processes: stochastic
losses of alpha-pattn.l¢.., the transition prolml_iltty, and a new kind of transport due to the different amplitude ot'
the ripple tn the tnpper and lower mid-planes ot" the tori.

Approach
Our approach to the investigation of the classical transport (i,e., not turbulent effects) proceeds along two lines,
Flrsl o1"all, we itlveslig;lte the collisionless motion ot' the particles In a magnetic conl]guratlon typical lor modern
asymmetric Ioroidal devices (e.g., tokamaks with ripple and stellarators). The main tools ot' investigation here are
the guiding center equations ot' motion and the adiabatic theory which we employ both numerically and analylicall.,,,.'lb analyze the prol_lems related to the transition probability, we introduce a new approximation lot the toroidal magnetic tield with ripple or helical perturbation.
The second line of our approach is dealing with the solutions ot' the kinetic (Fokker-Planck) equation, which
allows us to investigate the transport in the collisional regimes. To solve it, we use the traditional perturbation
analysis in the low and high colllsional regimes as well as nunlerical approach to solve the occurring etgenvalue
prol_lems. To model the stochastic' dift'usion , we introduce the loss cone cot"IPS.'pc"1ndtng1 to the stochastic region in
thv velocity space.

Progress
I. We hil,,'e delit_ed the trappitlg prolmhility in asymmetric tori (i.e., the fraction of a toroidaliy trapped particles
thai make ,I trallsitioll to the locally trapped slate at the end of the bounce motion), in terms ot" relative changes ot'
the phase voltlnle corresponding to these states along the trajectory, By introducing a new model lor the magnetic
lield, wc ha,,,c evaluated the adialmtic invariants ot' the locally and toroidally trapped particles with linite rotational
transt__rm per period, t/N, taken into account. The trapping protmhflity evaluated with the new model agrees with
ntln_t:'ricalresults much l_etler than the previous calculations.
2. Wv have also evaluated the adialmtic irlvariants for the locally and toroidally trapped particles in asymmetric
tori near the st+,paratrix, for the finite hut small rotational translbrm, with the hell+ oi' perturlmtior_ analysis oi"the
loi+g,itudinal equation ol +motion, and without using any model approximation Ibr the in;Jgnetic l'ield. The results
a_,rt.'e with the model approacl1 through lowest order in tiN,
3. Wc have evaluated the loss oi" all+ha-particles in a tokamak due to ripple including both collisional (pitch
an_l,: st'i|Itering and slowing down) and collisionless (chaotic) meclmnisn+s. Chaotic dilTusiort wits accounted for
hy assunling that chaotic imrticles immediately leave tlle device.
4. We have also started the inve:-_tigalioll of'the e['l_'cloi' up-down ripple asynimelry on transport, llere, we have
discoven.,d ;t new type oi' the Iri|nsition orl+its which itl'e unclosed and, thus, might giw: rise to it rapid convective
loss at low collisionality, II ttlrllS out lhat due to the conservation oi"the collislonless flux oi' the Iratlsitloning particle_;and the averaging pi_.c.dure oi' the kinetic equation, the additional fluxes of the particles in the dil'['erent
SltltCSCallt'el t:itt:h other at high collisionalily. Nevertheless, we have proven it theorem lhal gives insigllt into the
interaction between particle trajectories and transport mechanisms.
1+ _;1: /c,

Plans
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,"-;p_'
cilic;.llly v,'e expect to iw,.Itade tlle field lilw to l'ield lille variatiotl of tilt, dis;tnibutiowl lutlctiof+ oi tlw ioroitl,illv tr_tplWd
p,lrticles itlto our itlvesligatiolt oi' the trailsport associated with the Ul+-dowNasymtnt+,tr\' ill ,l loklttllltk.
2. Xt,'¢+,
.,,;llallstu<.Iv tile l'ortlli.ltiotl Of Ill+,+'
r_oloidal eleclri<: field dill' to I-'.tTRF
ililtl ICI{I: il+a lOk;lli+;il_,,wllicli flii,e,hl
ilwreitse ,or dt'+,reltse the radial llux ol+the particles ;ttld nii_ht accotlllt For llle t'rlli;.ttlced lo,'.;,'-;t'.',;
of I.'.CI,tFexl_erillletil._.
3. We shall ,llso start studies oI' tile iilllut, nc'e of twoclassical plwwlonlt_,im_.'_Ii
allolnuh:,us tratlsport. V,,'t.,expt'cl
th_It tllt' ilihotilogeileity of tilt' ttl;.Iglletit"fieh.l atld related to tlmt time ,,.;c';.llt',,-;
if the particle'.,..;itloli,+il is conifer'ted
witll the allotil;.tlous ttu_lsport ;ttld its little scale.

Students
None

Other Professional Staff
None

Collaborations
The studies ,,.orwerning the trartsport processes in the ur_-dowrl ;asytiltlwtr'ic tokamak are lwrl'ot reed ivbcollal+oratiot+ with I",N.Yt_,,,;hmarw_vat Institute oi' Fusion Studies and l+"usiotll,tesearc'h (+'erlter,the Utiiversity ol'Tt'xas ill
Austit;.
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Purpose
The purpose of our project is to develop and begin to apply adequate statistical methods for using large multiinstitutional
experimental
data bases for calibrating
and testing sophisticated
models of energy and mass transport. The goal is to test existing transport
theories
and to develop models which can predict the properties
of
fusion-relevant
plasmas in magnetic confinement
devices with significantly
more accuracy. Particular attention
is
paid to use of dimensionally
correct and theoretically
based transport models. The methods developed will be useful for predicting
performance
in future confinement
systems which have different sizes and magnetic fields but
with physically relf,vant dimensionless
parameters
similar to those in the existing data base.

Approach
Our approach
concentrates
on using real multi-institutional
databases
and the most sophisticated
available
computational
models and theories. This allows realistic sources of variance between experiment
and code predictions to drive the development
of appropriate
statistical models f the source of such variance. Use of multi-institutional data bases forces the project to deal with sources of variance
due to different operations
and diagnostic
calibration
procedures
in different experiments,
as well as with more familiar random measurement
errors due to
limitations such as the finite number of photons collected for a particular temperature
or density measurement.
The
use of complex computational
models forces dealing with random fluctuations
in outputs of codes which include
Monte Carlo algorithms
as well as development
of efficient interpolation
methods to minimize the number of code
runs needed to develop and test transport models.

Progress
We have

made

major progress

in four different

areas of this research.

These

include

the following:

1. Realistic theory-based
comprehensive
transport
models have been developed and shown to reproduce
a
broad spectrum of experimental
results using a fixed value of a single a priori unknown
parameter.
A number of
more recent theoretical
models have also been explored by modelling a wide variety of different discharges
from a
data base collected during interviews
with experimentalists
working on eight different toroidal magnetic confinement devices.
2. "Code emulators"
have been developed for interpolating
the transport code input-output
relation (or its expected value, for our not untypical case where code algorithms use random number generators).
These emulators
have been used to estimate confidence contours for a priori uncertain parameters
using a data base far too large to
process otherwise.
3. Confidence
levels for multi-parameter
models have been computed,
ment errors on a given experiment
and additional random errors resulting
and modelling inaccuracies
between different experiments.

accounting
for both random measurefrom different experimental
techniques

4. Earlier statistical
methods for dealing with these problems
for a scalar output from each experiment
(the
"global energy confinement
time") have been extended to vector outputs (temperature
and density data at various
distances from the center of the magnetic surfaces which confine the hot plasma). An automated
procedure for processing code inputs and outputs to estimate transport coefficient multipliers
(corresponding
physically to empirically estimate turbulence
saturation
amplitudes)
has also been developed.

Plans
As a result of the work discussed
computational
and statistical methods
PAG.F,78

above, we are now in a position to start shifting from the development
of
to their application to large scale data bases. We are presently in the process

of applying these methods to a multi-parameter calibration of' G. Bateman's modil_catio_ of our earlier transport
models. This calibration will initially use temperature and then density profiles from twenty very' well docunmnted
experiments on eight different toroidal magnetic ("tokamak") devices. Using these results to guide the choice of
boundary conditions, code emulators will then be constructed to allow the inclusion of data from over one thousand experiments. A previously developed theoretically motivated and empirically adjusted boundary conditions
model will allow tile inclusion of both "low" confinement mode results (with rather low boundary temperatures)
and "high" confinement mode results (with higher, so-called "pedestal" boundary temperatures). As this work proceeds on various minor adjustments of Bateman's model, we will also be running smaller scale calibrations of more
recent theoretical models (such as ones including effects described by the "neo-classical magnetohydrodynamic"
theory developed by I. Callen and colleagues).

Students
Jon Kinsey and Nanxiang Ge are respectively continuing Ph.D. thesis work on transport and slxltistics, based
on the groundwork laid in the following theses from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
(UIUC):
Jonathan E. Kinsey, "H-Mode Transport of Tokamak Plasmas," UIUC Department of Nuclear Engineering Master's
thesis (199 I); leong Soo Park, "Tuning Complex Computer Codes to Data and Optimal Designs," UIUC Department
of Statistics Ph.D. thesis (1991); Elasayed M. Ghanem, "Theoretical Transport Model tbr Tokamaks," UIUC Departmerit of Nuclear Engineering Ph.D. thesis (1991); Toufik Djemil, "Methods for Testing Transport Models," UIUC Department of Nuclear Engineering Ph,D. thesis (1992).

Professional Staff
The project receives a small amount of computer maintenance

support from Eric lwamoto.

Collaborations
This project proceeds in very close collaboration with Glenn Bateman and his colleagues at the Princeton
Plasma Physics Laboratmy. Coordinated code and transport model development has been greatly facilitated by de-velopment by Singer and Bateman of methods to embed coding in Latex text documentation and automatically extract it for compilation on the NERSC computers. This allows instant access to current and high quality
documentation through TELNET for all workers oil the project. Bateman has been the most recent avenue l:br collaborated with W. Houlberg and colleagues, which has allowed us access to improved computational techniques as
well. Development and documentation of theoretical transport models has also benefited from collaboration with R.
Dominguez and colleagues at General Atomics. Experimentalists working on JET, IT-60, ASDEX, Dill-D, and other
tokamaks have been extraordinarily helpful in providing complete and detailed background information on published and some as yet unpublished experiments. W. Miner and colleagues at the University of Texas, in Austin,
have also &lcilitated access to their somewhat less detailed but far more comprehensive profile database. These collaborations have insured that our advanced statistical methods can be developed and applied with the best available transport models to the most practicably complete multi-institutional database.
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Purpose
The general goal of Maryland Research Program is to address critical issues of tokamak physics and to suggest
techniques for improving stability and confinement. Over the past three years we have focused on two key problems: a) the L/H transition and the dynamics of the edge plasma, and b) large scale disruptive events. The transition from low (L) to high (H) operation in tokamaks leads to a factor of 2-3 increase in the confinement time of
energy. Because of the sensitivity of ignition to the energy confinement time, the design of future tokamaks such
as ITER require H-mode operation. A sound understanding of the essential physical processes underlying the transition is therefore required if we are to have confidence that the H operation is possible in such future tokamaks.
Disruptions in tokamaks cause a raoid loss of the stored energy and toroidal current, and the associated development of large unbalanced forces can i_otentially damage the mechanical structure of the machine. Understanding
these phenomena can lead to techniques for mitigating their impact by either early detection or feedback stabilization.

Approach
Experimentalists have demonstrated that the L/H transition is triggered in the edge of the tokamak, close to
the divertor or limiter. Coincident with the transition is a sudden increase in the poloidal rotation and abrupt drop
in the electric and magnetic fluctuations in the edge plasma. The working hypothesis is that the field fluctuations
drive the transport and that the enhanced poloidal rotation at the H-mode onset shears apart the fluctuations,
thereby improving confinement. Our approach is, therefore, to explore the source of fluctuations and particle and
energy transport in the edge and to understand the bi-directionai coupling between this turbulence and poloidal
and toroidal flows in the edge so that a fully self-consistent theoretical model of the L/H transition can be constructed.
Tokomaks operate free of large scale instabilities or disruptions in a well-defined operating space defined by
limits on the line-averaged density n and toroidal current I. As the boundary to this operational space is approached, (e.g., n approaches the density limit) the discharge undergoes an abrupt transition to a violently unstable
state with strong magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) activity which causes a toss of stored energy on a time of the order of 100-200gs. The nature of this transition has been a mystery although observations indicate that: near the
density limit cooling of the plasma edge from line radiation leads to a contraction of the current profile. Our approach is to study the nonlinear behavior of large scale MHD modes in such contracting current profiles by including line radiation in a 3-D MHD code in an attempt to mimic the processes leading to disruptions in the actual
experiments.

Progress
The resistive ballooning instability has been identified as the dominant source of transport in the plasma edge *
The instability is driven by unfavorable curvature on the outside of the torus and therefore is intrinsic to toroidal
plasmas. Toroidal fluid simulations have been completed 2 which deh_.onstrate that transport rates are consistent
with ol2servations on the TEXT and DIII-D tokamaks and that the transport is peaked on the outside of the torus as
inferred from experiments. Based on this instability we have developed a conceptual model of the tokamak edge in
both L- and H-mode. We identify three important ingredients of the dynamics of the edge plasma: poloidally asymmetric transport driven by the resistive ballooning mode; parallel flows of the order of the sound velocity (q) produced by the asymmetric transport; and poloidal rotation produced by these parallel flows. The nonlinear
interaction between these three components determines whether the plasma remains in L-mode or makes a transition to the H-mode. When the effective viscosity is large, the poloidal rotation remains small. Poloidaily asymmetPAGE 80

ric transport produces a significant
variation of the density along flux surfaces in Ihe edge and results in parallel
flows of order q. This is the L-mode. Experimentalists
on CCT and TEXT have recently confirmed the presence of
the parallel flows in L-mode and measurements
on DllI-D are planned, When the. effective viscosity is small, tl_e
Stringer mechanism
causes the edge plasma to spin. :_Poloidal rotation increases
until poloidal rotation competes
with the parallel flow in smoothing
the edge poloidal asymmetries. :_In this H phase the poloidal asymmetries
and
consequently
parallel flows are greatly reduced. Transport is suppressed
by sheared
rotations, allowing steepened
edge density gradients?
Global 3-D MHD simulations
of tokamak discharges
with a model for line radiation have led to a new understanding of' density limit disruptions?
The key ingredient
of this qew model has been confirlned in experiments
on TFTR in a collaboration
between Maryland and Princeton/'
Cooling of the edge plasma leads to a contraction
of profile of the toroidal current and eventually
to a top hat current distribution
(flat on top wilh steep sides)
which is violently MHD unstable,
The resulting kinking of plasma leads to the injection of the cold bt_bbl¢ inlo
the interior of the discharge
and to the subsequent
breakup of the confining
n|agnetic
field and loss of stored
ener_,D,. The injection
of' the cold bubble has been seen clearly in soft x-ray and ECE emission
meast|remerlls
on TFTR. Based on this theory, catastrophic
disrt|ptions
can 1;_"prevented
by maintaining
a sufficienlly
high edge
temperature
( > 100-200 eV).

Plans
A fully self-consistent
toroidal fluid simulation of the L/H transition is being undertaken
which includes turbulent transport
from resistive ballooning and poloidal and toroidal rotation. Key factors such ;.Is viscosity which control the onset of the L/H transition
will be identified.
A 3-D fully compressible
MHD code has recently been
developed which will be used to study disruptions
in tokamaks
with arbitrarily shaped cross-section.
Density limit
as well as [_ (plasma to magnetic pressure ratio) limit disruptions
will be investigated
with the goal of ultimately
providing techniques
for mitigating disruptions
in large tokamaks.
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Collaborations
The Maryland theory group maintains
an active interaction
with experimentalists
at Princeton University, LJni-versity of Texas at Austin, General Atomics and U.C.L.A. and is active in various working groups in the Transpor!
Task Force. The collaboration
with Drs. Eric Frederickson,
Kevin McGuire and the Tt_R MHD group has led to a
new understandirRg

of disruptions.
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Purpose
The principal objectives of the Fusion Research Center (FRC) Theory Program are: (1) to advance tokamak
studies generally by providing the Magnetic Fusion Energy Database (MFEDB) and other computational support,
and (2) to provide theoretical interpretation and computer modelling for the Experimental Program on the TEXT
and TEXT-Upgrade tokamaks.

Approach
The MFE database activity provides services for storing, retrieving, and manipulating profile data from tokamaks and stellarators in a form readily accessible for analysis and comparison with theory. We strive to maintain
strong ties with laboratories supplying data to insure the diversity, quality, and correct interpretation of the data
sets.
The FRC Theory Program contributes to the understanding of tokamak plasmas by providing computational
aids, interpreting observations of turbulent fluctuations, incorporating theoretically based models into simulation
codes, studying edge physics, and advancing the calculation of toroidal Alfven waves. The emphasis is on the microscopic level, identifying features predicted by theoretical models and their effects on transport and heating.

Progress
I. Magnea'c Fusion Energy Database
The Magnetic Fusion Energy Database (MFEDB) now contains profiles from more than I000 discharges from
nine different tokamaks. Recently, we have emphasized tools to access and manipulate the data and have moved
the database to an IBM RS6000 which allows access via an X-window application. There is a batch-like procedure
using Netlib-based software, which allows a user to mail an SQL query across the Internet and have the results
mailed back. Our most powerful solution to the access problem, however, is a new interface called MDI, which uses
a Mathematica® package that defines a basic set of MFEDB access functions and will also accept standard SQL
queries. MDI also provides utility functions for plotting and analyzing the data, essentially making the MFE dak_base an extension ofMathematica.
MDI is an example of distributed computing. It relies on the network communication capabilities of Mathematica to connect the user to a workstation running the Mathematica kernel. The
Mathematica kernel is then connected to the MFEDB host workstation by a client/server pair of RPC processes. The
user may use any of the many Mathematica front-ends including Telnet, X-Windows, or a Macintosh interface. MD1
has also been installed on a workstation at NERSC.
General queries about the database may be made to miner@hagar.ph, utexas.edu. The MDI,m package may be
obtained by anonymous FTP from the MFE-database site or by use of netmfe, an E-mail interface. Send the message "hel p" to netm fedb@hagar, ph. utexas.ed u.
2. Support for TEXT-Upgrade and Diagnostics
We have performed extensive calculations of TEXT-Upgrade divertor equilibria. Most recently, we adapted an
iron-core version of the code EFIT (L.L. Lao et al., Nucl. Fusion 25, 1611 (1985)) to run on the IBM RS6000. A
typical case runs in 20 seconds, allowing the use of EFIT for magnetic analysis between shots.
We have designed, and assisted in assembling and testing, an apparatus to measure tile magnetic-field profile
on TEXT-U, using successive charge exchange collisions, Additional work has led to a design for a multi-chord
apparatus to measure a q-profile in a single shot, We have studied TEXT fluctuation and transport diagnostics, with
particular attention on calculating sample volume and attenuation effects in heavy ion beam probe fluctuation measurements, and on drift-wave interpretation of particle and energy fluxes.
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3. l/lstab[h'a'e.s" and lt'ansport
We have developed and zlow maintain the CHAPO transport simulation code. U'=;ingCHAPO, we simulated os-cillating gas-puff experiments on TEXT using models based on turbulence theory, wilh various dependencies on
plasma parameters. In analogy with diffusion convection models, we investigated the importance of off-diagonal
transport coefficients.
We are pursuing a broad range of edge physics and H-mode studies. We have calculated impurity flows in the
presence of collisions and charge exchange. Impurity Rotation has been measured in TEXT and compared with the
theory, We also collaborated in a study of particle, thermal, and impurity transport in He for compariso|l with H
and D discharges. In some cases fluctuation measurements allowed an examination of proposed turbulence drive
mechanisms. One of these, the efl'ect of ionization on the drift wave instability is complicated by the non-existence
of equilibrium assumed in the slab model, owing to the ionization, We have considered several equilibrium models
to try to overcome this difficulty.
Neoclassical transport traditionally assumes a poloidally constant poloidai magnetic field. We are studying,
both analytically and numerically, the effect of a magnetic X-point on particle orbits and the consequences [br
transport.
Working with General Atomics, we have considered, as an H-mode paradigm, a transport model that exhibits
confinement bifurcation in time-dependent calculations. It assumes that turbulence is. upp_c_ seed by shear in the
equilibrium E x B flow,
We now benefit from work carried out in the former Soviet Union and continued at FRC. This includes, first, a
new transport mechanism appearing specifically under cyclotron wave heating in toroidai devices, and second, a
new approach to plasma transport where the toroidal drift is considered as a perturbation to the n|otion of particles
in electromagnetic oscillations,
4. Alj'ven Waves
We have written an antenna-driven
kinetic Alfven code to study toroidaI eigenmodes. We have identified these
modes as resonances in the impedance Z(m), and plot the radial wave fields and energy deposition. Collaborating
with the Institute fbr Fusion Studies (IFS), we compare with analytic theories.

Plans
We will focus our MFEDB efforts on strengthening contacts with experimentalists and ITER, obtaining additional data, and developing statistical analysis tools fbr use with MDI. We are preparing to include inlbrmation,
such as fluctuation amplitudes, that goes beyond the requirements of transport analysis. We have begun a statistical investigation to determine tl,,. parametric dependence of energy fluxes in auxiliary heated regimes, which we
propose to develop into a collaboration among the laboratories.
TEXT Upgrade and diagnostics support will include integrating the EFIT code with magnetic-probe data ['or
plasma shape reconstruction, completion of the q-profile measurement, and investigating wave-number meastu'emerits with the new 2-MeV heavy-ion beam probe.
Theoretical studies will continue to emphasize edge physics and H-mode models, core fluctuations and transport, and perturbation experiments such as modulated gas puffing and electron cyclotron heating.
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Collaborations
Principal collaborations arc with the TEXT program, including joiut work with the Rensselaer heavy-ion beamprobe and the UCLA laser-scattering groups to interpret fluctuation measurements. Equilibrium studies have been
pursued jointly with General Atomics. A publication on transport modelling arose from participation in the Transport "Pask Force. There is close contact with the Institute for Fusion Studies (IFS), including one joint appointment
fbr theoretical-experimental
liaison. The database project is also allied with the ITER CDA.
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Purpose
The purpose of this portion of the Helicity l_ljected Tokamak (HIT) project is to provide theoretical analysis to
complement the HIT experimental results, Since helicity injection current drive is not yet fully understood, calculattotls of the state of the plasma as it evolves in time will aid in illterpretislg the experiment data and enable us to
develop a more complete model of helicity injection current drive, The resulting physical model will aid in applying
the results of HIT to other fusion devices,

Approach
Our approach is to modify existing computer codes or develop new ones as needed to analyze the behavior ot'
the FlIT plasma, In particular, we plan to fit our experimental data to plasma equilibria using EFIT, an equilibrium
and fitting code developed at General Atomics, This effort will require significant modifications of the basic EFIT
code to enable it to accurately model the H1T experiment. In addition to doing equilibrium and fitting calculations
with EFIT, we will analyze the time-dependent behavior of the plasma using 2-D and 3-D magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) codes, Initially we will use the MACH2 code developed at Los Alamos National Laboratories to do 2-D calculations, More detailed calculations will require a 3-D code, Although several such codes exist, we plan on developing a new code that solves the resistive MHD equations in conservative form, which has not been done before,
The advantage of solving the equations in this form is that accuracy is retained even in regions of large gradiet_ts,
due to the conservative nature of the equations.

Progress
We obtained the EFIT code from General Atomics and nlodified it to run on our computer system. The changes
included replacing IMSL math subroutine calls with public domain LINPACK subroutines (suggested by E. Solano,
University of Texas) and modifying output subroutines to work with the Interactive Dam Language (IDL) plotting
program. We first used EFIT in equilibrium mode to calculate the equilibrium flux surfhces for the HIT experiment,
Then we used it to create best fit equilibrium surfaces using izlternal magnetic probe and partial Rogowski data, We
are the first to successflllly use the new "portable" (machine independent) version of EFIT in fitting mode. These
initial calculations were presented at the 1992 APS meeting,
"Ne also made progress in the area of MHD analysis. George Marklin of Phillips Laboratory helped us install
MACH2 on the National Ener_' Research Supercomputer Center Cray 2 and trained us in using the code. We then
modified several subroutines to allow us to accurately model the HIT magnetic fields due to the bias coil and toroidal field coils. Initial MACH2 simulations of HIT were presented at the 1992 APS meeting,

Plans
The first step in our equilibrium analysis will be to do further equilibrium fitting calculations using EFIT. A key
challenge will be to determine the current on the open field lines on HIT. We also plan to verify the accuracy of our
EF1Tsolutions by running baseline cases with only the vacuum field. After we are confident that we are accurately
predicting the equilibrium flux surfhces, we will use the equilibrium surfaces as inputs to a stability code sucll as
General Atomic's GATO code to determine stable and unstable modes.
Our plans in the MHD area are to do further calculations with MACH2 and to l)roceed with developing a new 3D MHD solver. The first step in developing the new code will be to write a simple 2-D code to solve the ideal MHD
equations in conservation law form. This code will enable us to quickly experiment with al)plying various solution
methods that have been developed for the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations in fluid dynamics, which are similar
in form to the MHD equations. When we have successfully adapted these techniques, we will extend them to 3-D
and use the code for detailed analysis of the time evolution of the Hrr plasma.
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General Atomics provided us wilh a copy o1"their EPIT computer code. We have also helped start an "EFIT Users OrOul_"with General Atomics, the University of'l[,xas at Austin, UCI.,A,Ml'r, and the Centre Canadien de Ftlsiofl
Magnetique in Quebec. We plan to collaborate with the Llniversity of Manchester Institute of Science and 'lL'cllnology in the area of helicity inject:ion current drive and low aspect ratio tokamaks. Ricardo Farengo of ihe Comision
National de Energia Atomit._l, Argentina will be providing assistance to us in the area ol"Rlylor relaxation states.
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Purpose
This analytical and computational research Is focussed on radio frequency heating, confinement enhancement
and current drive for tokamak fusion plasmas. The current emphasis is on ion cyclotron frequency range (ICRF)
antenna coupling, heating, confinement and current drive issues. We are examining metl_ods for efficient new coil
and waveguide antenna coupling of radiofrequency power (10-50 MW) to tokamak fusion plasmas. We are addressing absorption processes including ion and electron cyclotron harmonic heating and mode conversion processes in inhomogeneous tokamak plasmas. We are also examining the interaction of' fusion produced alpha
particles 0He*.) with ion cyclotron frequency range heating. We are examining ion cyclotron frequency range heating to optimize break even and ignition conditions.
#

Approach
We have concentrated on efficient antenna coupling to fusion plasmas by means of an electromagnetic model
with appropriate boundary conditions for Maxwell's equations to describe two dimensional antenna and waveguide
arrays, The spectrum of the launched antenna array is coupled to the plasma surface impedance at the plasma-antenna edge region. The propagation of'wave modes launched in the edge region is analyzed and reflections from
the plasma steep edge density gradient region are incorporated in the analysis. The radiation resistance for coup!ing to the plasma and the spectrum of launched waves are evaluated. These quantities can be used to determine
the wave absorption and heating of different plasma species at different locations in the plasma interior. We also
examine the effect of antenna spacing and phasing to control the launched wave spectrum incident on the plasma
interior. This has an important influence on the species heating and can be tailored, for example, to heat fast electrons to maintain toroidal current in the plasma which provides plasma confinement for long periods.
The second major area we are examining is that of heating different plasma species in the plasma interior. We
have developed methods for analyzing what happens to ion cyclotron frequency range waves as they pass through
the tokamak plasma interior. A formulation of nonlocal power absorption and a set of coupled differential equations is used to describe the wave fields in the plasma interior. A power conservation relation which examines incident, absorbed, mode converted, reflected and transmitted power is sought to describe the wave propagation and
heating. We are currently extending this analysis to include fast ions and alpha particles which interact with the
ion cyclotron frequency waves.
The above theoretical and computational work is applied to current and future planned tokamak experiments,
such as the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR), the Joint European Tokamak (JET), the Tokamak Plasma Experiment/Steady State Advanced Tokamak (TPX/SSAT)and the International Tokamak Experimental Reactor (ITER).
The comparison with current experimental results provides confidence to predict future performance and physics
results for planned experiments.

Progress
We have made progress in the area of ion cyclotron frequency range antenna and edge plasma modelling for
efficient coupling and heating of radio frequency power to tokamak plasmas. We developed a new computer code
called ANTIMPwhich was used to examine coupling efficiencies and launched wave spectra for the Burning Plasma
Experiment
(BPX) which utilized substantial ICRFpower. The code incorporates finite toroidal and poloidal cavities, a current distribution on the antennas enclosed and multiple feeders to optimize power handling capabilities
for coupling to high confinement H-mode edge density profiles. We compared our predictions to those measured on
JET to benchmark our results and found moderate agreement. We found that the poloidal cavity extent reduced the
radiation resistance and modified the antenna spectrum for applications including current drive. We published
these results in the Nuclear Fusion and Fusion Science and Technology journals.
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Purpose
The goal is to develop tlleoretical and numerical support of the Phaedrus-T experimental progrant on low frequency current drive in ihe Phaedrus-T lokamak, as well as scaling the effects Ibund to reactor parameters. Of Slw-cific interest are nonresonant Alfven wave current drive effi.,cts.

Approach
The theoretical program includes analytical and numerical investigations and consists of seven interrelated
components: (I) ICRF and Alfven wave physics studies In a tokamak; (2) Resonant and nonresonanl low l'requency current drive studies Including el]Z'cts of possible non-Maxwellian electron distribution in a tokamak:
(3) Hellcity current drive studies. Analysis of heliclty content associated wlth lhe waves and with the plasma currents, and the heilcity balance during wave absorption in a tokamak plasma; (4) Investigation of local Alfven resonance and mode conversion to the kinetlc Alfven wave and local ion-ion hybrid resonance and mode conversion to
the ion Bernstein wave from the poitlt of view of their effects on RF current drive; (5) Global Alfven waves (GAW)
and Toroidicity Induced Alfven Wave Eigenmodes (TAE) in a tokamak and thelr effects on low l'requerlcy RF current drive; (6) Low fl'equency RF current drive efficiency studies including effects o["electron trapping due to magnetic field inhomogeneity and electron detraping under the influence of waves and collisions; (7) Current drive by
AIfven wave induced dynamo enhanced by various anomalous processes. All)ha particle effects on the current drive
in a reactor. Effects of particle trapping and sawteeth oscillations in the presence of"AIfven wave-induced dynamo.

Progress
Theoretical efforts have y_lded a locally developed RF modeling capability (the full wave codes, FASTWA and
FASTWAC, and the I-D code, FASTI D) which can deal with such important lbatures of the Phaedrus program as
wave coupling, propagation, absorption and RF current drive in a tokamak at arbitrary antenna l_hasings and frequencies fi'om slightly below to above the ion cyclotron frequency, including the fast wave frequency range. The E,
effects and electron power deposition through Landau damping, TTME and the cross-term effect have been considered in detail because they are the main source for RF current drive. Analytical investigation of resonant current
drive, which is due to resonant Cherenkov wave-electron interactions, nonresonant electron current drive, which is
due to wave-ion interactions or collisions, and helicity current drive, related to the wave helicily flux, are being pursued. Ohmic and bootstrap currents (for given density and temperature profiles) have also been included in the
analysis.
We have shown that the ponderomotive force of applied waves can stabilize the internal kink and might be responsible for sawtooth stabilization observed in several experiments. Generalizing this approach to resistive instabilities we have more recently shown that the electron magnetization induced by electromagnetic oscillations can
decrease the growth rate of the kink-tearing mode. This might affect the reconnection process after the sawtooth
crash and help to explain the apparent freezing of the safety factor on the axis throughout the sawtooth period.
We have addressed the question of the dynamo effect enhancement by the stochastic magnetic field. Field line
stochasticity has two effects on Alfven waves: it, causes current filamentation and current diffusion. The
collisionless disslpation due to the current diffusion is found to increase the dynamo l"ield compared Io the collisional case but this effect is not dramatic for real'.stic parameters. However, current filamentation and subsequent
enhanced resistive dissipation appears to lead to a much larger effect.
l_,,x_t
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Plans
Our stud't_,
,s of current drive have been motivated by Irving
.
to utlder'_tand the roh?of wave helicily, a_ an erlident current drive method working in a hot and dense tokamak Iflasma. 'l'hest' studies have led us to the study o1'
Ait\,en waves,
Dvtrillg the coming year we plan Io cotllinUe our sltldy o1'various RF clirrenl drive comi)otwtlls: resonant,
tlontesotlant and helMty, Also, we plan an lm/estigation of a current l_roduced directly l}y AIt'ven wave,,_and indiicctly by waves that are excited bv mode conversion within the plasma. We plan to devole lime to the study of
Alfven wave l_hysics, wave petletrat Lon,mode conversion and t,xcitatiou o[' global All'yen waves, as well a,_electron
absorption of the waves,
Numerical codes will be extended to include effects ol' the magnetic t]eld produced by plasma currents in a tokamak, coupling o1'various eigenmodes due to toroldictty, inhotnogetleity or plasma shape el'l_'cts. Current driw' by
an Alfven wave induced dynamo enhanced by various anomalous processes will be studied,
We arc presently contintlitlg to investigate the et't_'cto1'magnetic field line stochasticity on nonresotlant AIt'ven
wave current drive, in particular the efl't'ct ot'currellt lilatnentation, We are considering lleld line stochasticity gencrated by magnetic islamls (e,g,, due to i_ootstrap-current driven tearing modes or hy externally generated islands),
It] the coming year we shall covltixltle the investigations of the riotlresotlant current drive taking into account
the Landau dampirlg which will be modelled via gyroviscosity, Finally we shall ivr,estigate possil_le eflbcts ol'alpha
particles on Alfven wave current drive,
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The University of Wisconsin
Project
Low ?_equcn_y RF Current Drive Theory: Task ! oftttt' Phaedrus Grant
i. A, 'rataronis

Funding
FY92
$44k

F'Y93
$60K

Purpose
To explore and evaluate nonresonant radio frequency (RF) current drive processes in toroldal plasma configurations. Radio frequency current drive is normally viewed as a resonant wave-particle process that acts asymmetrically on a select group of electrons, However, current can also be produced by nonresonant processes associat9d
with macroscopic wave lorces that affect the bulk plasma dymmllcs rather than a select group of charged particles.
For example, at low frequencies, the wave-induced dynamo electric field results in a nonresonant force that can
produce a steady current. The research focuses on current drive by plasma waves In the ion cyclotron range of fiequencies and below.

Approach
Our research emphasizes nonresonant current drive resulting from magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves, The
analysis is self-consistent, meaning that the modeling of the wave propagation is coupled directly to the changes of
the equilibrium by the Induced current. RF fields are represented, In quasi-plane wave form, with slowly varying
envelopes that result from plasma dissipation, spatial inhomogeneities of the plasma and nonlinear mode Interactions. The goal of our analysis is to associate the changes of the wave envelopes with current evolution in the background plasma. We are now expanding our research to include neoclassical effects. The analysis will be based on a
kinetic treatment of the plasma dynamics,

Progress
We have succeeded in connecting, in a self-consistent manner, circularly polarized MHDwaves to the evolution
of current in the plasma equilibrium, We have derived analytical solutions of the nonlinear MHD equations that
relate the Induced average current to the RF wave amplitude, The Induced current can be connected to a transfer of
wave helicity to the hellcity of the background magnetic field. Our results demonstrate that the current is strongly
influenced by plasma dissipation and spatial tnhomogeneities of the plasma profiles.

Plans
During tile new grant period (FY 93), we plan to include neoclassical effects in our analysis of nonresonant
current drive. Past work suggests that trapped particles can limit the current produced by resonant forces. We will
determine if an analogous limitation Is associated with nonresonan_ forces. A second issue that we will treat Is the
influence of nonresonant wave forces on the bootstrap current. Our analysis will be based on the macroscopic moment equations of each particle species, corrected to account tbr neoclassical eflbcts.

Students
Richard Mett wrote his Ph,D. thesis on the subject of nonresonant current drive, A new doctoral student,
Shahid Raufwlll, will join the project in lanuary 1993.

Other Professional Staff
None

Collaborations
We are currently establishing a collaboration with Dr, A,G. Elf'lmov,who is a plasma theorist at the I,N. Vekua
Institute of Physics and Technology, Sukhumi, Georgia, and Dr. V. Pctrzilka, a theorist at Institute of Plasma Physics, Czechoslovakia Academy of Sciences, Prague. Doctors Elflmov and Petrzilka have extensive experience in RF
processes in toroidal plasma. Contact with them should enhance this program,
l_ACi;l_
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Publications
R.R. Mett, and I.A. _ltaronis,

"Plasma Current Drive via Magnetohydrodynanlic

R.R. Melt, and I,A. Tataronis, "Current Drive via Magnetohydrodynamic

Helk'ily Waves," Phys. Rev. l.etls. 03, 1380 (1989).

Helicily Waves in ;| NolluIlilornl l'lasnla," Phys. Fluids B 2, 2534 (1ooO).

R.R. Melt, and I.A. Tataronis, "Current Drive via Injection of Wave Helicity," Ioint Varenna-t.;msanne International Workshop on the Theory of
Fusion Plashes, Villa Monastero, Varenua, Italy, 27-31 Augusl 1990 [paper published in workshop proceedings, p. 4531.
I.A, 'Pataronis, "Current t'_rive via Magnetohydrodynamic Helicity Waves," Annual Meeting of the Plasma l'hysics l_ivision of lhe American Physical Society, Cincinnati, OH. November 12-10, 1990, Invited Talk.
I,A. "Pataronis, P.E. Moroz, alld N. Hershkowitz, "Fast Wave Helicity CurretU I_)rivein Tokamaks," 18Ih European ConiC'fence on Controlled Fusion
and Plasma Physics, Berlin, Germany, 3-7 Itme 1991 [paper published in coniC'fence proceedings, Volume ii1, page 28_3].
I.A. l'm_ronis and hE. Moroz,"Helicity Injection and Fast Wave Current Drive," IAEA Technical Colnnlitiee Meelhlg on Fast Wave Curre11! Drive
in Reactor Scale Tokamaks (Syner_, and Complementarity with t.ttCD and ECRH), Aries, France, 23-25 September i 091, invited Talk [paper
published in conference proceedings, page 16¢a].
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Purpose
This project is concerned with developing magnetic confinement theory for controlled thernlonuclear fusion
plasmas. The major emphasis is on unique development areas that bear upon experimental and fusion reactor design studies at University of Wisconsin at Madison, and on experiments in the largest tokamaks in the world. In
particular, the research has recently concentrated on the following important anomalous transport areas: 1) development and application of a new Chapman-Enskog-like
approach for deriving fluid/kinetic descriptions of plasmas;
2) development of a new paradigm for tokamak plasma behavior and transport based upon constantly interacting
magnetic islands; 3) collaboration with Beam-Emission-Spectroscopy
(BES) diagnosticians on understanding core
plasma fluctuation data; and 4) developing net transport equations for a tokamak plasma. In addition, during
FY 90 and 91, the Principal Investigator led the U.S. fllsion program Transport Task Force activity.

Approach
Although aimed toward explaining various experimental results, this research is entirely theoretical. Approximately half of' the research is analytical and half computational. The computational studies are carried out partially
on local computer workstations, with the larger, more time-consuming
calculations being done on the NERSC
CRAYs at LLNL.

Progress
Major areas in which significant progress was accomplished over the past three fiscal years on this project were:
1. Neoclassical MHD.
This theory of fluid-like phenomena in a resistive-MHD-like tokamak description, which adds the effects of the
parallel viscous [brce that damps poloidal flows in the torus, has been significantly expanded beyond its pioneering development on this grant in the mid 1980's. The neoclassical MHD theory, which is more relevant for the
present generation of low coilisionality tokamaks than resistive MHD, has been applied to studies of pressure-gradient-driven and tearing type instabilities in tokanlaks [1,4], ion-temperature-gradient
type instabilities [5, 6] and
other tokamak plasma instabilities and turbulence studies. Also, a new paradigm [br the tokamak plasma "equilil_rium" based upon a constantly interacting set of neoclassical MHD mini magnetic islands has been proposed [ 15].
2. 7)'ansport Task Force (TTI 9.
This OFE/DOE-sponsorcd U.S. program-wide activity was initiated and led by the Principal Investigator on this
grant during the 1988-91 period. The early TTF reports on the status of transport studies were published in late
1990 [3]. A major Physics Today article flint emphasized the importance of the scientific research on plasma turbulence and transport was published in early 1992 [8]. A summary of TTF progress during its first 3 years of existence was presented as a major review paper at the American Physical Society's Division of Plasma Physics meeting
in late 1991 and published in the Physics of Fluids in mid 1992 [16].
3. Effects of Macroscopic Phenomena On EnerW Confinement.
A theory quantifying the eflbcts of macroscopic phenomena (sawteeth, Mirnov oscillations, ELMs) and healing
profiles on energy confinement in tokamaks was developed [2]. This theory was used to explore the significance ot'
sawtooth effects on energy confinement in DIII-D plasmas at low q and high density [9], and to quantity their potential impact in ITER [7].
4. N_,v Chapman-Enskog-like
Approach.
A new approach for developing rigorously valid, hybrid fltlid/kinefic generalization of the Chapman-Enskog
approach in the kinetic theory of gases has been developed over the past few years [10--12]. In partictllar, collisional [10] and collisional [11, 12] formalisms and concomitant closure relations lor the fluid moment etlualions
have been developed. Also, the nonlinear [brm of the gyroviscous forces has been clarified [ 14], and the fluid-like
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Purpose
We are providing theoretical and numerical tools to aid in understanding plasma behavior in steilarators and
other ['usioli devices, In particular, we arc promoting development o1'the slellarator conliguralioll by modeling the
Wisconsin stellarators, amt by studying proposed new devices.

Approach
The key issues that we have [bcused on have been primarily transport related, and have been addressed by
means of self-consistent kinetic calculations, These have included analytic and numerical treatments of ripple
_ransport, aml numerical studies of edge plasma behavior. To these ends we have developed new numerical methods for solving kinetic equations and performed detailed comparisons with experiments. We have also developed
extremely flexible tools for describing 2-D plasmas and lheir sell'-consistent electric fields, which can readily be
used and modified by non-experts.

Progress
In the last 3 years, we have developed two numerical schemes, which have been used in several codes and in
the solution of a variety of problems. The first of which is a procedure for solution of kinetic equations, in one or
more of both velocity and space coordinates. This consists of finding a Green's function, in order to advance the
distribution t'unction in time. The particular Green's l'unction we have developed is easy lo implement, allows large
time steps, conserves particles and energy exactly and provides low levels of numerical difl'usion. This has been
used in self-consistent kinetic studies of stellarator (and other) edge-plasmas.
We have also written a powerful general-purpose numerical tool, which is in some regards a high-level c.ompurer language, the Simulation Generation Language And Translator (or SGLAI'). This allows a set ot' finite dil'l_'rence or other sets of equations to be the input in their 'usual' [brm, and 'SGLAT' writes a code to solve Ihese
equations, using a Newton's method. SGLAT constructs a lacobian matrix by symbolic dif[_'rentiation, and inverts
the matrix equations, using sparse matrix techniques as appropriate. SGt,AT is distinct I'rom other packages of
which we are aware, in its ability to handle massive sets of equations. This allows it, for instance, to easily solve
the continuity and Poisson equations consistently and implicitly, in a 2-D plasma. This permits non-expert users to
set up and solve problems which have previously been out of reach o[' most plasma physicists. This has obvious
applications to experiments involving biasing of divertor plates and probe measurements, in steilarator plasmas.

Plans
We are in the process of extending our self-consistent kinetic codes to 2-D, so as to be able Io study divertor
behavior in stellarators in a highly realistic fashion. We are also using SGLAT in 2-D self-consistent fluid calculations, to model electrostatic phenomena in the Interchangeable Module Stellaraior.

Students
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Purpose
To investigate the cause and transport consequences of fluctuations in the reversed field pinch (RFP) fusion
concept. Transport of particles, energy, and current is studied. Based upon the developing understanding,
techniques are devised to reduce the fluctuations and transport. Topics are investigated which also have application
beyond the RFP, particularly to the tokamak.

Approach
Analytic and computational techniques are employed to study turbulence and transport. Nonlinear three-dimensional resistive magnetohydrodynamic
computation investigates tearing instabilities, magnetic reconnection,
and fluctuation suppression techniques. Analytic turbulence theories, based upon closure techniques or simple energy flow models, investigate microturbulence and transport.

Progress
i. Anomalous ion heating:
A well-known experimental anomaly is that ions are heated by a mechanism other than collisional transfer
from electrons. Analytical work suggests that the heating may result from ion cyclotron damping of short scale fluctuations generated by an energy cascade from large scale tearing instabilities.
2. Feedback of resistive wall instabilities.
Resistive wall instabilities are a potential major obstacle to an RFP reactor. Feedback stabilization has been
demonstrated to be feasible, from a physics viewpoint, through nonlinear MHD computation.
3. Rippling and g-mode tz¢rbulence:
The amplitude of steady-state electrostatic turbulence, from rippling and g-mode turbulence, has been calculated from analytic turbulence theory. The amplitudes are small compared to experimental values.
4. Bi-spectral ana_sis of wan'ngfluctuan'ons:
Bi-spectral analysis has been applied to both MHD computational and experimental data to measure three-wave
nonlinear wave coupling. Good semi-quantitative agreement is indicated.
5. Analytical study of radial transport offield-aligned current by collisionless transport:
This study has demonstrated that magnetic fluctuation induced transport is small. The self-consistent interaction between waves and particles is included in this analysis.
6. Feedback stabih_ation of RFP tearingflucPuations to a value lower than that obtained with a conducting shell:
This has been investigated.

Plans
1. Evaluate feasibility and physics properties of electrostatic helicity injection as a technique to suppress fluctuations and transport in the RFP. Employ the results of nonlinear, resistive 3-D MHD computation to guide and
compare with experiments in the MST device.
2. Use 3-D MHD computation to study current density transport in the presence of MHD relaxation. Compare
the results with experimental measurements of current diffusion in the outer portion of MST.
3. Evaluate the direct energy cascade from large scale tearing mode using analytic turbulence theory. The resulting spectrum of magnetic fluctuations will be compared with experiment and employed to evaluate the contribution of damping at the small scale to anomalous ion heating.
4. Investigate the radial transport of field-aligned current from collisional drift-Alfven turbulence or resistive
tearing modes, taking into account the self-consistent relationship between the fluctuations and transport.
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5. Investigate rf current-drive techniques appropriate to tile low field RFE with a goal of current profile control
['or fluctuation suppression.
6. Investigate, through MHD computation, the effect of various current density profiles on fluctuations and
transport.
7. Combine the helicity injecti6n MHD code with a finite pressure MHD code to examine the effect of electrostatic helicity injection on ,:ner_,_, transport.
8. Operate MHD code with the additional feature of self-consistent evolution of single particles to examine the
contribution of electron motion, parallel to the magnetic field, to the dynamo effect.

Students and Postdoctoral Research Associates
E.I. Zita, Ph.D., "MHD Computational Study of Feedback of Resistive Wall Instabilities,"
(present graduate student), P. Figliozzi (undergraduate).

(1992), C. Sovinec

Other Professional Staff
None.
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Collaboration
Science Applications International Corp., La Jolla, extensive collaboration in 3-D MHD computation. University
of California-San Diego, collaboration in analytic turbulence theory. University of Montana, collaboration on investigation of rf current drive techniques.
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Purpose
This project is concerned with theoretical and computational research in the area of turbulence and anomalous
transport in toroidal plasma confinement devices. This work pursues development of analytical turbulence models
describing general dynamical behavior and observed phenomena, calculation of relevant turbulence characteristics
and transport fluxes for such models, and numerical simulation of plasma turbulence. Topics being investigated
are: the physics of enhanced confinement regimes in tokamaks (specifically the H-mode), the transition to the
H-mode, and the characteristics of transport in the H-mode; the characteristics and turbulent properties (including
heat and particle transport) of fluctuations in tokamak core plasmas; theory and phenomenology of the frequency
spectrum of drift wave turbulence and its relation to tokamak fluctuation measurements; and magnetic fluctuations
and magnetic fluctuation induced transport.

Approach
This work is generally based on the application of statistical closure (renormalized) theories of plasma turbulence and direct spectral simulation of model equations to the problem of understanding fluctuations and fluctuation induced transport in tokamaks. Specifically, enhanced confinement regimes are studied analytically by
modeling turbulently generated flow self-consistently, along with saturation of turbulence by the differentially rotating flow. Core fluctuations and transport are studied in the context of long wavelength turbulence, including dissipative trapped ion convective cell turbulence and collisionless trapped electron mode turbulence. Both analytic
theory and simulation are utilized. The frequency spectrum of drift wave turbulence is investigated using two-point
closure theory and comparing with the results of numerical calculations. Magnetic fluctuations and magnetic fluctuation induced transport is examined in the context of ion heating from tearing modes in the reversed field pinch,
and microtearing fluctuations in tokamaks.

Progress
1. The simple scaling theory prediction for suppression of turbulence by flow shear that has become the working paradigm for understanding H-mode transport was derived. Extensions to this work include a demonstration
that the curvature of the flow is also capable of suppressing turbulence, an analysis of finite amplitude induced
effects which weaken shear suppression, and a model for the L--H transitio,_ based on the self-consistent coupling
of fluctuation driven shear flow and flow suppressed turbulence.
2. Numerical solution of a model equation ['or dissipative trapped ion convective cell turbulence produced a
demonstration that energy transfer in the long wavelength part of wavenumber space is toward small scales, contrary to conventional wisdom. This work also demonstrated that the spectral transfer is predominately nonlocal in
wavenumber space. Extending this work to higher wavenumber, it was shown that two transfer regimes exist, with
a dual cascade process that is local in wavenumber space in the shorter wavelength regime. From the numerical
solutions a large shift in the frequency spectrum was discovered and subsequently derived analytically. The shift
was shown to have an important effect on the dynamics and basic instability driving the turbulence.
3. Magnetic fluctuations in a collisionless plasma were found to be incapable of transporting the field aligned
current required to sustain the reversed toroidal field in a reversed field pinch (RFP), indicating the tearing mode
fluctuation driven dynamo is the only viable candidate for sustaining reversal. It was shown that the observed ion
heating in the RFP can be produced by the tearing mode fluctuations through the turbulent cascade they drive.
Transport coefficients for high beta microtearing turbulence were also derived.
4. The quasilinear heat and particle fluxes for trapped electron mode turbulence were calculated and their
magnitude evaluated for the measured spectrum of core fluctuations in the Texas Experimental Tokamak Experiment (TEXT). These were compared with the estimated heat and particle fluxes from power and particle balance.
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Reasonable agreement was tbund if tile mean wavenumber of tile fluctualJoIls is given by the value found tiom tar
infrared scattering, as opposed to the smaller wflue inferred from measurements made with the heavy ion beam
probe,
5. The structure and dynamics for self-trapping tluctualions in three dimensional magne(ized plasmas were
derived, Coherent struc(ures and self-organization were also observed and described in simulations of compressible magnetoturbulence
and collisional drift waves,
0, The general phenomenolo_tLv of frequency shifts in drift wave turbulence was examined and predictions
were made for the direction in t'requeIIcy space of shifts of the spectrum peak.
7. The principal investigator served as interim co-chairman of the Core Fluctuation Working Group of the
Transport "l-hskForce, as a member of the Fluctuation Subpanel of the Transport 'Pask Force (phase I). organized a
LtS-lapan theory workshop on edge physics and the L-H transition in August of 1991, served on lhe U.S. DOE loint
Institute for Fusion Theory Management Committee, and served on lhe Sherwood Theory Executive Committee,

Plans
Plans lot the future include the derivation of the wavenumber spectrum lbr drift wave turbulence in the presence of [low shear. This derivation will also determine the effect of noniocal spectral transfer on the spectrum, A
theory lbr the frequency spectrum and spectrum shift based on incoherent emission into collective trapped electron
drift wave fluctuations will be worked out and predictions ['or the frequency shift will be obtained. Fluid theories
tbr dissipative and collisionless trapped electron mode turbulence will be developed in order to predict the
fluctuation level and particle transport. These theories will specifically examine the role of the frequency shift on
fluctuation dynamics and transport. Steady state magnetic turbulence will be studied numerically using magnetohydrodynamic and compressible magnetoturbulence models.

Students
David E. Newman, Doctoral candidate (estimated graduation date, 1993), Gene Riggs, third year graduate student (DOE Fellow), Eduardo Fernandez, second year graduate student. Other Professional Staff: Nathan Mattor,
Postdoctoral associate, 1990-1991

Collaborations
University of California at San Diego: Physics of enhanced tokamak confinement regimes, and core fluctuations
and transport. University of Texas at Austin: Theory/experiment
comparison for particle and heat transport in
TEXT. Oak Ridge National Laboratory: Physics of enhanced tokamak confinement regimes. Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory: Core fluctuations and transport. Science Applications International Corporation, San Diego:
Magnetic fluctuation induced transport.
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Purpose
The object of this program is to analytically develop simple and numerically implementable descriptions of
transport in toroidal fusion devices for the ready interpretation of experiment and eventual efficient reliable engineering design.

Approach
The research involves the systematic and critical survey of the relevant theory in an attempt to identify those
features and results which are robust and essential to the purposes of the program. These essential elements will
then be incorporated into analytically simpler models whose numerical implementation is more readily accomplished than attempting to deal with the complete description. For example, this study will be adapted to develop a
relaxation model for collisions which provides neoclassical transport coefficients which agree well with the restricted body of known results but allow rapid accurate determination, in general, of such transport coefficients.

Progress
Gyrokinetic theory has been streamlined and has been employed to derive the collisional transport theory for
any topologically toroidal device possessing well defined magnetic surfaces _g(r,t)=const., without a detour via moment equations. Thus it includes the theory appropriate for a Tokamak with rotation, as well as that for the
Stellarator. It allows for finite mean flows.
An analysis is underway to determine the correct boundary conditions to apply to the transport equations. In
the case where there is no edge turbulence and there is no reflux from the boundaries it is clear that kinetically one
must view as unpopulated all drift orbits that touch an absorber. This indicates that there is a boundary layer, of
thickness roughly equal to an effective drift orbit, in which the distribution function passes from ahnost Maxwellian
to far from Maxwellian.
A start has been made on the rough characterization and parametric dependence of the neoclassical transport
coefficients. This consists of classifying the parts of energy magnetic moment space that contribute and bounding
the associated effective collision time that enters the model expressions.
The general equations governing the ensemble average field quantities in the presence of both collisions and
turbulence have been derived and are being analyzed. We will attempt to use experimental information to determine which terms are dominant and see if one can asymptotically match the associated fluxes in the turbulent outer
layer to the neoclassical results which dominate the center. The theory proceeds from the governing equations in
conservation form.

Plans
In the next year, the work on gyrokinetics and transport will be summarized in a solicited article in the Reviews
of Modern Physics. The boundary layer analysis near a wall will be extended to incorporate edge turbulence. The
numerical determination of effective collision times required for the reduced collision operator will be undertaken.
The numerical implementation of the simplified theory will begin. Initial modeling of edge turbulence and methods
for matching the associated transport to neoclassical theory will be initiated.

Other Staff
Qun Chen, Post Doctoral Research Associate
Marian Rose, Visiting Fellow
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Collaborations
This work will be done in collaboration
Frascati, Italy.

with Dr. Francesco

Ronlanelli

and colleagues

ol' the fusion

laboratory

ill

Students
No students

are currently

involved

in this work.
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